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Editor’s Note 

 

 

 

Dear Readers and Contributors, 

 

 Congratulations to all of us for sustaining this academic enterprise 

for five years. With this issue we are entering into the sixth year which we 

believe will be intensely academic for all the teachers, scholars, supervisors 

and teachers. 

The most interesting article of this issue is ‘Dialogue Journaling’, as a tool for 

teaching English in classrooms. It was extremely thought provoking and 

innovative. So are many more articles in the literature section. Share it with 

your peers and colleagues. 

 

Happy Reading and Sharing! 

 
Dr. Mrudula Lakkaraju 
Chief & Founding Editor 
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ENGLISH CREATIVE SECTION 
 

Into The World 
C. Chandhini 

 
I enter the fray, eager and wild, 

Thirst to prove, just a grown child. 
Racket in hand, I stand and gawk, 
At players insipid soaring hawks. 
The nets twang as corks stumble, 
In amateur hands they do fumble. 

“I am better than the best of this lot” 
I think, but am unaware; 
Of the underlying plot 

 
My mates, they know how to flirt, 

With this dirty world 
Bow and grimace to get what they want, 

Tantalise the oyster shell, 
To slide their hand in, 

To get at the pearl 
 

They circle me now like soaring hawks; 
Entangle me in sweet sugary lies. 

Ah! What thoughts swirl deep in their minds! 
I can see them reflected in narrowed eyes. 

I’m fresh and green and ignorant. 
I know I should do as they do; 

But I can’t. 
 

My heart bars my way, 
As I raise my hand to defend, 
I drown in my own morals, 

There is this strand of the original in me! 
It strangles my hold and bends my knee; 

As they step in, I stare helplessly, 
At unsteady hands and talentless wrists 
They don’t care that we lose the match, 

Wriggling to scratch their mutual itches, 
Craving for identity, killing for it 

I watched from afar as the hawks turned into vultures; 
And picked on my sprouting soul 

 
My talent is buried as I shout, 

“I can do this! I’m able!” 
They smile and agree, 

As they break my wrists and soul divide 
I yell and scream, “No! I’m right!” 

But consumed by spite, they show their might 
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The Triad 
Saroj Bala 

 
Mother 

 
The sky, the earth, the sun, the moon and the pole star… 

Nothing is comparable to mother 
Her selfless, profound love 

Illuminates the world of her brood 
The indelible imprint of thoughts and deeds 

Immanent beauty of her being 
Her unquenchable optimism 

Incessantly inspiring everyone 
The golden glow of her body 

Woeful souls waiting for the last rites 
Reunion with her Shiva 

But the agony of the bereaved 
Now the Niagara of her blessings flows steadily 

Over the mortal humankind 
 
 

Untitled 
 

Can your polyglot persona 
Comprehend the truth? 

My life- an epic without words 
Seems beyond your intellectual competence 

A nameless sentiment bridges us 
For an absolute surrender of the self 

No relation- but only 
An unconditional submission 

Hold my hand for our sojourn here 
Let me get submerged in 

Your scented self 
For the stupendous satiety of love/ devotion 

In unison with the horizon of earthly to ethereal 
May eternal bliss of togetherness be ours 

You- the life giving sun 
Me- the sun beam fed radiating lotus. 

 
 

The Wedding 
 

The pink attired Lord Shiva 
The kneeling submissive bride Parvati 

The perfumed corporeal proximity 
The true beatitude of the union 

The cherished felicity of indefinable faith 
Awaited bridegroom ready to apprise his twin-self 

The supernal melodies of the soulful desires 
The obliging bounty of the divine order 

The grateful devotees’ surrender to the will of God 
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Blended Learning  
(Using Traditional and Modern Methods in English Language Teaching) 

Srimadhavi P 
 
 
Change is inevitable and constant. It applies in imparting knowledge as well. An 

amalgamation of convention and modern methods is required and the need of the hour in 
teaching English as a second language in developing countries. Using technology in the 
classrooms is paving way for better teaching and learning environment. It has become a vital 
tool in ELT in particular. Every English teacher is exposed to using computers, over-head 
projectors in the classroom.  

 
Blending traditional methods of language teaching with modern technology is very 

essential. Role of social media and social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter can be 
used in language teaching. With distinct and clear learning objectives learning can be made 
less monotonous and more interesting with the help of technology blended learning. 
Students can be encouraged to use Google docs to share write ups, poems and anecdotes. 
Structured and guided write ups can be written by the students and shared across, using 
learner podcasts, teacher feedback videos etc can make teaching and learning a wonderful 
experience. Recorded videos of GD’s, JAM sessions and voice threads can be posted across 
the social networking sites for a wider audience.  

 
Digital story telling using learner podcasts, teacher feedback videos, Edmodo used as 

portfolio or PLN, mobile aided learning inside and outside of the classroom, using virtual 
learning environment to support reflective writing assessment improving presentation skills 
with Power Point are the various ways and means by which technology can be used to 
enhance English language teaching. Using weblogs in ELT classroom is a boon and provides 
wider opportunity for learner to explore English websites. The teacher can design an 
assignment for the students and involve the student upon using a blog to accomplish the 
assignment. A student can develop a speech, make a video, or prepare a PPT as a part of the 
task designed by the teacher. The blogs can be run by individual learners themselves or by 
small collaborative group of learners. In the ELT classes learner blogs may best be suited for 
reading and writing practice. The act of constructing a blog encourages the use of search 
engines and net surfing in English to find appropriate sites to which links can be made. 
Individually blogs can be used as journals for writing practice. A class blog can be created 
with collaborative effort of an entire class. In conversation based classes it could be used like 
a free form bulletin board for learners to post messages, images and links related to 
classroom discussion topics. With intermediate and advanced learners, class blogs might be 
useful for facilitating project based language learning.  

 
Poole, Axmann, Calongne and Cox claimed that given the right condition, a 

synchronous environment of the chat room can be a successful medium for learning. By 
inculcating chats in language learning one can receive input and produce output which is 
vital for English language learning. A collaborative learning is possible by using chats in 
virtual English classrooms. Students are given opportunity for skill development and 
practice. In integrated learning, collaborative and blended learning strategies are better 
learning tools that provide us with desirable learning outcomes. Innovative and creative 
ways are used by inducing social media within the lesson plans. Students can be encouraged 
to post the images of their works on Facebook or WhatsApp.  
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Don't overwhelm the class with technology. A distinct set of objectives are to be set 
forth to keep the students in the class focused and un-diverted. As educators we have to 
accept the fact that technology drove the educational process as teachers we need to think 
beyond the box and determine step by step what technology can do for us to support not 
supplant our teaching source. For students using latest gadgets, education through 
technology can be very motivational and a creative experience. Above all, it can be fun.  

 
References  
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ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 
The Cloistered Race and Their Clogged Lives: A Study of Alice Walker’s 
Meridian 
E. Anita 

 
 
Racism is often used to describe the negative feelings of one ethnic group towards 

another.  It is based on colour and appearance. “. . . racism is centrally expressed in terms of 
the physical and the beautiful; the basis of racism in the philosophical – aesthetic 
suppression of the Black.  Moreover attitude to beauty and colour is the juncture where 
racism and sexism overlaps and cuts across” (28), says Mogaral in Black Aesthetic and 
Reading the Afro-American Woman’s Novel. 

 
Walker represents the African American women’s experience of racism as a double-

edged sword.  These women have to fight for their liberation and freedom as human beings 
with rights and dignity, while at the same time not becoming too dominant with regard to 
their position to men.  The main barriers to Black women rights identified in Angelou’s and 
Walker’s novels are racism, lack of education and the cultural stereotype that women are 
inferior. 

 
Alice Walker’s novel Meridian is a protest against the racist and segregationist 

policies that control and shape the lives of African Americans in the South.  Davis and 
Cassandra point out that, “racism is always gendered, and imprisonment practices that are 
conventionally considered to be “neutral” – such as sentencing, punishment regimes, and 
health care-differ in relation to the ways race, gender, and sexuality intersect (web).  
Walker’s novel Meridian, recounts the personal evaluation of a young black woman 
Meridian Hill, against the backdrop of the politics of the Civil Right Movement and her 
struggle to overcome the inequality faced by her community. 

 
 The novel Meridian combines Walker’s various aesthetic and social concerns 
harmoniously.  An exploration of a young woman’s coming of age and her journey from 
loneliness, guilt, and self-doubt, to self-acceptance, empowerment, and love.  Meridian is set 
on a path to greater self-realization like Walker once was, and she endures the hardships of 
firmly and irrevocably establishing her identity amid the chaos of social upheaval, sexual 
alienation, and people who are not always approving or supportive of either the woman or 
the cause. 
 
 Walker has used the theme of search for self-acceptance and self-consciousness in 
this novel.  She presents it through describing the character of Meridian, the protagonist.  
The relationship between Meridian and her mother was not as lovable as mother-daughter 
relationship.  Meridian’s mother dislikes Meridian for her different and disobeying 
character. When her mother requests here to accept Jesus into her life, at the age of thirteen, 
she declares that she is unwilling.  This decision prompts her mother to withdraw her love 
for Meridian. This relationship that Meridian has with her mother casts a shadow over much 
of her life, and she struggles to overcome this and other obstacles as she searches for self-
awareness and self-acceptance.  Her mother’s emotional distance, disapproving nature, and 
moral superiority fill Meridian with guilt and sadness, which persist well into adulthood. 
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Walker uses the theme of the interconnection of the past and the present in 
Meridian.  The young activists in this novel attempt to break with tradition by bringing an 
end to racism and segregation that overshadow black Americans for centuries.  Walker 
shifts her focus from the present to the past to explore the lives of people, who helped pave 
the way to the present moment. Walker brings in two characters to present the 
interconnection. The experiences of Louvinie and Feather Mae, frame the issues that 
Meridian and her father face. The powerful historical precedent, which the Serpent Mound 
evokes, also serves as a vital connection between Meridian, her father, and the ancestors 
who came before her. 

 
 In Meridian, Walker handles the difficulty of idealism.  This is visible while analysing 
the character of Meridian, Truman and Lynne. Meridian struggles hard to bring up her own 
community, while Lynne struggles with adapting and applying her own idealism to 
meaningful change in the lives of southern blacks.  Truman lost sight of the intentions of the 
Civil Rights Movement, in his self-absorption.  Then Meridian concludes by explaining them 
that the battle can be won in small ways such as getting blacks to register for vote and by 
improving the lives of people who victimize the expression of racism. 
 
 Truman Held’s character presents the theme of worldliness.  Truman initially 
dedicates much time and interest in the Civil Rights Movement.  He also falls in love with 
Meridian.  But he gets corrupt and his life starts to scatter when the younger generation 
activists enter this movement with full power and raise its voice against the institutional 
racism.  Lynne, a white activist attracts Truman and he starts loving her.  He also continues 
his relationship with Meridian.  Meridian and Lynne represent two extremes.  Truman finds 
it difficult to commit to either.  Truman also struggles with his relationship to black culture.  
His pretension and desire for worldliness lead him to study abroad in France.  This is visible 
in his dialogue which he peppers with rudimentary French phrases.  For example when he 
describes Meridians beauty, “You look fantastic!”  Meridian breathed, as she culled up in his 
arms. “Et toiaussi,” he replied in French. “Tu es tre’s magnifique!” (M 99). To confront 
himself as an individual and fill his life with purpose and meaning, he should free himself 
from the various confusing presence and influence that mark his life. 
 

Lynne learns to sympathize with the reality of racism as it affects individual lives.  
She feels that she must go to greater lengths to establish herself within the black community 
as well as in the movement.  However, her whiteness will always set her apart, and she 
remains an outsider, which ultimately pushes her to the fringes of the movement.  Lynne’s 
racial guilt is unanswerable.  Eventually, she feels she must be the sacrifice that atones for 
years of racial injustice, and she does not resist or fight Tommy Odds when his aggressive 
sexual advances turn to rape.  She also feels that by allowing him to have his way, she’ll be 
atoning for her guilt as she presents it in these lines: 

 
There was a moment when she knew she could force him from her.  But it was a flash, She lay 
instead thinking of his feelings, his hardships, of the way he was black and belonged to people 
who lived without hope; she thought about the loss of his arm.  She felt her own guilt.  And he 
entered her and she did not any longer resist but tries instead to think of Tommy Odds as he 
was when he was her friend- and near the end her arms stole around his neck, and before he 
left she told him she forgave him. (M 173) 
 
 This shows Tommy Odds brutality of the male domination over Lynne.  It also proves 
that Walker has used certain types of feminism and its issues in her novel Meridianto 
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present these characters.  Tommy Odds is an example of male arrogance who believes that 
being a male one can do anything, ignoring the feelings of the female.  Most of the feminist 
writers present women characters who become victims of rape.  Rape is the most heinous 
crime a male can commit against a female and very often this crime goes unchanged and 
even unnoticed.  Rape is committed as the male believes that he is physically stronger and 
superior and being less strong physically the woman has to subdue herself to the physical 
power of the male.  Man believes that he proves his maleness by showing his sexual power.  
This also raises another pertinent question raised by feminist and womanist writers.  It is the 
question about female sex and sexuality.  It discusses the women’s role in sexual activity and 
how her rights are denied and her wishes ignored when man takes sex as his prerogative.  
Exploitation takes place not in outside society, but in the family.  As Luxton has said, “In 
recent years, the women’s liberation movement has shown that family is not a haven of love 
and security but is instead for many women a dangerous and violent place” (115).  Irigaray 
says, “The family has always been the privileged locus of women’s exploitation” (142). 
 
 Like Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian freedom fighter, Meridian advocates non-violence.  
She is unlike her peers, who stress on violent revolution for racial and social equality.  She 
proves her social commitment by living as one among the poor and the victimised.  Meridian 
takes a complicated look at black men and white woman relations.  Tommy Odds who has a 
grouse against the whites for exploiting black women rapes a white woman Lynne, the wife 
of his friend Truman, who is innocent of racial and sexual discrimination.  Thus centring on 
a black woman, Meridian presents Meridian’s search for selfhood against the background of 
rapid socio-cultural changes of the 1960’s. 

This novel mainly focuses on racism that the blacks suffer under the white authority.  
In this novel, Meridian’s father undergoes this oppression.  As she says: 

 
One day when she was helping her father tie up some running beans, tree white men in 
government-issued trucks- army green with white lettering on the side- came out to the farm.  
They unloaded a large wire trash basket and two brown picnic tables.  They said a bulldozer 
would be coming the next day.  The Indian burial mounds of the Sacred Serpent and her 
father’s garden of prize beans, corn and squash were to be turned into a tourist attraction, a 
public park. (M 49) 

 
Meridian’s father owned a Serpent Mound which he considers to be a sacred place.  

That place is taken away by the government authority and they have changed that place into 
a historical park.  She says that, “When her father went to the country courthouse with his 
deed, the officials said they could offer only token payment; that, and the warning to stay 
away from Sacred Serpent Park which, now that it belonged to the public, was of course not 
open to colored” (M 49).  After changing it into a commercial park they prevent blacks from 
entering inside it.  This shows the denial of the black’s equality by the white authorities in 
the country. 

 
In the American context the Blacks who were suppressed by the majority whites have 

taken up literature as a powerful vehicle to expose their sufferings and genuine demands. 
Racial discrimination has been a common theme in Black literature. Invariably all Black 
authors touch upon the excruciating experiences of racial discrimination in their literary 
output. The Black women writers like Zora Neale Hurston, Toni Morrison and Maya 
Angelou also touch upon the issue of racial discrimination in their writings. The deep 
wounds left by the mindless oppression of racism are still in the mind of the Blacks and they 
couldn’t but avoid exploring the macabre incidents of violence and violation of rights in 
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their literary corpus. Though Walker’s major writings are not autobiographical fictional 
narratives, along with the revelation of her personality and personal experiences through 
certain characters, she unmistakably registers the harmful effects of racism in her works. 

 
Racism is not a new paradigm in African American literature since most of the Black 

writers have taken efforts to (underscore) underline the hazardous nature of bias and 
discrimination in their works. The writings of Zora Neale Hurston, Toni Morrison, Maya 
Angelou, Lorraine Hansberry, and Richard Wright bear testimony to the significance 
ascribed of the Black authors for the theme of racial discrimination in their literary writings. 
Follow suit Walker also in her fictions, with photographic fidelity (candidly), depicts the 
horrors of discrimination experienced by the Blacks in America, the land of promise and 
prosperity in their day to day life. Walker in almost all her novels vividly portrays the 
agonizing experiences of the Blacks for being a Black woman. The real sufferings in the life 
of a Blacks start at a very early stage in life and they haunt him/her throughout their life. 
Walker very meticulously presents for her readers some of the most tormenting experiences 
which make the readers realize the pressing need for emancipation of the Blacks.  
 
 The scars left by discrimination are so deep that it is not possible for the Blacks to 
pass over or ignore the horrors of racism. The whites in America too believe that the Blacks 
are socially, culturally and intellectually inferior to them. The Blacks are destined to serve 
the Whites as slaves and have to live on the husk thrown by the white masters. In spite of 
their hard work and their sacrifice for the well-being of Black families they have to satisfy 
themselves with the worn out clothes and materials. It is a pity the white masters enjoys the 
fruits of the diligence of the Blacks but instead of having mercy for them, they abuse and ill 
treat them by all means. Passing through a white residential area is an arduous experience 
for them because they have to experience the barbs of the whites and mindless ill treatment.  
Identity is vital to the life of any individual. The white masters immediately after taking a 
Black servant in the family, changes his/her name (to their convenience) and addresses 
them with a funny name only to reduce the Blacks to the level of a non-entity devoid of 
individuality and a distinct personality.  
 

Facing a crowd or visiting a public place is a very painful experience for the Blacks 
because anytime they may have to receive vitriolic attacks and physical tortures from the 
whites. Be it a hotel, a park or a school there is no much difference in the treatment meted 
out to the Blacks. Walker faithfully records a few agonizing incidents from her life which 
expose the sufferings of the Blacks in public places. Walker reveals the bitter truth that even 
an educational institution is not free from racial discrimination. The white teachers are ever 
impartial and they adopt dual approaches in treating the students. They don’t blame or 
punish when the white boys commit a mistake but on the contrary they rudely behave with 
the Black children even when they do something good. Walker’s presentation of racial 
discrimination validates the Blacks claim of legitimate basic rights to lead a normal life free 
from exploitation and segregation.  
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Women across Boundaries 
(Psychological Analysis of the female protagonist in Manjula Padmanabhan’s Getting There) 

Ansulika Paul 
 

 
Manjula Padmanabhan’s Getting There is an experience of a woman, her search for 

inner security, her desperate dependence and fear of freedom. The female protagonist in the 
book named Manjula explores her world through travel and male friends. The female 
protagonist Manjula in the book believed man to be a portal for finding herself. Manjula 
Padmanabhan Writes,  
 
Piet was the portal through which I would enter this other space. It seemed to me logical that 
in order to pass through him I needed to arrange a physical encounter with him. (P.no.81) 
 

What do women think? How do they define themselves as being a woman?  What is 
that which makes women feel like women? Man; the desire for man; the male attention. 
Further in the book in Manjula Padmanabhan writes about the female protagonist speaking 
about men as, 
 
 I had never been to the U.S. The thought of travelling there in the company of a man whom I 
could flaunt as a boyfriend, not a spouse, appealed to me. It would confirm my own view of 
myself as a counter-culture revolutionary, living outside the confines of social acceptance. 
(P.no.41) 
 
Quotes Penelope Russianoff in her book Why Do I Think I Am Nothing without a Man, 
 
 Thinking that you are nothing without a man is a problem women share regardless of marital 
status- and also regardless of age, nationality, income, upbringing, professional standing, 
religion, and personal appearance. (P.no.4) 
 

What goes into the mind of a woman birthing frantic behavior for men? Why woman 
lives with a void all her life? A great deal of mental map drawn in a women’s mind is due to 
the society she grows up in, the people she is surrounded with. 
 

Another quote from Getting There by Manjula Padmanabhan is when the female 
protagonist had a one to one conversation with her brother, he says, “- all our cousins, the 
whole rest of our family, all the people of our class and background- are in some respectable 
job or married with children. But you? What are you doing? Scratching a living from your 
miserable drawings, living in some third-rate brothel with a landlord who looks like an albino 
mongoose and screwing around with some boy whom you tell the whole world you’re not going 
to marry!”  (P.no.50) 
 

Society has a major impact in the way a woman relates herself with the world. The 
desire to be free; the lack of freedom; the fear of freedom culminates into making a woman 
nothing without a man. Penelope Russianoff Says,  
 
About 95 percent of my female patients think that they are nothing without a man. But this is 
not something they tell me immediately. Usually, the first compliment I hear is “Why do I feel 
so empty so much of the time”? (P.no.1) 
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As questions linger rather stammers in one’s mind, is one ready to detangle the mess 
to clear out the web and make the picture transparent. A person who is less strong is called 
“weak”. The Merriam-Webster dictionary describes “weak” as, “lacking strength”. (Merriam 
Webster Dictionary 27 January 2017)  On the other hand “victim” as in Merriam- Webster is, 
“one that is acted on and usually adversely affected by a force or agent”. (Merriam Webster 
Dictionary 27 January 2017) 
 
  When did the word “weak” turn synonymous to “victim” and the word “victim” turn 
synonymous to women? When did this get into a woman’s head? “Weak” demands “strong”, 
“victim” demands “oppressor”. One cannot tell when but yes it did get into the very 
psychology of women. Manjula Padmanabhan in her book Getting There narrates the female 
protagonist as a care-free woman, willing to lead her life on her own terms but she has a fear 
of freedom, fear of being a lone woman. 
 
Manjula Padmanabhan quotes as the leading lady explains about herself to her boyfriend, 
 
“I explained to Prashant that there was a limit on the term of a relationship with me. Marriage 
and children were out of the question. I said that I was serious about my plans to recycle 
myself and requested him not to try to dissuade me”. (P.no.64) 
 

The female protagonist in the book feels emptiness in her and to fill it she explores 
life through different spheres, through travel and through male friends. Does our society 
teach women to have a mind of one’s own? What is the general curriculum in bringing up 
girls across the globe? How co-dependency has become the life of women as they know not 
any other? 
 

Melody Beattie in her book Codependent No More defines Codependency as “A 
codependent person is one who has let another person’s behavior affect him or her, and who is 
obsessed with controlling that person’s behavior”. (P.no.34) 
 

Codependency is not restricted to gender. If a woman can live all her life craving for a 
man; a man can live all her life craving for a woman. But what alarms into one’s mind after 
this thought is why women across boundaries, are most affected. It has much to do with the 
background a child is brought up in. A world in boundaries, beyond the world outside. This 
background cultivated in the child, later walks on road.  The background where the child 
finds lost though being in the world. The child never gets the opportunity to find oneself. 
This child gradually grows into a world of zero self-esteem, lack of responsibility, a desire to 
control and to be needed. 
 

Ansulika Paul Quotes from her book review of “Getting There” “The book is in itself a 
journey of a woman‘s Search for a woman. A quest to find herself. The real self away from the 
tangles of relationships, the society and the world. It also depicts the label every woman suffers 
with, to be married and to have children. The author tries to detangle the basic and important 
feminine norms the society has, still being as feminine as she is. The journey is also about a 
woman whose identity is a man or otherwise she is lost”. (P.no.22) 
 

Penelope Russianoff quotes, “My own experiences with hundreds of patients have 
convinced me that desperate dependence is learned rather than inborn, culturally induced 
rather than anatomically based. Because, first of all, I have seen quite a few women become 
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undependent- which would not be the case if desperate dependence were truly woman’s 
biologically based destiny”. (P.no.34) 
 

Desperate dependence in women introduced by Penelope Russianoff in the year 1981 
but it still continues till date. It is surprising for one to witness the world of a woman which 
has been monotonous for over more than three decades. The world has moved ahead in 
every sphere of life but not in this. But yes there can be a change now. 
 

Melody Beattie writes in her book Codependent No More, “I am not an expert, and this 
isn’t a technical book for experts. Whether the person you’ve let yourself be affected by is an 
alcoholic, gambler, foodaholic, workaholic, sexaholic, criminal, rebellious teenager, neurotic 
parent, another codependent, or any combination of the above, this book is for you, the 
codependent”. (P.no.6) 
 

There is a new word to desperate dependence called Codependent by Melody Beattie. 
Synonyms are being added but the problem still exists. The problem of a lost woman, the 
problem of a woman born with a void, the problem of a woman who is nothing without a 
man. 
 

M. Scott Peck in his book The Road Less Travelled writes about the mass impact of 
childhood days in the later years of one’s life. He quotes, “To the child, abandonment by its 
parents is the equivalent of death”. (P.no.13) 
 

Restricting this paper to women and despite cultural differences (across boundaries), 
one can talk about women and their quest to have a man for a better self-image. Robin 
Norwood very well quotes in her book women who love too much, the following qualities of 
women who love too much (to quote few):- 
 
“Having received little real nurturing yourself, you try to fill this unmet need vicariously by 
becoming a care-giver, especially to men who appear, in some way, needy. Terrified of 
abandonment, you will do anything to keep a relationship from dissolving. Your self-esteem is 
critically low, and deep inside you do not believe you deserve to be happy. Rather, you believe 
you must earn the right to enjoy life. You are addicted to men and to emotional pain.” (P.no. 
13-14) 
 

All these psychological tendencies in a woman are the outcome of a dysfunctional 
family, an alcoholic father, a manipulative mother, abusive parents and many more. It is 
tough to break the walls built in a woman’s mind since years but it is not impossible. 
 
“American women wrestle with a different kind of obsessive problem. Too many feel they must 
achieve a kind of physical perfection- or they are unworthy.” (P.no.145) 
 

As quoted by Dr. Maxwell above, this is applicable to women-across boundaries, the 
sense of being unworthy. In the book Getting There Manjula Padmanabhan writes about the 
leading lady talking to herself about her self-image, “I believed that love was a condition too 
fine and rare to be within my reach. I had come to this conclusion because of my appearance. 
All the stories I had read as a child stressed the importance of beauty in a heroine’s life”. 
(P.no.61) 
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Dr. Maxwell further quotes in his book The Magic Power of Self-Image Psychology, 
“You women should try to get a fuller perspective of life, developing your spiritual and creative 
resources, setting goals for your days”. (P.no.146) 
 

Spirituality plays a major role in building the identity of a codependent woman. 
Knowing the real you through the super power and not through the world around is 
important. Accepting the very fact that there is something called as “codependency” is the 
first step. Accepting yourself as “codependent” is the next step to victory. 
 
“What’s most important is that you first identify behaviors or areas that cause you problems, 
and then decide what you want to do.” (P.no.51) Writes Melody Beattie in her book 
Codependent No More. 
 
“The leading lady Manjula in the book Getting There also goes through the same mental 
condition and her quest from Mumbai to Holland is to find ―The Independent Manjula in 
her”. (P.no. 22) Quotes Ansulika in her book review of “Getting There” 
 

What next? Explore oneself with one’s own eyes, not with the eyes of an alcoholic 
father or a manipulative mother or any other dysfunctionality you have gone through or as 
the society affirms. 
 
“We can accept our wonderful selves, with all our faults, foibles, strong points, weak points, 
feelings, thoughts, and everything else”. P.no.123 Writes Melody Beattie in her book 
Codependent No More 
 

Burning fresh bricks and building a new wall takes time but not a life time for sure. 
The self-image has to be cleared rather re-drawn, re-crafted, and re-framed. A woman has to 
be born with a new set of eyes to see. That is neither of a “victim” nor of an “oppressor” but 
of a “real-self”. An identity has to be made which is beyond body, beyond sexuality, beyond 
flesh, beyond need and beyond codependence. 
 
“Think new thoughts about yourself. See yourself in a new light, as an individual like no one 
else on earth! Forget your past failures, bury them, and think of your successes, no matter how 
few. Remember that you have an obligation to yourself to make your life on this earth as happy 
as possible”. (P.no.21) Writes Dr. Maxwell Maltz. 
 

The day a woman is born she is a woman of a man. This becomes her past and later 
on her challenges. But yes a woman can think, think new thoughts about herself- other than 
a woman of a man she can be an individual; a unique individual with her own challenges 
and successes. 
 

As Penelope Russianoff quotes, “A woman who pivots around her own inner core of 
security, rather than being the satellite of a man, cannot feel bereft because of the luck or 
happiness of others”.  (P.no.126) 
 

It is beautiful to be “self”. It is beautiful to recreate “oneself” with God. It is beautiful; 
the birthing of oneself through the womb of eternity, when one is aware one is already born. 
This change demands a woman to be strong, to be victorious. It also demands a woman to 
have a mind of her own. 
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Psychoanalytic Approach to Manjari's Character in Moving On 
Bhavana Pandey 
  
 

Moving On is an autobiographical narrative of Manjari (jiji). The narrator is Manjari, a widow 
of Shyam, daughter of an anatomist Baba and Mai, a promising writer. Manjari had only sister Malu 
suffering from Asthma. The present paper aims at the psychoanalytic approach to Manjari's character. 
Her introspective nature, her relations with other characters, her dealing with various situations, her 
wishes desires, passion, decisions, and her demands can easily be evaluated from her character.  

 
 In the opening pages of the novel, Manjari debates with herself to turn up the diaries written 
by her father. She discovers her father's diary after his death. She then sets out to evaluate her life 
retrospectively, in view of his revelations, which present the past events in a new light. Her curiosity 
to know what her father thinks about her compels her to go through the diaries. Manjari's character 
is flat. She remains the same throughout the novel. Let number of misfortunes falls upon her she 
faces them one by one. She neither commits suicide nor does she run away nor turns her back to the 
situations. She would have done that, as it was the easiest way.  
 
 Manjari came back to Baba's house when Raja-her devoted cousin, informed her about Baba 
illness. She was afraid as she went away with Shyam-Manjari's perfect lover but imperfect husband. 
Baba and Manjari had student- teacher relationship. Baba did not let their relationship obtrude in 
the scene and always maintained a distance from her. Manjari realizes through Baba diaries that he 
wanted her to face the situation and Manjari did that. Manjari love her parents. They play a very 
important part in her life.  
 

You need to know your parents. I thought I knew them. Baba and Mai were a book I'd read a 
million times, I knew every word of it. I could visualize each page clearly. But it was not true. 
The Baba and Mai of my childhood were figures I had created for my own purposes, they were 
my childhood pacifiers, the comforters I hugged for security, figures I had had to discord when 
I grew up.  
 
We need to know our parents without this knowledge we can't go on. We will always remain 
incomplete." Manjari can feel the pains of her father when he wrote his diaries at the end of his 
life. Living alone, his wife dead Baba so called Haddi-Doctor whose presence in the house adds 
a little footnote on every account of his family life. 

 

 Comparing and contrasting Manjari's character to that of her mother it is found that both 
were having divergent conception. Mai was a elegant woman, well dressed, enjoys the household 
authority. Manjari never properly dressed, always untidy, hairs owing out of her plaits remains the 
extra differences in their outlook lack a perfect mother- daughter relationship. Manjari had a sense 
of failure fit in the role of an obedient child of her parents. Mai was against love and Manjari had a 
perfect knowledge of love. She believes in love and this was the reason that she gave up her medical 
profession for the sake of Shyam's love. To Manjari, Mai was Amchi Mai. Mai was the sun around 
which Baba Malu and Manjari revolve. Mai was a reserve kind of woman who conceals her personal 
life. She was happiest at her home. She wrote number of stories Blackout, Manasi and Annapurna. 
The stories which forced Manjari to think that a petty shopkeeper's daughter (Mai) and how she 

began to write as she had not gone beyond school. An independent woman who hated to be 
questioned wrote of women who found happiness in submission not only to their husbands, 
but to their families as well. Manjari and Malu were closer than casual siblings. Malu was 
always behind her like a shadow. Malu declares her enormous joy at being like (Jija, Jiji 
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sorkhi). Malu's statement that the two of us marry brothers and always live together became 
a family joke. That was the way the two sisters imagined their futures and never be a part. 
But Malu's illness changed everything for all of them and it was never the same after Malu's 
frequent asthmatic attacks. Mai adores Malu more than Manjari is evident from so many 
incidents in the novel. Manjari know that she had to work harder than Malu if she wanted to 
be loved. Mai's anger was her speechlessness which was terrifying. When she says 'Khulli 
Silly' 'Khodi' Manjari gets relived that Mai was not angry with her. Manjari suffers from a 
pain that being the elder she could not hold that position that should be hers. Manjari did 
not have that courage to speak in front of Mai or revolt her except her marrying with Shyam 
and that strength was also not of Manjari’s it was Shyam's 
 

  Baba was right: Mr. Bones is the most important person. It is the body that most 
often dictates events and of changes in our lives.  Malu was the most important person is the 
family and Mai was the centre of it. Malu's death left an aching emptiness inside Manjari. 
Malu was a part and   parcel of her life. Her death was like losing something of her own self. 
Incomplete she was Manjari was threatened by phone calls but it matters more to her that she did 
not let the house in wrong hands. Though it was not her house, Manjari develops a sense of greed a 
desire for possession for ownership. At a moment she felt betrayed, cheated at the hands of Baba.  
 

Baba’s gesture was like a slap on my face; not only was it a repudiation of me, It was directed 
specifically against me. Or so I thought at first.  I've learnt to accept it since then, I've thought 
of many reasons for Baba doing what he did. But the sense of having being wronged remains. 
Having got the idea that it would be mine, it’s hard to think that I have no right to it. 

 

 Desire is the cause of the grief says, Buddha. Manjari's desire to marry Shyam as he 
was the only person who introduced her is called passion. She wondered herself when 
Shyam proposed her and praised her innocence rather than the beauty. Manjari's marriage 
with Shyam was not a happy one. Shyam was savvy cinematographer who was in search of a 
good offer. His instability, his family atmosphere made Manjari quite uncomfortable. She 
was in a dilemma as she could not go back to her parents neither she can tell Shyam as she 
was afraid of being critical about his family. This particular trait in her character clearly 
shows a typical Indian wife who is afraid of talking about her husband's family. Her marriage 
changed her from an open friendly girl to a suspicious one. This change made Manjari 
longing to be back with Baba Mai and Malu-a happy family, she called. The novel is 
remarkable for its exploration of Manjari's (woman’s psychology). It is fascinating study of 
woman’s psychology by a woman herself.  
 
 There was loneliness in the large house that Baba had bequeathed to her daughter 
Sachi (Shyam and Malu's daughter). Sachi- who changed everyone's tortured lives especially 
Manjari's and her son Anand. Her cries, her clamors, her demands, her loud howls of 
protest, her angelic goodness thrust her out of the dark tanned shadowy world that she has 
inhabited  after  Shyam’s death. Sachi made her laugh. Anand and Sachi away in school play 
visit in vacations. Sachi and Anand were ready to sell the house but Manjari was against it in 
spite of phone calls from the property mafias. She was determined not to sell the house as it 
was not the house made up of bricks it was house with which her emotions were bricked. 
Her name, identity, childhood, Malu and Anand's birth Baba-Mai and Malu's death are the 
chain of incidents happened under the roof of this house. How can she leave it and go away 
from her past. Her idyllic childhood is populated with extended family members including 
Baba's loving sister Gayatri her husband R.K. Baba's best friend B.K. and above all Raja, 
B.K.'s son. Raja was an architect and a widower who lives in Manjari's neighbourhood. Raja 
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was childhood companion. He was very well acquainted with her likes, dislikes, agonies and 
pains. Every now and then he put forth marriage proposals in front of Manjari.  
 
I don’t want to get married Raja. I don't mind sex though. I can’t think of sex with Raja, either. I know 
him so well that his body seems, somehow taboo.  

 

  Manjari gets infuriated at this idea of his and did not agree to become his keep or 
second wife. Manjari could not find any solid reason for not marrying Raja. The reason she 
herself didn't know. The truth lies in the fact that she likes Raja but could not marry him. 
Ghodi- as Mai called her. Yes she was. She was blind to his feelings for her. She takes him 
lightly. Raja was still a childhood companion in spite of the continuous efforts by Raja. 
Manjari knows the anger of rejected male, the grief of the lover but she is blinded by her 
feelings for Shyam. She cannot give a name to this relationship. At this age of forty how can 
she start a new life with another man where her children need her most in making their 
career? She was perfect mother who struggles for their children and did not want any one in 
between her and her children. Manjari made a sexual relationship with a man called Raman 
who stays in her neighbourhood. Her sexual desire and its fulfillment gave rise to a number 
of questions in her mind. She avers; 
 
 She thinks "Nothing wrong with it and yet, why d I bathe three times a day. \why do I punish my body 
so angrily. How can you want the act and hate the idea so much, why am I ashamed of what I'm doing, 
hiding all traces of it as if I have committed a crime, as if I've murdered someone like a criminal 
washing away the blood stains.. 

 

 This is an undeniable truth with Indian women in the patriarchal world that man is 
free from all the shackles of bondage. He has the right to marry three or four woman but the 
Indian women have no world of her own after her husband's death. Her desires vanish with 
her husband. Manjari was against this practice. Another trait in Manjari's character was her 
forgiveness. She forgives Shyam, for his unbelievable act and was ready to go with him. She 
suffers from guilt & humiliation. Even then she wishes to let Shyam know about his 
daughter's birth (Sachi). Meantime Shyam commits suicide and after sometime Malu also 
died of meningitis. Manjari wanted to be with the baby girl with her but she was frightened 
of her beloved sister's face as it haunts her all the time. She collects the strength and look 
Sachi as her own daughter.  
 
 There are two tragic incidents that frequently evoke in Manjari's introspection in the 
last section of the novel. The first one is Shyam's raping Malu, resulting in Malu’s pregnancy 
and the second one is Shyam committing suicide. Shyam's early demise drove Manjari to 
struggle and left her as a single woman- the bread winner for her children Anand and Sachi. 
She decides to work as a typewriter; to take lessons or to take Yoga classes, being 
economically independent was her prime concern. Manjari's past appears to a picture 
perfect, her present is cradled with uncertainty. She grapples with choices about the future. 
She told Raja to have a car turned into taxi to earn money but they were only plans which 
evaporate like mist in sunshine. She feels that she need not struggle any longer as her needs 
have simple and can live happily this way.  
 
 Manjari very often feels that she was one of the unfortunate mothers who admit a 
disappointment to her children. She also admits that she disappoints her parents as well and 
may be this is the reason that her children had high standards than her. But it was not true 
because in the end it is found that it is Manjari who stands as an important figure in the 
novel and as the title of the novel suggests she moves on and on despite of her distancing 
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with her beloved parents sister and children, Causalities falling upon her one by one but she 
adheres to faith as Baba says "Faith is the adhesive that holds thinks together" With this faith 
she moves on and on. Moving on is somewhat different novel from the other novels of 
Deshpande and on account of projecting the human relationships and the psychoanalytical 
approach to the protagonist of the novel. The protagonist psychology is portrayed right from 
her childhood to forty five years of her age. There is no dominating and submission kind of 
attitude in this novel as being described in all the other novels through the characters   
Sarita, Jayant Jaya etc.  
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Writer and Society: A Subaltern Perspective of Bama’s Karukku  
C. Channappa 
 
 

Basically the word subaltern was used in the British army to refer to an officer below 
the rank of captain, means lower rank officer in the hierarchal bureaucratic system, but 
today it is used to refer to a section of people who have been purposefully marginalized.  
Before going for detailed analysis of the topic, this piece of writing would foreground the 
basic reasons for a writer writes. Why does a writer write? What are his expectations? What 
would his creative work provide the message to the reader? And beyond all these why do the 
readers should read his creative works? The answer to these questions may not be easy and 
there would not be a single reason, but to give broader frame work for a writer writes as may  
be the following a few: a writer writes either imaginary or less imaginative and more 
objectively, he  writes to make his inner feelings/frustration, emotions, to the reader and the 
second reason may be his life experience he gets in the society  in which he lives, for which 
he does not feel comfortable of the social atmosphere he writes as he sees right or wrong, in 
this case what happens is that when he opposes a particular type of social set up, the people 
who have been practising the same for centuries are neither ready to accept the changes nor 
debate what the writer describes. So the conflict arises. Naturally the authority has to 
interfere to cool down the high tempo of the two divisions of the society-one is with the 
writer and another against the writer. Here comes the question of the relationship between 
the writer and the society.  Writing itself is a mark of protest. Moreover writer is not above 
the society but he should make balance between opposition and acceptance of the social 
behaviors. Having expressed my observations here I am remanded ‘art for art sake’ does not 
hold good and art always asks the questions and not the answers.    
 

Bama comments very honestly that the theme and intentions of book Karukku, is the 
autobiography is the product of her ‘inner would’. And it is also true that when a new type of 
writing appeared, the work and the writer would receive hard, ironical and making phopho 
of the value of the work from the reading community. But at the end of the day writer 
herself admits that it has been accepted by and large. Regarding name and fame of the book 
Karukku has received Bama herself as the author of book makes it clear the theme and 
intention of the book. She candidly observes: 
 
That book was written as a means of healing my inward wounds; I had no other motive. Yes, it 
had unexpected results. It influenced people in many different ways. Karukku made me realize 
how potent a book can be. My parents read it. They understood me a little more. My siblings 
read it. They could comprehend the pain I had experienced in my life. My friends read it. They 
praised it because it was a new kind of writing. People from my village read it. Although they 
were hostile at first, they realized that it was necessary. They rejoiced and encouraged me. My 
Dalits read it and said it gave them strength. Literary critics read it and analysed it, asking 
each other how to categorize it. They decided, finally, that it was a new genre in Tamil 
literature. Many praised it, many scorned it. After all the noise had died down….’(Karukku:ix). 
 

Lakshmi Holmstrom, the translator of Karukku sums up   the autobiography of Bama 
without any inertia that it is the work of Bama’s world of suffering which may be 
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insignificant for others. She too agrees with the fact that the caste system of Indian society 
which Bama analysis in her autobiography. She writes as,   
 
Karukku was written out of a specific experience, the experience of a Tamil Dalit Christian 
woman. Yet it has universality at its core which questions all oppressions, disturbs all 
complacencies, and, reaching out, empowers all those who have suffered different oppressions. 
It is precisely because it tells the story of Bama’s personal struggle to find her identity that 
Karukku also argues so powerfully against patriarchy and caste oppression. In the ten years 
since it first went into English translation, it has appealed to a variety of scholars, but most of 
all to the ordinary reader’. (Karukku:xiv) 
 
Lakshmi Holmstrom rightly observes Bama’s dilemma of continuing her old identity or 
accept the changed identity, the translator observes,  
 
‘I think that it would also be true to say that while much of the new Tamil Dalit writing does 
not indeed function as Gautaman claims, and is centrally concerned with raising an awareness 
of the Dalit experience, Bama’s work is among those like the work of Vidivelli, Imayam, and 
Marku that are exploring a changing Dalit identity. There is, in this writing, a very powerful 
sense of the self and the community as Dalit, which rejects outright the notion of varna and 
which, on the other hand, refuses to ‘Sanskritize’, to evaluate Dalit lifestyle according to 
mainstream Hindu values. There is also at the same time powerful sense of engagement with 
history, of change, of changing notions of identity and belonging. Bama captures a moment 
that contains a paradox: she seeks an identity, but also seeks a change which means an end to 
that identity’. (Karukku:xix)  
 
Bama begins her much debated autobiography, Karukku with geographical portrayal as  

 
‘Our village is very beautiful. Even though you don’t see much by way of progress or anything 
like that here, I love this place for its beauty. Although it’s only a small village, many different 
communities live here. But before I come to castes and communities, I have a lot to say about 
the village itself. The mountains range right around the village. They are lovely to look at. 
People say they are the Western Ghats. They have names, too, for some of the mountain peaks. 
One is called the Marakkaa puucchi malai. This mountain, if you look at it properly, is just like 
a heap of paddy. Right at the peak, perches a crag that looks exactly like a marakkaal paddy 
measure. That’s why the mountain has that name.  On top of another peak is a Perumaal 
Saami temple. A temple where the Naicker community worships. This mountain is known as 
the Perumaara. And the Naickers’ fields surrounding it are called the Perumaara fields’. 
(Karukku:1) 
 

Bama narrates her tragic student life. Portraying perennial experience and 
suppression in the name of untouchable is the primary concern of Bama’s writings. She 
stresses upon the importance of education for the Dalits to compete with upper caste 
people. She speaks about the playing games as,  
 
‘One day, we were playing on the big neem tree in front of the school, hanging like bats, upside 
down from its branches. After a while, we started on another game-running right up the 
coconut palm and touching its tip. The coconut palm grew slantwise, at a convenient angle.   If 
you came running along from a distance, at top speed, you could reach right to its tip and 
touch the coconut growing there. Spurred on by the excitement of the first few who managed 
to touch the coconut, those who came later grabbed it and gave it a twist before climbing 
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down. By the time I got there, the coconut fell at my touch, dropping with a thud. It wasn’t 
even a fully ripened coconut, just a green one, without so much as water in it. All the children 
were frightened and ready to scatter. Everyone said that it was I who had plucked it. Then we 
just left it there and ran home’. (Karukku:18-19) 
 

Bama digs up her childhood education with mute suffering. She writes about her 
emotional encounters and experiences including ostracize of Dalit women by upper caste 
people. The following expressions reflect Bama’s commitment towards education and she 
believes that education creates empowerment. She frankly recalls her childhood education 
as, 
 
‘I studied up to the eight class in my village, and then went on to high school in a neighboring 
town. I was very surprised when I saw the school there, the children who attended it and the 
clothes they wore. I felt very shy and almost fearful. It felt good just to climb the stairs and to 
walk into the classrooms upstairs, in such a big school. But I got used to it soon enough. And I 
also began to work at my studies eagerly. The children living in the hostel who were the same 
age as me wore smart clothes and possessed all sorts of finery like jewels and wristwatches. I 
thought to myself that they were, in all probability, from upper-caste families’. (Karukku:20) 
 

The text Karukku explores the continuous humiliation meted out to Dalit woman. 
Karukku means as found in the text that it is a sharp-edged stem of the Palmer tree. She 
says, 
 
‘All the same, every now and then, our class teacher, or the PT teacher would ask all the 
Harijan children to stand up, either at assembly, or during lessons. We’d stand. They’d write 
down our names, and then ask us to sit down again. We felt really bad then. We’d stand in 
front of nearly two thousand children, hanging our heads in shame, as if we had done 
something wrong. Yes, it was humiliating. I was awarded a prize for standing first among all 
the Harijan pupils of that district who took the government S.S.L.C. exam that year. My name 
was called out in assembly, and everyone clapped. My mother and I stood side by side very 
happily. And on that day I wasn’t embarrassed to be singled out as Harijan, as the Harijan 
child who had gained the best marks. I was even pleased. And the other children congratulated 
me for doing so well. I thought, why? Is it impossible for a Harijan to study, or what? I felt a 
certain pride then, a desire to prove that we could study just as others, and to make progress’.  
….this happiness does not live long as ‘as one day a lecturer announced, ‘Will Harijan students 
please stand; the government has arranged that Scheduled Caste students should get special 
tuition in the evenings.’ Just two students stood up: myself, and another girl. Among the other 
students, a sudden rustling, a titter of contempt. I was filled with a sudden rage. At once I told 
the teacher that I didn’t want their special tuition or anything else, and sat down. It struck me 
that I would not be rid of this caste business easily, whatever I studied, wherever I went’. 
(Krukku:21- 22) 
 

Bama so subtly narrates psychological feeling of lower caste. But reading complete 
text of Bama, makes us to ponder over the stand taken by Bama.  She is neither comfortable 
with the Hindu society nor she is comfortable with her new identity with Christianity. At the 
end of the novel she comes back to Hindu society. She observes,  
 
‘According to their notion, lower-caste people are all degraded in every way. They think we 
have no moral discipline nor cleanliness nor culture. They think that this can never be 
changed. To aid us is like aiding cobras. They speak such words all the time, without even 
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thinking. And I sat there like a lump of tamarind, listening to all this and dying several deaths 
within. I would tremble to think how they would react if they realized that I was a Dalit. And 
being a coward, I survived somehow’. (Karukku: 26)  
 
Too much of humiliation meted out to Dalit women is found in the words of Bama.  
 
‘In this society, if you are born into a low caste, you are forced to live a life of humiliation and 
degradation until your death. Even after death, caste-difference does not disappear. Wherever 
you look, however much you study, whatever you take up, caste discrimination stalks us in 
every nook and corner and drives us into a frenzy. It is because of this that we are unable to 
find a way to study well and progress like everyone else. And this is why a wretched lifestyle is 
all that is left to us’. (Karukku:26) 
 
Bama shows her anguish by asking self-explanatory questions as  
 
‘Are Dalits not human beings? Do they not have common sense? Do they not have such 
attributes as a sense of honour and self-respect? Are they without any wisdom, beauty, 
dignity? What do we lack? They treat us in whatever way they choose, as if we are slaves who 
don’t even possess human dignity. And if ever a Dalit gets wise to this and wants to live with 
some honour and self-respect, they jump up and down as if something really outrageous is 
happening. They seem to conspire to keep us in our place: to think that we who have worked 
throughout history like beasts should live and die like that; we should never move on or go 
forward’. (Karukku:27-28)  
 
The following argument of Bama is really interesting and factual as, 
 
‘Because Dalits have been enslaved for generation upon generation, and been told again and 
again of their degradation, they have come to believe that they are degraded, lacking honour 
and self-worth, untouchable; they have reached a stage where they themselves, voluntarily, 
hold themselves apart. This is the worst injustice. This is what even little babies are told, how 
they are instructed. This consequence of all this is that there is no way for Dalits to find 
freedom or redemption’. (Karukku:28) 
 

Bama so subtly narrates the double exploitation of Dalit women, one in the name of 
women second Parayar women that is Dalit women as 
 
‘When we girls grew up there was no more play. We went to work during the day, came home 
and saw to the household chores; that was it. There was nothing else. Now even he little ones 
don’t play anymore. Even the tiny ones wake up at cock-crow, go to the matchbox factory, and 
work there till sunset’. (Karurkku:58) 
 

Bama interestingly narrates her training at the Church. She had the hope of teaching 
poor children to make them natural human beings but she didn’t get the chance to do so 
which made her frustrated so much. She wanted to know why there should be double 
standards in Christianity, preaching simplicity, claiming serving poorest of the poor but in 
reality they practice differently. She continues her point of view as,   
 
‘It was this train of thought that led me to the foolish desire that I could become a nun and 
enter a convent, and in that way work hard for other children who struggled as I had done. 
There was a desire in my heart to help other children to better themselves, as I, born into the 
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same community, had been able to do, because of my education, I really wanted to teach such 
children. But I understood, after I entered the order that the convent I entered didn’t even care 
to glance at poor children, and only wished to serve the children of the wealthy. In that 
convent, they really do treat the people who suffer from poverty in one way, and those who 
have money in their pockets in a totally different way’. (Karukku:77) 
 

Karukku, is an autobiography of Bama’s transformation from innocence world to the 
world of experience, in other words childhood to mature adulthood. And she wants to show 
how all her childhood innocent memories would turn tragic experiences at her educated 
experience world. What she once thought God now becomes bad, what she believed truth is 
becoming untrue all together. Bama observes as,   
 
‘Yes, there was every comfort and convenience there. One could have stayed there comfortably, 
with enough to eat, clothes to wear, and the chance to travel different places. But  I began to 
think, soon after I entered the convent, Chi, is this all there is to the life of renunciation? Is 
there an understanding of poverty here? The school was full of children from wealthy families. 
The nuns from the convent matched their attitude and behavior to the power and prestige of 
those families. The more I watched this, the more frustrated I felt. My mid was disturbed. My 
conscience was battered and bruised. At last I asked myself, is this life for me? I left the 
convent and went home, utterly weary and dispirited’. (Karukku:78) 
 

The autobiography may be studied under two major themes a) the continuous 
conflict between Parayar and Chaaliyar upper caste and lower caste conflict b) Bama’s 
convent experience as a teacher nun and of course her rejection of Christianity for the 
various reasons she writes in Karukku.    Bama shows the hollowness of spiritual grace on 
her as, 
 
‘When I was in the third class, I was confirmed. They had told me that during the confirmation 
service, the Bishop would slap my cheek. They said that it was that moment that the Spiritus 
Sanctus would descend upon me. As the Bishop neared me, I kept opening the shutting my eyes 
in expectation of the slap. So when he caught me a resounding blow upon my cheek, I wasn’t 
aware of my Spiritus Sanctus descending.  Still, I kept my head bowed in devotion. I still want 
to laugh when I remember this’. (Karukku:86) 
 

The present work, I too accept, does not have aesthetic or artistic creation but 
certainly it gives clear life upheavals of Bama. She writes from her microscopic details of 
pains and moreover she does not express her own pains but the pains of her community, 
particularly Dalit women. I always believe that Dalit writing should not be read with well 
detailed literary theories. Because, for Dalit or any oppressed writer as he suffers rather than 
to write to please others.    
 
‘After the Pusai was over, we would return home, walking all the way. By that time, the sun 
would be burning hot. We never wore chappals or anything of that sort. Even the dust would 
be scorching. We’d run a little, walk a little, sit under the shade for a while, and so at last we’d 
arrive home. The school usually gave us a holiday that day’. (Karukku:94-95) 
 

No doubt Bama writers with clarity and boldness, she does not hide her personal 
dilemmas where she has to take a find way. Her conviction as a writer is commendable. She 
is not an innocent writer but a responsible writer that is the reason she asks questions, 
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doubts rather than arguments. She is rather human and soft even while expressing her 
anger. That is the quality of a quality writer. She observes as,   
 
‘When outsiders arrived, flaunting their wealth and education, they were treated with one sort 
of love; if they did not have these things, they were treated in quite a different way, and I am 
not sure there was any love at all in this case. They shout themselves hoarse that God is just, 
they sing to this effect in their hymns. But it is injustice that dances like a demon in the 
convents, and within all the institutions that are run by these people. They say with melting 
hearts, Our God is a forgiving God. But if you look within, they seem to go about always 
saying, Who is it, When and what is it, Hit him, Punish him. Their very words are barbed, like 
arrows. Nobody who gets in the way of their own convenience is let off   easily’. (Karukku:106) 
 

Bama questions artificial humanity. Since she worked as a nun and knew inner reality 
of Christianity comes a clear opinion that the claim of Christianity of serving humanity is 
hallow. They preach something and do something. She comments as,  
 
‘Nowadays, now that have left the order, I am angry when I see priests and nuns. Until I 
actually entered the convent, I truly did not understand their approach, nor any of their 
procedures. It was only after my sojourn with them that I understood the lack of humanity in 
their piety. They speak in an empty way of devotion, renunciation, the Holy Spirit, God’s 
vocation, poverty, chastity, and obedience; they lead lives which remained me only of the 
Pharisees, Saducees, and High Priests who appear in the Bible. If Jesus were to appear today he 
would question them much more sharply and severely than he did before. And even if he were 
to do so, I am not sure whether they will understand’. (Karukku:107-8) 
 

The style of Bama’s writing is not so arrogant but she searches the consciousness of 
the people where she finds duality. Plurality of the culture is the bedrock of our society but 
dualistic and Hippocratic behavior is questioned. A great Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong’o 
comments on the same line by saying that the Christians who wanted to teach peace and 
love used to keep Bible in one hand and sword in another hand. Bama explains the sad part 
of activities which are practiced in the name of God as,    
 
‘In the name of God they actually rob from the poor who struggle for their very livelihood. They 
teach them to shut their eyes when they pray, with the deliberate intention that they should 
not open their eyes and see. They teach them to shackle their arms together and to prostrate 
themselves in prayer at full length on the ground so that they should never stand tall. What 
kind of piety can this be? They make themselves into gods so that they can exploit others. So 
where has God gone, I wonder? The so-called gods walking about here are the priests and nuns 
and their relations, no other’. (Karukku:108) 
 
Bama narrates her experiences of Dalit women. In the following words she regrets to see the 
buildings of the convent which were constructed by spending huge financial burden. She 
recalls,  
 
‘If the food was like this, the buildings were even better. All the people of my community from 
my village could have lived there. It was such a huge convent building, such a big school. I felt 
as if I had gone into a Naicker house. I couldn’t act or speak, or even eat independently. That 
was my feeling’. (Karukku:111) 
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After resigning teacher post at the Christian convent she is in need of a job to survive. 
Now she comes to know much more terrible world where she has to think many times about 
how to get a job and she is neither in a position to bribe nor to influence.  
   
‘I feel afraid of everyone and everything. I feel awkward and strange about going anywhere. The 
task of finding a job seems monstrously difficult. I can only attempt to do that by looking 
through the papers and answering job advertisements. Have I the means to bribe my way into 
a job? Nor do I have anyone who can use their influence on my behalf’.(Karukku:118) 
 

Bama questions if the situation like Nadar School for Nadar children, Naicker for 
Naicker children and Aiyar School for Aiyar children where would Dalit children study. She 
wonders whether there would be a separate school for Dalit children. She expresses her 
anguish as, 
 
‘So it seems that Nadar schools only admit Nadars, and Naicker schools only admit Naickers. 
And then, Aiyar schools will only teach Aiyar children. If it is all like this, then heaven knows 
where all the Dalit children can go and break their heads. I don’t know if there is such a thing 
as a Dalit school’. Karukku:119) 
 
Bama being a Dalit woman leads the life of isolation with frustration as she writes, 
 
‘When I was in the convent, it always seemed to me that we were alienated from ordinary 
people and that ordinary people and that ordinary people had become foreigners to us. And 
this was because we had a number of elitist attributes such as status, money, and a 
comfortable life, and so they never could be close to us. But now that I have nothing of my 
own, and because I am exactly like them, they are able to talk to me in a much more familiar 
way. And I can behave towards them in a perfectly normal manner’. (Karukku:120) 
 
Bama ends her sad tale of autobiography with the term ‘real tears’, which asserts her aim of 
life as,  
 
‘For the time being, I cannot see my way ahead. Yet I believe it is possible to live a meaningful 
life, a life that is useful to a few others. I comfort myself with the thought that rather than live 
with a fraudulent smile, it is better to lead a life weeping real tears’. (Karukku: 122) 
 

The terms ‘fraudulent smile’ and ‘weeping real tears’ may signify much more than the 
real terms seem to mean. But for critical reason perhaps she agrees with the life of weeping 
tears rather than false smile. It is true the life of Dalit women is with weeping tears but the 
weeping tears are genuine and real and not hypocritical. It touches the life of pseudo human 
beings of upper caste and Christianity. The autobiography is concluded with debating who is 
human and who is inhuman. Paradoxically human becomes inhuman. This is the real 
condition of Indian society in general. The language and the situations are quite natural and 
Bama does not pretend anywhere in the autobiography. She writes so naturally without any 
sense of ambiguity or arbitrariness.   
 
Note: 
 
All textual references made here are extracted from the Oxford Indian Paperbacks:   
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Bama, Karukku, Second Edition, Translated from Tamil by Lakshmi Holmstrom, Oxford 
University Press, India, 2014.   
 
 

Split between Two Identities: an Analysis of Jhumpa Lahiri’s The 
Namesake 
Gagandeep Bhullar 
 

 
In the present era, the concept of fixed identity or absolute nationality has broken 

due to a large-scale migration from one place to another in search of better opportunities in 
life and profession. This migration across boundaries has led to confluence of heterogeneous 
cultures, hybridization of identities and amalgamation of languages. This movement of 
people across different countries has also broken the concept of true and permanent home. 
Home; a place, which not only offers a sense of security, belongingness, but also relates to 
the human emotions, feelings, sentiments, etc., it also gives a sense of identity in an alien 
land. 
 

Immigrants with a desire to explore new opportunities leave their home, and settle in 
a foreign land, where they undergo cultural shocks, experience lack of sense of 
belongingness, where they are deprived of their real identity, experience alienation, and 
suffer from homesickness, etc. According to Homi. K. Bhabha the identity of such 
immigrants is not a fixed identity, but is an impure identity. The duality and hybridity leads 
to a split between their identities. Second-generation immigrants face this situation more 
than the first generation immigrants because the first generation immigrants though 
changed politically can somehow relate themselves to their original homeland culturally, 
linguistically and ethnically, whereas, the second-generation immigrants find it difficult to 
adhere to the identity of the parental land due to minimal interactions. This widespread 
immigration has also accompanied with it problems, such as lack of sense of belongingness, 
nostalgia, isolation, depression, etc. These issues have thus become the recurrent themes in 
the diasporic writings of the post-colonial writers like: V. S. Naipaul, Salman Rushdie, Agha 
Shahid Ali, Jhumpa Lahiri, Bharti Mukherjee, Kiran Desai and many others. 
 

This paper is an attempt to put forth the dilemma of split identity of first and second-
generation immigrants in Jhumpa Lahiri’s, The Namesake (2012). The novel describes the 
predicament of the immigrant life and complications of two generations of an Indian family, 
and their struggle to engulf themselves in the West. In this novel, Lahiri narrates the story of 
Gogol Ganguli, the American-born son of Ashoke and Ashima Ganguli. Ashoke and Ashima 
arrives in Massachusetts from Calcutta in the late 1960s.The story begins with the birth of 
the main character Gogol. The author also describes the background of the lives of both 
Gogol’s parents Ashima and Ashoke grew up in Calcutta, and moved to America soon after 
their marriage. As Ashoke had already resided in a foreign land much before Ashima due to 
his work therefore, he has somehow adapted himself to the change, but it was difficult for 
Ashima to adjust in altogether different environment away from the family and acquaint 
herself to the American society. Every time she faces a problem, or is in difficult situation, 
she becomes nostalgic of the concern of her parents and her people in Calcutta, and yearns 
to go back to Calcutta. She feels divided between two worlds, possessing two identities; one 
of being an Indian and another American.  She re-reads the letters from her parents and 
relatives, in order to feel proximity to her home, parents, and to the life in Calcutta. When 
she is pregnant, her Indian ethnicity reminds her of the conventional social code and 
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customs of the Indian Bengali culture: ‘...women go home to their parents to give birth, away 
from husbands and in- laws and household cares...’ (Lahiri 4).  When she is in the hospital, 
her solitude reminds her of the love and affection of her family. Her intense desire to be 
with the family at this crucial time turns her nostalgic. She laments, ‘… it was happening so 
far from home, unmonitored and unobserved by those she loved, had made it more 
miraculous still’ (6). Ashima is reluctant to rear the child in the alien land. For her, 
motherhood in a foreign land seems unmanageable. Surrounded by strangers, she feels lack 
of belongingness, and a misfit among them. She is unable to overcome the nostalgia of her 
life in Calcutta and continuously longs for it. 

 
For being a foreigner, Ashima is beginning to realize, is a sort of lifelong pregnancy - 

a perpetual wait, a constant burden, a continuous feeling out of sorts. It is an ongoing 
responsibility, a parenthesis in what had once been ordinary life, only to discover the 
previous life has been vanished, replaced by something more complicated and demanding 
(49). 
 

At every stage, Ashima looks back to her home in Calcutta, the love and affection of 
family members, Bengali customs and traditions. She tries to stay attached to her Bengali 
culture, and therefore, makes an effort to perform all the Bengali customs along with other 
Bengali friends in America, in order to revive her customs in the foreign land. She arranges 
Bengali parties, prepare Bengali dishes, wear silk sarees, insist her children to participate in 
parties, and send them to learn Bengali lessons. Her dislike to adopt the American identity is 
evident in her hatred for her daughter Sonia’s budding social life and Gogol’s choices of 
women, especially Maxine, who is from a typical American family, and is not aware of 
Bengali  tradition. For many years, she lives without American friends, and does not take 
any job because she wants to live as an Indian homemaker. However, on her husband’s 
insistence, she takes up a job in library and befriends American women. She tries hard to 
adapt herself to the American society, but also wishes to be rooted with her own culture. 
Therefore, she maintains close relations with the immigrants, as an excuse to avoid the 
customs of American life. It is only in the end, after the death of her husband that Ashima 
decides to stay for six months in Calcutta and six months in America. She overcomes the 
feeling of being dis-housed, not knowing where she really belongs. Her long struggle for 
acculturation, forces her to reconcile with the situation, and therefore, she is accepts her 
dual identity, and decides to reside for alternate six months in Calcutta and America, her 
second home, which probably after spending several years have become her first home. At 
this point, the concept of true or permanent home: a symbol of one’s identity, which she 
had always desired for, is shattered. 
 

She feels lonely suddenly, permanently alone... she feels overwhelmed by the thought 
of the move she is about to make, to the city that was once home and is now in its own way 
foreign.... For thirty-three years, she missed her life in India. Now she will miss her job at the 
library, the women with whom she worked. She will miss throwing parties... She will miss 
the country in which she had grown to know and love her husband (278). 
 

Another major issue presented in the novel as the title suggests is the ‘name’, which is 
the most important aspect of one’s identity. In Bengali custom a newborn is given two 
names: one that is the pet name ‘daknam’ to keep with Bengali tradition (used only my 
family and close friends), and the other is an official name ‘bhalonam’ for the rest of the 
society. As per the Bengali tradition, Ashima and Ashoke wait for the letter carrying the 
name for the newborn. However, the letter carrying the good name never arrives from 
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Ashima's grandmother in Calcutta, so the child is named Gogol, as this is the only name 
familiar to Ashoke. 
 

When Gogol starts his kindergarten, his parents clarify him, that teacher and the 
other children at school will call him Nikhil (a good name), but Gogol is confused, and does 
not want a new name: ‘He is afraid to be Nikhil, someone he doesn't know. Who doesn't 
know him?’( 57) Gogol prefers his pet name, as his proper name by both his family and 
society, and therefore rejects Nikhil (his proper name). This one decision of Gogol, on the 
first day of kindergarten causes him years of distress; it was also his first attempt to reject a 
dual identity. The names and identity gain much importance throughout the story, and 
becomes a central concept of the novel. 
 

When Gogol's sister is born, the Ganguli's are ready with the name, Sonia / Sonali, as 
they have learned a lesson after Gogol birth. As a young boy, Gogol did not mind his name 
rather he was happy as Ashoke had told him that he is the ‘namesake’ of Russian author, 
Nikolai Gogol. Initially he is very anxious about the uniqueness of his name, and therefore, 
when the school arranges a trip to cemetery, he is very enthusiastic and curious to read new 
names on the gravestones. He wants to relate himself with them. He makes rubbings of the 
gravestones with names he has never heard, and realizes that his name is unique. ‘He likes 
these names, likes their oddness, their flamboyance’ (70). Gogol was excited about the trip, 
as he discovered many new unique names, which somehow relieved him of the oddness of 
his own. 
 

As Gogol grows up and becomes aware of his surrounding, his attitude towards his 
name alters. By the time, he turns fourteen; Gogol realizes the oddness of his name, he 
develops hatred for his name and in a way, his own identity, and resents talking about it. 
He’s come to hate questions pertaining to his name, hates having constantly to explain. He 
hates having to tell people that it doesn’t mean anything ‘in Indian.’ He hates having to wear 
a nametag on his sweater…He even hates signing his name at the bottom of his drawings in 
art class. He hates that his name is both absurd and obscure, that it has nothing to do with 
who he is, that it is neither Indian nor American but of all things Russian… (76). 
  

Moreover, for this reasons he never opens the book The Short Stories of Nikolai 
Gogol, which his father presents him on his fourteenth birthday. He is so upset with his 
name, that he desires to shorten it, like other Indian boys, like ‘Jayadev, had gotten people 
call him Jay’ (76). However, to his dismay his name resists mutation. He dreads the fact that 
his name has no relevance in America and India. He regrets for his decision taken years ago 
to reject Nikhil, as his proper name. 
 

In the High School, Gogol first time encounters the writings of his ‘Namesake’ Nikolai 
Gogol. When the teacher, Mr Lawson, introduces the author in the class, as ‘the Russia’s 
most brilliant writers’, ‘eccentric genius’, all except Gogol are indifferent and obediently 
paying attention to the lecture. Gogol feels uncomfortable and wants to escape the situation, 
but is helpless. He is unable to resist and tolerate the comment of one of his classmates on 
Nikolai Gogol’s attempt to suicide ‘why would someone want to do that to himself?’ (91) 
Even after the class, when the students discuss about the story, about the difficulty of 
Russian names, Gogol never participates nor he wants to read the story, because for him 
reading the story would mean, ‘paying tribute to his namesake’ and accepting an identity, 
which he hates to acknowledge. 
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Later, at a college party, Gogol feels hesitant to introduce himself to Kim, as ‘Gogol’ 
because he never wanted her to react in a weird manner after knowing his name, and 
therefore, for the first time in his life he introduces himself, as ‘Nikhil,’ the name that he had 
abandoned in his childhood. This name gives him the confidence to be close to her: ‘It 
hadn't been Gogol who had kissed Kim... Gogol had nothing to do with it’ (96). This shows 
his growing awkwardness for ‘Gogol,’ the name with which he had grown up, the name, 
which he had preferred the very first day of his school. 
  

After that incident, he decides to change his name. He had read somewhere that 
every year thousands of Americans change their name, and so he takes a legal petition. 
When the Judge ask about the reason to change the name, Gogol for the first time publicize 
his resentment for his name, he admits, ‘I hate the name Gogol, I’ve always hated it’ (102). 
 

Once he changes his name, he feels extremely elated to adopt a new name and to 
possess a new identity, he compares his happiness with the happiness of an obese person 
when he gets rid of the extra fat, or happiness felt by the prisoner when he walks freely after 
long years of imprisonment. ‘Gogol’s changing his name to Nikhil is also symbolic to his 
desire to shed off his inherited cultural overcoat and adopt his own naturalized one i.e., to 
escape the burden of Bengali-Indian and be identified with the American’ (Deshmane 181). 
Though he possesses a new name, he is conscious that his family, close friends and relatives 
would know him, as Gogol. He is aware that from now onwards he has to live with dual 
identity, and has to suffer the pain of the split between two varying identities. On one hand, 
Nikhil is delighted with his new name; he makes new friends, attend parties, do all the 
things, which an American boy does and on the other hand he has one complication; he 
does not feel like Nikhil. His friends do not have any idea of his past, they know only his 
present. He feels,’…after eighteen years of Gogol, two months of Nikhil feels scant, 
inconsequential’(105). He gets annoyed when his parents call him ‘Gogol’ in front of his 
friends, and at same time gets astonished when they call him Nikhil. He is suffering from the 
dilemma of his dual identity for which he is himself responsible. 
 

Nikhil is not only the victim of Russian name, but is also the victim of impure 
identity, identity that is, partly Indian and partly American. He wants to do everything that 
a young American does; he wants to live the way American boys live, but his conscious 
Bengali identity, his parents’ values, and his ties with the Bengali tradition does not permit 
him to do so. Therefore, he begins to distance himself from his parents, home and Bengali 
culture, and prefers staying away in hostel. He never discloses his relationship with Ruth to 
his family and friends. He goes through this relationship, as Nikhil. He never reveals his 
inner struggle between Gogol and Nikhil. When his bond with Ruth ends in heartbreak, 
Gogol hides himself even more behind the strong exterior of Nikhil. 
 

One day on insistence of his mother to meet his cousin Amit, Gogol goes to a panel at 
Yale, about Indian novels written in English. In the panel he experiences yet another identity 
shock as he is called ‘ABCD’ meaning an ‘American-born confused desi’.  It makes him think 
about the fact that he cannot read or write his parents' native language. On his way back to 
home, one day, Ashoke discloses Gogol the secret of his name. Gogol listens to his father 
attentively, and is stunned at the incidence narrated by his father. 
 

He feels, ‘Though there are only inches between them, for an instant his father is a 
stranger, a man who has kept a secret, has survived a tragedy, a man whose past he does not 
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fully know’ (123). However, this story of the train incident transforms Gogol‟s attitude 
towards his father, and in a way towards his own life.  
    

In New York, Gogol enters into another relationship with Maxine, an American girl. 
He lives with her family’s traditions, and throws himself into an American family with 
little worries or concerns, and interferences of parents. Gogol’s hatred for India and Indian 
identity is apparent, when he gets annoyed at the comments of Pamela about India, and 
when she calls him an ‘Indian.’ Nevertheless, this relationship last for few months, as his 
father dies, and Gogol returns to his home, a place, which he had always avoided for so 
many years. He no longer wants to run and escape from the situation. Even Maxine can no 
longer change his mind, and persuade him to return with her. ‘Do you want to try to go up 
to New Hampshire? ...It might do you good to get away from this’ (182). His reply shows that 
he finally wants to face the reality and accept his real self, ‘I don't want to get away.’ At last, 
their friendship breaks because of Gogol's struggle with emotional complications of his 
father's death and his own struggle against split identity.  
 

Finally, he decides to live his own Indian identity and give up his American ways.
 On the persistence of Ashima, Gogol meets Moushumi, the daughter of her Bengali 
friend. On their first meeting, Moushumi is surprised at Gogol’s introduction, as Nikhil, 
because since childhood she knows him as ‘Gogol.’ Gogol realizes it is ‘the first time he's 
been out with a woman who'd once known him by that other name’ (193). She is the only 
person who calls her Nikhil, like everyone else in his life, but knows his first name as well, 
and this seems like a secret bond between her. They understand each other well, because 
both share another bond over their dual identities (Bengali and American). She can relate to 
Gogol's growing up with immigrant parents. In fact, both except for their identities have 
quite a few other things in common, both had artistic tastes, both have fraught relationships 
with their foreign names, and they both studied in elite universities. Gogol breathes a sigh of 
relief, as now he can live forever without the guilt of changing his original name and his real 
identity. He marries Moushumi, as ‘Gogol’ because he now understands that abandoning the 
either culture is not the true alternative; he must live with the two. He does not have to live 
with one or the other; he does not have to choose the either. He can strengthen his pride 
with his dual identity. 
 

Moushumi, like Gogol is also another victim of split identity. Her continuous 
movement from one place to another (Britain, America and France), seldom helps her 
observe a particular culture. She is not able to belong to one country. Her fondness for 
French literature, friends, food, etc., reveals her closeness to the French environment rather 
than Bengali atmosphere. Her aloofness from the Bengali family get-togethers proves her 
animosity for the Bengali tradition, and proximity to French culture. Her fragile marital 
relationship with Gogol symbolizes her denial to cling to the holy bond of marriage and 
embrace an Indian identity. Moushumi’s loath acceptance to her husband’s surname 
'Ganguli, 'in the codes and conducts of the Bengali marriage, defines her inclination to enjoy 
liberty and independence, and not to confine herself under this particular or fixed system. 
‘When relatives from India continue to address letters and cards to 'Mrs. Moushumi 
Ganguli,' she will shake her head and sigh’ (227).    
 

The issue of name, which is related to identity, also emerges when Moushumi’s 
friends, Astrid and Donald, and other guests at the dinner party discuss what to name 
Astrid's baby. They indulge in long conversation where Moushumi complains about her 
name, which she hates because of its uniqueness. ‘I hate being the only Moushumi I knew’ 
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(Lahiri 239). Gogol’s discomfort is also evident, as he avoids contributing to the 
conversation. During the party, the differences in the marriage of Gogol and Moushumi 
develops, because of two reasons, one, she had lied to Gogol about her stay with Graham 
prior to their marriage, and  second, because she discloses to everyone the secret of Nikhil’s 
original name, which he hates the most. ‘Nikhil’. It wasn’t the name he was born with’ (243). 
This offends him because it feels like a betrayal of an intimate detail, which only she knew, 
to the people he does not like. The remarks and muses of the friends after this divulgence 
were far more distressing than the truth itself. Donald wanted to know, ‘What in the world 
made your parents choose that name?’ Nikhil’s anxiety for the hatred of the name is also 
apparent in his remark, ‘there’s no such thing as perfect name. I think that human beings 
should be allowed to name themselves when they turn eighteen, until then, pronouns’ (245). 
 

There is yet another aspect of identity crisis in the conjugal relationship of Gogol and 
Moushumi. Initially, both enjoyed their married life, but gradually, Moushumi considers 
Gogol, as a burden in her life. Their priorities are different; Moushumi wants to lead an 
independent life in France, as she cannot deal with keeping her devotion on one-person. She 
hates herself being an ardent wife, refusing her fellowship, and dislikes acting like her 
mother, planning parties for friends writing thank you cards etc., whereas, Gogol wants to 
attach to the marriage, because he does not have any other alternative. He has his family, 
but he cannot live permanently with them, as all his life he has spent trying to escape the 
familial responsibility. When they first started dating, they cared about each other, and had 
a deep and meaningful bond, but their relationship quickly dies. Their marriage ends up 
when Gogol discovers Moushumi’s extra marital affair with a German Man named, Dimitri. 
Another reason for the failure of their marriage is their inability to overcome their everyday 
cultural differences, Gogol himself feels that there is sense of things being ‘out of place and 
wrong’ (287). 
 

The reconciliation with the split identity is clear in the end. All the characters accept 
their fate and embrace it. We see that Ashima prepares for the Christmas Eve party alone, as 
Ashoke is no longer by her side. She plans to move to Calcutta for six months and keep 
shuttling between India and the United States. She is still not able to cope up with the split 
between the identities and yet prefer to live with it. Gogol for the first time does not try to 
avoid the Bengali get-together. The reason could be that he has accepted his Indian-
American identity. He is sad that his mother is going to India soon; he will suffer the loss of 
his family home, personal, familial side of himself that the name Gogol came to represent. In 
the end, he happens to confront the Book his father had gifted on his fourteenth birthday. 
The book bore the name ‘For Gogol Ganguli.’ He realizes that: The givers and keepers of 
Gogol‟s name are far from him now. One dead. Another…,on the verge of a different sort of 
departure…he will hear ‘Gogol  over the wires, see typed on a screen…Without the people in 
the world to call him Gogol, no matter how long he himself lives, Gogol Ganguli will, once 
and for all, vanish from the lips of loved ones, and so, ceases to exist’ (289). 
 

He opens the book, and begins to read the first chapter ‘The Overcoat.’ For Gogol, it 
was difficult to get rid of his namesake, but in the end, he cherishes his namesake. His name 
was everything of his past, which he came to love - it was his father's eternal gift to him. 
 

Gogol‟s decision to read the book, gifted many years ago by his father, symbolizes his 
final acceptance to the name given to him by his father, and finally accepts his Indian 
identity. He finally appreciates his name and this proves that he has decided to pursue life in 
a new light, where his past would come to follow, not haunt, him. 
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To sum up one can assert that identity crisis is the central theme of the novel, and 

the diasporic people are more prone to it, as they remain divided in two worlds 
simultaneously. 
 

In the novel, the characters‟ split identity is evident in the two worlds they inhabit. 
On one hand, they struggle to integrate in American culture and, on the other; they live 
their own Bengali customs. The author focuses on the critical issue of ‘Name,’ which is an 
important aspect of identity, and at the end; it is apparent that one cannot resolve the 
dilemma of name by just changing it on record. It is the tag, which a person has to live with 
throughout his life. 
 

‘Name’ provides an individual a sense of identity, and abandoning it, a person loses 
his identity. Hence, as George R.R. Martin said in his book, A Game of Thrones, ‘Never 
forget what you are, for surely the world will not. Make it your strength. Then it can never 
be your weakness. Armour yourself in it, and it will never be used to hurt you.’ (Web) To 
conclude we can say that the process of globalization has led to formation of new identities 
in terms of both conflicts and collaborations, which has further set up many intellectual and 
psychosomatic borders. 
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Literature and Life – The Two Sides of a Coin 
P. Hiltrud Dave Eve 

 
 
Introduction: 
 

“Literature adds to reality, it does not simply describe it. It enriches the necessary 
competencies that daily life requires and provides; and in this respect, it irrigates the deserts 
that our lives have already become” says C.S. Levis 

 
The father of our English poetry, Geoffrey Chaucer presented the 14th century life of 

the people in its vivid details. Canterbury Tales serves as a moral manual in the middle ages. 
In the Tales Chaucer presents the problems of the society and even he raised the issues of 
women treatment during the days. It is evident that the beginning of literature marks that it 
is the criticism of life. Literature educates the people, lead and guides them in the radiance 
of good and bright light. The poet or the writer articulates his own as well as the society’s 
views in his/her works. Literature replicates the life of the people. It cannot be detached 
from life. Through their writings, the writer edifies and gives them a new insight to life and 
their hitches. Life is the raw material for literature. With the material the writer imposes an 
artistic form and gives way to the past experiences in the form of art. Plato, the Greek 
philosopher, was the first one to give a serious thought about literature is the reflection of 
society, he referred poetry as a “mere imitation of life’ it can be taken to literature as a 
whole. Walter Pater, a critic of the later 19th century, who discussed the relation of literature 
and life in detail, remarked in his essay on “Style”: “just as in proportion as the writer’s aim, 
consciously or unconsciously, comes to be the transcribing not of the world, not of mere 
fact, but his sense of it, he becomes an artist, his work fine art; and good art in proportion to 
the truth of his presentment of that sense. The greatest dramatist Shakespeare uses all his 
tragedy to educate their fellow man to lead a virtuous life, it also gives insight into the 
darker side of life and the reward of good human being devoid of evil.. He hails supreme 
because he reflected society in his writings. Writers of the past and present concerned only 
with the life of people. The dramatist and poets does the same. In the writings of the poets 
like Sylvia Plath and Emily Dickinson deals with the predominating element of death and 
the reality that no one in the world can escapes from the wheels were explained 
meticulously in their work. Frost’s poems exhibit the wisdom through delightful lines. 

 
The women writers Kamala Markandaya, Nayantara Sahal or Anita Desai wrote about 

the trials and tribulations of woman in historical, social, cultural and communal set up. The 
writings of the poet or the writer are not the present alone. It is the past of the generation. 
The theme of the writings based on the real life situations, struggle, poverty, detachment 
and alienation. Bharathi Mukherjee’s first novel The Tiger’s Daughter and Wife depicts 
cultural conflict of the East and West. 

 
The writings of the novelist, poet, essayist or fiction writers paint the society and the 

most important crisis of the time. Rohinton Mistry, a Parsi, describes the Parsi community 
in all his writings. His fiction Such a Long Journey is steeped in the atmosphere of Bombay, 
particularly the Parsi community of that city. Mistry in his novel shows an Indian knowledge 
about corruption being an ingrained part of life at all levels in India. He reiterates how 
ordinary citizens can get nothing done without bribes, if he has any dealing with the 
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municipality, the police department or the politicians. Through their writings, they present 
the punitive realities of life. 

 
Bhabani Bhattacharya’s So Many Hungers in a subtle way bears a comment on how 

colonial criminality of intention and action is basically guided by deliberately misplaced 
priorities. The novel tries to show how representatives of the western, European, British 
culture were actually demonstrating through their education. 

 
The writers duty – is that literature must make ample use of the immediate reality for its stuff 
to educate the people in the don’ts they must avoid and do’s they must follow.( So Many 
Hungers P.11) 
 

The present study of the novel portrays the corrupt ailment of India and the life of 
the poor and rich.  The cruel reality of the people in the rural area is portrayed vividly in the 
novel. Literature and life are inter-twined and we cannot detach literature from life.  

 
Literature and Life in Adiga’s The White Tiger: 
 

Aravind Adiga in his novel The White Tiger expresses the stubborn fact of life in 
India, the fact that lies in every individual’s life in a compelling, darkly humorous way. 

 
He narrates the darker side of life which was hidden to the other foreigner who 

thought India is a land of fertility. He traces the sober truth that India is filled with 
entrepreneurs. Even though it has lot of Entrepreneurs it is still developing country. The real 
truth of the village and downtrodden people life is explained in the following lines: 

 
Though the nation has no drinking water, electricity, sewage system, discipline, courtesy or 
punctuality does have entrepreneurs.(The White Tiger, P:5) 

 
He also shadows forth how all the entrepreneurs have set up the own company which 

is run in America. It is the real picture of Indian entrepreneurs who contributes much to the 
foreign country rather than own land India.  The novel is a criticism of the Indian economy 
and the government. Adiga points out the pathetic condition and ignorance of Indian 
people in a humorous way. 

 
It is only the writer can discharge their duty of pointing out the evils in the society. 

They made people to think about their own status. It is only the writer’s choice to give the 
deliberate statement about the life which the people are leading in a criticizing manner. He 
mocks at the religious belief in India.  

 
See Muslims have one god 
The Christians have three gods. 
And we Hindus have 36,000,000 gods (Pg.No:9)  
  
      Adiga reflects the kind of democracy where we are living. He says that the parliament is 
filled with people who are uneducated. The country is filled with the people who have little 
education and he calls the man  as ‘half – baked man’ who can read and write but doesn’t 
understand what he’s read. 
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He can read and write , but he doesn’t get what he’s read. He is half-baked. The country is full 
of people like him. I’ll tell you that. And we entrust our glorious parliamentary democracy-
(Pg.No:10) 
 Adiga called the people those who do not have proper education ‘half-baked’. He 
made the reader to inquire about their status and gives awareness to the people. He is of the 
opinion that entrepreneurs are made from half-baked clay. The typical Indian village is 
shown colorfully in the novel.  
 
 When Balram Halwai went to school in the very first day, he does not have any name. 
When enquired about it, the boy replied that their parents have no time to name. This is the 
real situation of the people who is very poor and never bother about their children. They 
even don’t have time to name their children because of poverty and always in search of job 
which quench their one meal. 
 
The boy’s mother was very ill and she lies in bed and spews blood.(P.No: 11) 
 

India is two countries in one: an India of light and an India of darkness. The river 
which brings darkness to India- is the black river. The river Ganga is called the river of 
emancipation and hundreds of American tourists come each year to take photographs of the 
naked sadhus at Hardwar or Benaras. The present horrible situation of the country is, the 
river is filled with full of faces, straw, soggy parts of human bodies, buffalo carrion and seven 
different kinds of industrial acids. 

 
The electricity poles are defunct and the water tap is broken. Adiga is not only 

presented the Laxmangarh, but also every village in India.  
 

The children in the village are too lean and short for their age, with oversized heads from 
which vivid eyes shine, like the guilty conscience of the government of India.(P.No: 20) 
 

Indian government neglects the Indian villages and they are isolated like a desert. 
The politicians visit only on the election time. The pathetic condition of the rickshaw puller 
is picturized in minute details. When the reader ponders over it, his or her heart may break 
by the condition of the people who suffer from poverty. 

 
The author thanked the police man when they mentioned ‘son of Vikram Halwai; a 

rickshaw puller’ in the poster. The author boasted for it, because no one remembers the 
rickshaw puller in his life time. The government bus condition is another pathetic status in 
village side. The bus was always late by one or two hours. No one deny the fact. The writer’s 
work is to give the true reflection of the society and life. The rich people are living a 
luxurious life without any concern about the poor. Especially in India, everyone see the 
distinction. The author beautifully says: 

 
A rich man’s body is like a premium cotton pillow, white and soft and blank………….my father’s 
spine was a knotted rope, the kind that women use in villages to pull water from wells; the 
clavicle curved around his neck in high relief, like a dog’s collar; cuts and nicks and scars, like 
little whip marks in his flesh, ran down his chest, and waist, reaching down below his hipbones 
into his buttocks……….. the story of a poor man’s life is written on his body in a sharp pen. 
(Pg.no.27)   
 He even says that the rickshaw puller is a human beast of burden. The treatment of a 
rickshaw puller is very sad. They have been treated like a donkey. The Indian government’s 
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lethargic attitude towards the life of the poor people is appalling. When the politician came 
to the village each time he promised to build a hospital, there are three different stones in 
the village but none build a hospital. The rich and poor difference is shown by the writer in 
a clear manner. There was money in the air in the city side. Each man have golden teeth and 
glassed houses, whereas, in the village people hardly have houses. All the gold was the labor 
of the poor people in the village. 
 

Adiga compares India to a zoo. After independence the country has changed. When 
India got independence, everything went wrong. The people and the politician polluted the 
whole country 

 
When it was the richest nation on earth, was like a zoo. A clean, well-kept, orderly zoo. 
Everyone in his place, everyone happy. Goldsmiths here. Cowards here. Landlords 
there……….the women covered their heads with a veil and turned their eyes to the ground when 
taking to men……..on the fifteenth of August, 1947- the day the British left- the cages had been 
let open; and the animals had attacked and ripped each other apart and jungle law replaced 
zoo law. Those that were the most ferocious, the hungriest had eaten everyone else up and 
grown big bellies.(P.No: 63) 

 
Adiga mentions that these days we have only two castes and destines in India. The 

two castes are ‘Men with big bellies’ and ‘Men with small bellies’ and the two destinies eat – 
or got eaten up.  He explains the two kinds of men exist in India. ‘Indian liquor men’ and 
‘English liquor men’. Indian liquor is for the village boys who were toddy, arrack, country 
hooch. The rich people use English liquor. The rich people treat their dog as human being, 
but they treat human being especially the servant of their house like animals. The whole 
parliament system is in the hands of criminals who wanted to earn money by extracting the 
blood of poor people. 

 
The political leaders are all corrupt and Balram the hero of the novel mentioned a 

Great Socialist leader who is the boss of Darkness for decade. His party symbol is a pair of 
hands breaking through handcuffs. It symbolizes the poor shaking their hands with the rich. 
By using lot of tactic the political leaders are exploiting the people who are innocent and 
ignorant. 

 
The Great Socialist has ninety-three criminal cases against him but he is the leader of 

Indian political system. The black money which was earned by the politicians transferred 
into a bank account in a small, beautiful country in Europe full of white people with black 
money which is owned by the Indian politicians through their exploitation of the poor 
people. 

 
Delhi is boasted by all the other people as the glorious capital of our nation. It is the 

seat of parliament, president and ministers and prime ministers. But it has Darkness too. 
Thousands of people from darkness – from villages migrated to Delhi to find job. They does 
not have house to live, their face were filthy, thin body and they lead an animal-like life by 
hiding themselves under the huge bridges and overpasses. 

 
The life of the driver is very poor. The drivers suffer in jail by taking the blame for 

their good, solid middle-class masters. The masters made use of their innocent drivers for 
their fault. Adiga portrays the pathetic, sleepless nights of the driver intensely with sarcastic 
note. 
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Conclusion:  
 

The present study of the novel portrays the real picture of India and the life of the 
poor and rich, the harsh reality of the people in the rural area. The untidy parts of the 
village, the poor condition of the school, the poor condition of the people without hospital, 
the bus status, the harsh treatment of the land lords are still prevails in the village side. 
Adiga, the booker prize winner is the keen observer of our mother country where everything 
is denied to the common people. Literature and life is intertwined and it has reminiscence of 
life. Thus we can conclude that every work of art reflects the society and life. So, literature 
and life is the two side of a coin. 
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Capitalism in Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations: A Critique 
Isam Shihada 
 
 
Introduction: 
 

In England, the years spanning 1780–1840 witnessed rapid economic changes, which 
propelled English society decisively towards industrialization. (Lloyd-Jones & Lewis, 2014) 
The Industrial Revolution (1) transformed England from an agricultural to an industrial 
society where the machine had replaced manual labor. This may have led to the rise of mass 
unemployment and the exodus of workers from villages to cities in search of economic 
opportunities to survive. This also accounts for the increasing number of slums along the 
Thames River and the exploitation of women and children at the factories for extremely low 
wages. (Calmon, 1994) 
 

The Industrial Revolution not only changed the means of production but also the 
lives of people and structure of English society as a whole. This revolution enabled man to 
access means of living and production and escape from the unpredictability of nature by 
bringing an end to the agricultural dominance.(Mokyer,1985) Though the Industrial 
Revolution provided solutions for the longstanding problems faced by English people in 
terms of industry, higher income, steady employment, and railway transportation, it also 
created new issues such as poverty, urban overpopulation, lack of sanitation, diseases, and 
child labor—thus marking one of the darkest periods of England’s history. (McNeese,2000)  
 

Charles Dickens witnessed the consequence of the Industrial Revolution on England’s 
social fabric and how it particularly affected the lives of the poor and downtrodden. For 
Victor Lippit, “the core dynamic of the capitalist system(2) is the accumulation process, a 
process in which a portion of the profits reaped through the sale of goods and services is 
reinvested, swelling the capital stock, incorporating new technologies in the process, and 
permitting larger sales and profits in the future.” (2007, p.150) However, Dickens was 
primarily concerned with the utilitarianism that represented the basis of a solid capitalist 
economy; if it is abused and misjudged, it turns the rich and privileged of the society into 
monsters, devouring the poor. Following from this, one of the grim repercussions of the 
capitalist system is the significant rise in the average living standards of the rich which has 
created an insurmountable difference between the rich and the poor Dickens regarded the 
capitalist system to be destructive, pernicious to humanity, and representing a mere return 
to the law of the jungle. In his novels such as; Great Expectations, he criticizes this system 
by revealing its negative facets such as child labor and workers’ exploitation. (Hollington, 
2013; Hammond, 2015) The poor were exploited and dragged to work for long hours in 
miserable conditions for low wages. For example, children were hired in textile factories for 
their small hands because they could reach into the small places where fabric tended to get 
stuck, exposing themselves to danger. (Fitzgerald, 2000)The contents of the Second Report 
of the British Government’s Investigation into the Employment of Children in Factories and 
Mines shocked Dickens when he received a copy in 1843. The report graphically detailed 
horrific images of naked children chained to and pulling coal carts twice their size and, in 
some cases, buried so deep in mine shafts that they were unable to stand up straight. 
(Welch, 2001) 
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Therefore, we find Dickens championing the problems of the poor and marginalized 

classes in his novels. Andrea Warren remarks, “Charles Dickens was a more powerful 
catalyst for change than any queen, prime minister, or politician. He is known as one of 
history's greatest reformers.” (2011, p.3) During his daily walks, Dickens saw the drastic 
effects of capitalism on English society and noted how the royal family and rich classes lived 
a luxurious life in several palaces attended by servants in London, whereas the poor lived in 
filthy and overcrowded areas. The poor were also the victims of starvation, violence, and 
disease and succumbed in great numbers to illnesses such as small pox, diarrhea, and fever. 
(Carpenter, 2010; Pike, 2006) Yet, in spite, of the despicable conditions of the poor, they kept 
pouring into the city, looking for job opportunities in factories and shipyards to survive. 
They labored for extended hours for low wages in dangerous working conditions. They were 
provided no assistance. They were confined in overcrowded places where many people 
shared a single room lit by a candle, deprived of clean water. (Warren,2011) 
 
Dickens’s Great Expectations: A critique of the capitalist system. 
 

For Karl Marx, Charles Dickens represented an example of revolutionary English 
novelists whose graphic and eloquent pages issued to the world more political and social 
truths than have been uttered by all the professional politicians, publicists, and moralists 
put together(Stearns & Burns, 2011),while for George Orwell, “in every page of Dickens’s 
work, one can see a consciousness that society is wrong somewhere at the root in Dickens’s 
novels.”(1940,p.5)For both of them, Dickens believed that literature is an expansive and 
effective medium of creating and spreading class consciousness and social awareness among 
people. As a novelist and social reformer, Dickens’s main concern was to prevent power 
from being abused. He deconstructed the capitalist system by arguing against a free market 
for labor and fighting against personal greed, callousness, and misanthropy. He was, in fact, 
outraged by the English legal system and its indifference to the poor and how it saw them 
only as the responsibility of the Church and not the state. Thus, we find that the poor don’t 
enjoy economic rights or political representation in Victorian England. They were, in fact, 
subject to miserable, slave-like working and living conditions. (Pakditawan,2002) 
 

During these tumultuous times of drastic changes in the second half of the 
nineteenth century in England, Charles Dickens started writing his novel, Great 
Expectations, described by Bernard Shaw as “his most compactly perfect book . . . all of one 
piece and consistently truthful as none of his other books are.” (1937,p.xii) That period 
witnessed the growth of capitalism accompanied by cycles of booms and drawbacks. 
Dickens’ Great Expectations refers to the manipulation of the bourgeois employers, assisted 
by the government, against the working class. They were not only used as machines by their 
employers, but were also victimized by them. The working class’s exploitation stemmed 
solely from materialistic purposes, which resulted in a series of destructions such as the 
transformation of innocent characters into evil ones. Within this context, Peter Childs and 
Nicolas Tredell argue that Dickens’s Great Expectations renders a world in which “the 
individual human freedom and fulfillment is frustrated by what are usually promulgated as 
society’s ‘great expectations,’ and those values usually associated with progress, civilization 
and modernity.” (2006,p.167) Charles Dickens harshly reviles the capitalist system that 
would create and transform human beings into greedy creatures.(Houston,1992) He sheds 
light on the impact of the Industrial Revolution and its capitalist system in transforming 
characters into pitiless, selfish people devoid of emotions and on how it destroys all ties of 
affection and love and nourishes feelings of snobbishness, selfishness, and superiority 
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among people. They simply become the object of market relations, learning only to devour 
or be devoured. For example, Magwitch explains to Pip that he turned to crime because he 
was starving and no one ever “measured my stomach,” for “I must put something into my 
stomach, mustn’t I?”(Dickens, 1881p.284)(3) 
 

In Victorian society, crime is arguably related to monopoly capitalism, negligence, 
and selfish economic policies. The impact of this socioeconomic transformation on the 
moral aspects of society has a powerful influence next to education. Crimes increased 
because transactions connected with property had increased and this new mode of wealth 
required the protection of the law from theft. Therefore, the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries saw a rapid extension of laws on theft. (Jones, 2015; Mclynn,2013) Within this 
context, Charles Dickens sees strong connections between capitalism and delinquency 
where families were torn apart by ferocious and unrestricted competition. This creates a 
situation where the greedy capitalist elite confront an increasingly angry and restless 
proletarian force in the towns and countryside. Therefore, conflict, delinquency, and 
depravity are the inevitable results. (Jones, 2015) 
 

In Great Expectations, Charles Dickens warns that wealth and status are corrupt and 
corrupting, inducing social emptiness, inertia, snobbery, and vengefulness. The novel 
elucidates the disastrous impacts of materialism and class difference on human 
relationships. For instance, we find that characters such as Pip, Miss Havisham, and 
Magwitch are transformed into corrupt, arrogant, manipulative, greedy, and machine-like 
entities blinded by their insatiable desire for ownership, property, and revenge.(Bouziane, 
2015) Their greed turns them evil, exploiting poor people to reach their own cherished . As 
an example from the novel, we find that society’s great injustice to Magwitch has prompted 
him to turn Pip, a blacksmith’s apprentice, into a “gentleman,” seeking fame and gratitude 
in return. In addition, Magwitch’s thirst for vengeance against his manipulating former 
partner, Compeyson, urges him to capture Compeyson for the pursuing police at the cost of 
Magwtich’s own brief freedom. (Newlin, 2000) Miss Havishamuses, Estella as an instrument 
to vent her anger, frustration, and revenge against society, being jilted by Compeyson on her 
wedding day, in a form that “her wild resentment, spurned affection, and wounded pride, 
found vengeance in.” (p.148)Her infatuation with Compeyson dated back to the times when 
he falsely made her believe that he was devoted to her: “There is no doubt that she perfectly 
idolized him. He practiced on her affection in that systematic way, that he got great sums of 
money from her, and he induced her to buy her brother out of a share in the brewery at an 
immense price.” (p.148)Miss Havisham even becomes “too haughty and too much in love to 
be advised by anyone” (p.148), when she refuses to heed the advice of her poor cousin, 
Mathew Pocket, thinking that he is simply an opportunist seeking only to possess her 
fortune. Pocket warned Miss Havisham that “she was doing too much for this man 
(Compeyson) and was placing herself unreservedly in his power.” (p. 148) Miss Havisham 
does not accept Mathew’s advice not only because she is passionately in love with 
Compeyson but also because she is arrogant and despises and sees herself as superior to her 
cousin, Mathew, since he belongs to a lower class. Later, Miss Havisham is jilted by 
Compeyson, leaving her deceived, devastated, and unhappy. Therefore, she decides to lead a 
life of seclusion in Satis House. Actually, she is transformed from a loving character into a 
sadistic and devilish one who enjoys inflicting pain on men. For George Newlin, “Miss 
Havisham’s determination to avenge herself on the traitorous male leads her to a pathetic 
extreme—destroying herself and sabotaging Estella”(2000,p.9). Thus, she becomes a 
destructive character who is capable of destroying love and instilling hatred among people, 
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especially between Pipand Estella, the girl whom she adopted. She also tries to manipulate 
Pip to enslave him emotionally like she molds her adopted daughter, Estella. (Houston,1992) 

 
Miss Havisham uses Estella as an instrument of revenge against Pip, “with my praises, 

and with my jewels and with my teachings, and with this figure of myself always before her a 
warning and point my lessons, I stole her heart away and put ice in its place.” (p.434) Being 
heartless and cruel, Estella will draw men as a candle attracts moths, and she will treat them 
as Compeyson treated Miss Havisham. For Joseph Miller, Miss Havisham “had deluded 
herself into thinking she is only letting her state of abandonment be a punishment. Through 
Estella, she will take an indirect, guiltless revenge and break a hundred hearts for her own 
heart that was broken.”(1958,p.258) She is willing to enjoy the power of the oppressor 
without feeling guilty that she is the direct cause behind Estella’s cruel behavior to her 
suitors, where she feels that men are her natural enemies. For instance, Miss Havisham 
wants Estella to love her only in the dark and airless confines of Satis House where she may 
dwell safe from all and, at the same time, where she can destroy any possibility of love 
between Estella and Pip. 
 

Therefore, we find Miss Havisham teaching Estella the ways of snobbery and 
arrogance and even pushing her to despise Pip. She convinces Estella that Pip is pursuing 
her for money and not because he loves her, destroying the chances of friendship and love 
growing between them. This is depicted in Miss Havisham’s disrespect towards Pip’s feelings 
of love for Estella. Miss Havisham constantly despises Pip, saying that Estella is “‘abroad, [. . 
.] educating for a lady; far out of reach, prettier than ever, admired by all who see her.’… 
There was such a malignant enjoyment in her utterance of the last words, and she broke 
into such a disagreeable laugh, that I was at a loss what to say. She spared me the trouble of 
considering by dismissing me.” (p.140) Miss Havisham continues to remind Pip of the class 
differences between him and Estella: that he is a poor boy, while Estella is a rich and 
educated lady and asserting that their union is impossible. After being humiliated by Miss 
Havisham and Estella, Pip too is transformed into a corrupt and snobbish person. Pip’s 
virtues are also corrupted by the temptation of wealth. Being aware of the widening class 
gap between him and Estella, Pip, in fact, becomes ashamed and unsatisfied with his lot, 
home, and family, “It is a most miserable thing to feel ashamed of home [. . .] Home had 
never been a very pleasant place to me, because of my sister’s temper [. . .] Now, it was all 
coarse and common, and I would not have had Miss Havisham and Estella see it on my 
account.” (p.147)  
 

Though Pip feels ashamed of his humble origins, he finally comes to find out that 
“crossing class boundaries merely gives him access to a world that is morally and spiritually 
worse that the poor one he has left.”(Roberts, 2009,p.53) Pip finally gets disillusioned and 
discovers the emptiness of being part of the high society when he realizes that Miss 
Havisham does not want him to court Estella. For instance, when Pip confesses his love to 
Estella, she replies, “When you say you love me, I know what you mean, as a form of words; 
but nothing more. You address nothing in my breast, you touch nothing there. I don’t care 
for what you say at all.”(p.395)Estella turns out to be a very cold person, disregarding the 
emotions of everyone coming close to her. Moreover, she is rude and does not hesitate to 
taunt Pip though she hardly knows him. “‘He calls the knaves Jacks, this boy?’ said Estella, 
with disdain, before our first game was out. ‘And what coarse hands he has! And what thick 
boots!’”(p.81) Estella’s rudeness and arrogance enhance Pip’s feelings of shame and class 
inferiority and highlights how love and marriage are strongly intertwined with social status. 
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Dickens’ Great Expectations also emphasizes the importance of social participation 
and acceptance, related to how the individual locates himself within his community. 
(Choudhury,2009) One of the problematic issues for Pip is the question not only of the high 
society he wishes to inhabit but also of the one he wants to quit, considering he is an orphan 
deprived of any status in the changing English Victorian society fostered by industrial 
capitalism. Pip feels that it would have been better if he had not been born and that his birth 
was simply against the odds. Within this context, Pip says of himself, “I was always treated 
as if I had insisted on being born in opposition in the dictates of reason, religion, and 
morality, and against the dissuading arguments of my best friends.” (p.42) Pip is alive by 
mere chance, his poor health as an infant recalled by Joe, “if you could have been aware how 
small and flabby and mean you was, dear me, you’d have formed the most contemptible 
opinions of yourself!” (p.62).Being an orphan without any status in the society enhances 
Pip’s growing sense of being lost. Pip feels himself as either a burden that is ignored, left to 
starve, and die by society or be taken care of by foster parents who, in return, rob him of his 
identity. For Pip,to accept being taken care of means to be transformed into an object in the 
capitalist systemthat dominates the lives of people in England, where social status is 
associated with wealth and money. 
 

In Dickens’ Great Expectations, characters often make huge social transitions, both 
from wealth to poverty as well as the other way round in the age of financial and social 
instability.(Bowen, 2015)The impact of the capitalist system on the life of Pip is evident since 
he suddenly shifted from the class of the poor and downtrodden to that of the rich through 
the endowment of an unknown benefactor. He suddenly attains the status of a gentleman in 
society. This may explain Pip’s arrogance towards Joe and his submissiveness towards Miss 
Havisham and Estella, symbols of the upper class, in his pursuit of love and the luxurious life 
of high society in London. For Joseph Miller, Pip is ready to “barter all the spontaneity and 
charity of his relations to Joe for the coldness, formality, and decay of Miss Havisham’s 
house, and for the life as a gentleman he thinks she has given him.” (1958:p.268) 
 
 

Dickens feels fascinated by the particulars of each class. Hence, he portrays in detail 
the small differences of behaviors, clothing, and accents through which people display their 
aspirations and class identities. Dickens is constantly drawn to the marginalized, peripheral 
people, rather than who are at the center of social classes. In other words, he is more 
interested in those who cling to the edges of respectability and who feel vulnerable in the 
unstable world of the Victorian economy. When it comes to class identity, many of Dickens’ 
characters are performers who are unwilling to simply accept their given place in society, 
but are determined to better their positions and lives. However, their aspirations could 
result in snobbishness, greed, and self-deception. (Bowen,2015) 
 

For instance, Pip arguably loses his innocence and becomes unfaithful to his social 
class once he earns a premium for his apprenticeship in London. This may reflect the extent 
to which capitalism and the resultant materialistic system are the driving cause of the 
destruction of affection and human relationships among people. For example, we find that 
Pip feels ashamed even of his brother-in-law, Joe, who had brought him up. This is clearly 
voiced by Pip: “I am afraid I was ashamed of the dear fellow. I know I was ashamed of him 
when I saw Estella stood at the back of Miss Havisham, and her eyes laughed 
mischievously.” (p.124) 
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Pip’s social snobbery and arrogance heightens when he becomes a rich gentleman. 
When Pip becomes a wealthy man, he has to learn to speak, eat, and dress, performing a 
whole new identity to be recognized by others as genteel. He believes that real “gentleman-
ness” and good manners are associated with money. Pip thinks that if money can prevent Joe 
from visiting him, he will pay him. Within this context, Pip says: “If I could have kept him 
away by paying money, I certainly would have paid money. […] I had little objection to his 
being seen by Herbert or his father, for both of whom I had a respect.” (p.246) Furthermore, 
Pip becomes concerned about his own reputation and social status since he does not want to 
be seen with Joe because he is not refined. The feeling that his degrading and impoverished 
childhood will stain his whole life is one that he never loses. This is one reason why Pip 
behaves so badly, particularly towards Joe; although he feels profoundly guilty, Pip is still 
unable to be fair or generous to him. Pip is unfortunately blinded to the real gentleman in 
Joe who is good at heart and keen to visit Pip in London. Supporting this, after Miss 
Havisham’s party finishes, Pip decides to return back to London without paying a visit to 
Joe. Instead, he sends a barrel of oysters to Joe as a compensation for not having visited him. 
Pip substitutes his love for Joe with material things since he thinks that sending Joe a 
present will compensate for not seeing him in person. Pip’s snobbishness also forces him to 
keep his relationship with Joe a secret since he thinks that the “civilized” world he inhabits is 
far more important than the emotional life he shares with Joe. Therefore, Pip’s concern with 
wealth and status leads to the deterioration of his relationship with his family.  
 

Pip’s snobbery gets intensified during his trip to Satis House to attend Miss 
Havisham’s birthday. Pip feels disgusted to share the coach with two convicts during his 
travel, and says: “There were two convicts going down with me […] their coarse mangy 
ungainly outer surface, as if they were lower animals, […] a most disagreeable and degraded 
spectacle […].It is impossible to express with what acuteness I felt the convict’s breathing, 
not only on the back of my head, but all along my spine.” (p.255) Pip feels a sense of 
superiority before the two criminals, is disgusted by their bad breath, and sees them 
degradingly as lower animals. Pip’s criticism of the two is ironical since he is unaware that 
he is indirectly linked with the world of criminals throughout his life. For example, Pip’s 
benefactor is actually the convict, Magwitch, and his beloved, Estella, is only the daughter of 
two criminals, Molly and Magwitch.  
 

Furthermore, Pip also discovers futility of his great expectations when he finds out 
that his real sponsor is not Miss Havisham, a symbol of high society butthe criminal convict, 
Magwitch, a discovery that symbolizes the self-deception of the high society he joins, which 
leaves him disillusioned. He is almost destroyed by the discovery, and his whole sense of self 
is simultaneously tainted and emptied. 
 

Magwitch thinks of Pip as “his” gentleman, "If I ain’t a gentleman, nor yet ain’t got no 
learning, I’m the owner of such. All on you owns stock and land; which on you owns a 
brought-up London gentleman?” (p.111)Magwitch’s investment of his wealth into Pip is 
almost like a money laundering plan. By doing this, Magwitch would clean up his money 
and leave a gentleman asa decent legacy. But for Pip, Magwitch is merely a convict, and he 
never imagines that his fortune would have come from a criminal. Suddenly, Pip finds 
himself back to his humble roots remembering when he used to steal food from his home to 
feed the escaped convict, Magwitch.“You bring me, tomorrow morning early, the file and 
them wittles. You bring a lot to me, at that old Battery over yonder. You do it and you never 
dare to say a word or dare to make a sign concerning our having seen such a person as me, 
or any person sum ever, and you shall be let to live.” (p.5) To add salt to injury, Pip also 
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discovers that Estella, a symbol of gentility and high class, is only the daughter of the 
convict, Magwitch. 
 

By raising this issue of the dark side of capitalism, Dickens is keen to provoke a new 
kind of social consciousness among the upper classes since it is also important for him that 
the upper classes know about the suffering of the poor. Dickens also points out that 
capitalism has created a huge gap between the upper and lower classes, which needs 
urgently to be bridged. For example, Pip’s suffering and humiliation at his sister’s hands 
symbolizes the lower class’s subjection to the upper class, where his sister and relatives 
always remind Pip of his humble origins as an orphan who would have died long time ago if 
not for the paltry food and shelter reluctantly provided by his sister.“‘Church-yard!’ repeated 
my sister. ‘If it warn’t for me you’d have been to the church-yard long ago, and stayed there. 
Who brought you up by hand?’” (p.14) Mrs. Joe keeps reminding Pip that she saved him 
from starving to death and that without her help, he would not be alive, but lying dead in 
the churchyard along with his parents. 
 

Moreover, Dickens uses every opportunity to compare the life of Pip on the marshes 
(representing the world of the oppressed) with the genteel Satis House and changing world 
of London (representing the oppressors).(Stearns& Burns, 2011) Accordingly, Pip becomes 
conscious of his poor class when Miss Havisham instructs Estella to play a card game with 
him, Estella answers with disdain, “With this boy! Why, he is a common laboring-boy!” 
(p.125) In another incident, when Estella puts food on the ground for Pip to eat without even 
looking at him, he feels lesser than an animal: “She came back, with some bread and meat 
and a little mug of beer. She put the mug down on the stones of the yard, and gave me the 
bread and meat without looking at me, as insolently as if I were a dog in disgrace. I was so 
humiliated, hurt, spurned, offended, angry, sorry . . . the tears started to my eyes”(p.86) 
Leaving Satis House humiliated, Pip feels ashamed of his low class origins: set off on the 
four-mile walk to our forge; pondering, as I went along, on all I had seen, and deeply 
revolving that I was a common laboring-boy; that my hands were coarse; that my boots were 
thick; that I had fallen into a despicable habit of calling knaves jacks; that I was much more 
ignorant than I had considered myself last night, and generally that I was in a low-lived bad 
way. (p.89) 
 

Capitalism not only produces inequality, but also leaves its grave psychological 
impact on characters like Pip, who is humiliated, degraded, and offended by Miss Havisham 
and Estella for belonging to a lower class. He is an object of ridicule and scorn.(Makati,2008) 
 
A philanthropic Perspective 
 

However, despite his revolutionary ideas and harsh critique of the capitalist system, 
Dickens never calls for an overthrow of capitalism and does not see the struggle, like Karl 
Marx, as a struggle between the rich and poor where a classless society will eventually 
emerge. Within this context, George Orwell asserts that there is no clear sign that Dickens 
“wants the existing order to be overthrown or that he believes it would make very much 
difference if it WERE overthrown. For in reality his target is not so much society as ‘human 
nature’.” (1940, p. 5)Dickens’ target is, in fact, altering human nature since he wants the 
upper class people to be aware of their blind selfishness and the gruesome realities of the 
poor, for which the rich are responsible. He appeals to their humanity to look beyond the 
curtain that prevents them from seeing the displaced person, the child laborer, and the 
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hungry factory worker, who keep the wheels of capitalism turning and turning.(Stearns& 
Burns,2011) 
 

For Dickens, capitalism can, therefore, be reformed internally by encouraging 
philanthropy (4) where people cooperate and help each other. Philanthropy “can be defined 
as a social duty and prompt action on behalf of any victims of economic competition.” 
(Cazamian, 2013, p.81)When it comes to the question of philanthropy, the terrible poverty, 
misery, and human suffering of the poor did haunt many of England’s rich. Anti-slavery 
agitation, growing poverty, and the ongoing demands for workers’ welfare were the reasons 
behind the growth of philanthropy and gave an impetus for the philanthropists to improve 
the structure of Victorian society. Philanthropists also felt that the British government failed 
miserably to help the country’s most vulnerable people. Therefore, they decided to devote 
their lives to raising money and setting up schools, hostels, soup kitchens to help the poor 
and less fortunate. In this context, John Stuart Mill argues that “the aim of philanthropy was 
to extinguish not only poverty but also the forms of vice, destitution, and physical 
wretchedness.”(5) (Cazamian, 2013, p.107) For Charles Dickens, the upper classes were 
responsible for the problems of Victorian society and public, private assistance and charity 
for the needy were necessary. In other words, any person in any position of authority was 
responsible for the well-being of his subordinates. 
 

Instances of individual and genuine benevolence were Dickens’ favorite way of 
assisting and rescuing his characters from despair and need. It is sufficient to say that 
benefactors would be ready to contribute, and their aid was put in good use. (Bremner, 
1996)Dickens employs philanthropy as a potential solution to the challenge of social 
stratifications in the age of high capitalism. Dickens saw “a close connection between good 
order in the state, philanthropy, and the national interest. He was quite willing to turn his 
fire on false charity, as well as moral and religious hypocrisy. (Cazamian, 2013, p.144)He 
condemned the policies that caused suffering of the poor and wondered why poor people 
were left to die of neglect when the rest had enormous wealth at their disposal. Personally, 
Dickens was generous toward people in need, contributed to a variety of charitable 
organizations, helped them raise funds, and served on the boards of many charitable 
agencies. (Bremner,1996) 
 

Philanthropy, in Dickens’s Great Expectations, acts both as a sign of new forms of 
social relation and representation, which is commensurate with a realist literary paradigm.” 
(Christianson, 2007, p.63) Dickens wanted rich and philanthropists to feel and contribute to 
alleviating the sufferings of their brethren. This may symbolize the long tradition of 
Christian charity as a practice that contributes to the salvation of the deprived. In Great 
Expectations, Pip describes Joe as “a mild, good-natured, sweet-tempered, easy-going, 
foolish, dear fellow,—a sort of Hercules in strength, and also in weakness.” (p.26)Joe sets an 
example of what philanthropy should be when he asks Mrs. Joe to bring the orphan Pip to 
live with them, “I said to her, ‘And bring the poor little child. God bless the poor little child,’ 
I said to your sister, ‘there’s room for him at the forge!’” (p.68). He later pays off all of Pip's 
debts and then sneaks away in the middle of the night, so Pip will not be ashamed of him. 
Moreover, Joe readily destroys Pip’s apprenticeship papers, uncomplainingly relinquishing 
control over the boy while rejecting the worldly Jagger’s offer of compensation.  
 

Joe’s act is an authentically philanthropic one, asking nothing for himself. Instead, he 
helps genuinely rather than manipulate the recipient, Pip. Therefore, by the end of the 
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novel, Pip becomes the true son of this spiritual father, Mr. Joe, when he keeps silent about 
the money he has given to Herbert Pocket.  
 

Finally, Charles Dickens asserts that philanthropy should be genuine and a sincere 
effort to help the poor and warns against using it as a means to credit and fame. For 
instance, Miss Havisham seeks credit for reconstituting Estella into an instrument of 
vengeance and breaking hearts, while Magwitch performs philanthropy with a desire for 
gaining gratitude. Magwitch’s philanthropy is devouring since it falls unavoidably into the 
pitfalls of corrupt charity. First, it is manipulative since Magwitch tries to shape and mold 
Pip to his own perverse image of a gentleman and control even his choice of a name. 
Second, it is self-serving when Magwitch returns to England so that he may himself watch 
the fruits of his philanthropy and enjoy gratitude and power. Thus, philanthropy should not 
be a name for selfishness and vanity, but for self-abnegation. 
 
Conclusion: 
 

To conclude, in Great Expectations, Dickens criticizes the capitalist system, which is 
destructive and pernicious, by showing its negative facets such as the class system, child 
labor, workers’ exploitation, and transformation of the moral and psychological structure of 
Victorian society. Charles Dickens criticizes the vice of greed and misanthropy fostered by 
capitalism and emphasizes the idea that wealth based on the exploitation of the poor cannot 
achieve happiness and satisfaction. On the contrary, it fosters snobbery, greed, feelings of 
hatred, and revenge. It traps, humiliates, and degrades the humanity of people. By citing 
examples such as Miss Havisham and Magwitch, he warns against using philanthropy as a 
means to seek gratitude and fame. Dickens advocates genuine philanthropy and an equal 
distribution of wealth, rather than overthrowing capitalism as a remedy to the dark side of 
capitalism, which may redeem humanity and preserve its dignity. 
 
Notes 
 
1-For more on the Industrial Revolution, please see, Crafts, N. F. (1985). British economic 
growth during the industrial revolution. Oxford: Clarendon Press; More, C. (2002). 
Understanding the industrial revolution. London:Routledge; Stearns, P. N. (1993). The 
industrial revolution in world history.Boulder, CO: Westview Press; Mokyr, J. (Ed.). (1993). 
The British industrial revolution: an economic perspective. Boulder and Oxford: Westview 
Press. 
 
2-For more on capitalism, see Sklair, L. (2002). Capitalism and its Alternatives. Oxford: 
Oxford university press; Prak, M. (Ed.). (2005). Early modern capitalism: economic and 
social change in Europe 1400¬–1800. London: Routledge; Bowles, S., Edwards, R., & 
Roosevelt, F. (1993). Understanding capitalism. Harper Collins College; Jameson, F. (1991). 
Postmodernism, or, the cultural logic of late capitalism. North Carolina: Duke University 
Press; Mandel, E. (1979). Late capitalism. London: Verso; Marx, K. (1967). Capital: a critique 
of political economy, 3 vols. New York: International Publishers; Marx, K. & Engels, F. 
(2002). The communist manifesto. London: Penguin. 
 
3-All references will henceforth be taken from Dickens, C. (1881). Great Expectations. Boston: 
Estes and Lauriat 
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The Use of Myth and History in Karnad’s play Nagamandala  
Kanchana Gupta 
 
 
 

“The society that cherishes and keeps its myth alive will be nourished from the 
soundest, richest strata of the human spirit” says Joseph Campbell (13).  This statement 
becomes very truth when we look at the work of Girish Karnad who often draws Indian 
myths, legends and folklores as a vehicle of new visions.  He is perfectly sketching astutely 
from the affluent reservoir of myth and complex historical heritage on the basis of 
experiences. He has a sharp vision and strong revelation on the reality. Myths are part of 
awareness of the people which shows how modern dilemma is foreshadowed in the 
archetypal myths. M.H. Abrams and Geoffrey Harphman says: 
 
Myth is a favourite term in modern “archetypal” criticism which points to an important area of 
meaning, shared by religion, folklore, anthropology, sociology, and psychology. It may be 
defined as a story or a complex yarn or a story, expressing or implicitly symbolising certain 
deep aspects of human experience or a system of hereditary stories of ancient origin which 
were once believed to be true by a particular cultural group. (179) 

 
Girish Karnad gracefully associates the past and the present, the archetype and the 

real, and the traditional and the modern which helps to develop a credible style of social 
realism. The burning problems of the present world discover in his plays through the myths 
and history which sparked into contemporary life and its mystery. As it is stated in VII 
volume of Encyclopedia Britannica:  
 
Myth fulfills in primitive culture an indispensable function, it expresses, enhances and codifies 
belief; it safeguards and enforces morality, it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and contains 
practical rules for the guidance of man. Myth is thus a vital ingredient of human civilization, it 
is not an idle tale but a hard-worked active force, it is not an intellectual explanation or an 
artistic imagery, but a pragmatic character of primitive faith and moral wisdom (58).  

 
He has a great quality to drive myth as a verbal circumference of human experience 

and psychic phenomena. He has used a distinct Indian myth to explore the feminist 
interpretation which germinates into life in religion and shows the contemporary elements. 
 

In his play Nagamandala, is based on folk stories which is mingled of conventional 
and submissive modes. It presents the theme of man-woman relationship, marriage 
institution, traditional orthodox, faith and deceit, love and hatred, double strandard, 
position and identity of a woman in the society, social and cultural impact on feminine 
psychology.  It shows psychological problems which faced by modern Indian woman in this 
twenty-first century. The story revolves around the protagonist Rani.  Appanna is a real 
husband of Rani but he behaves as a stranger to his wife Rani in the same place, Naga is a 
guise husband of Rani but he behaves as a true lover and has a great respectable for Rani. 
The climax comes when Kurudava gives the aphrodisiac root to Rani for getting a true love 
of Appanna. Rani begets pregnant. Appanna assaults her about her chastity and ‘the bloated 
tummy’ and accusing her in of infidelity. Rani shocks on Appanna’s statement and oscillates 
between the fantasy and reality. A. Jaganmohana Chari expresses his views in this context: 
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“The dichotomy of lover and husband is in the tradition she has inherited. When she 
discovers in her experience in the end the difference between the Naga’s love and that of her 
husband the feeling of experience hardly crossed the threshold of her consciousness because 
her experience of her head or her conscience hardly matters in the world of patriarchal 
hegemony” (150). At the end of the play, Rani is success to prove her innocence and wash 
the evils and malevolence desires of the society as a result to establish her as a goddess and 
pure with the help of naga ordeal.  
 

Through this play, Girish Karnad explores the myth as a social injustices performed 
on an innocent woman who was subjected to the violence of the society and her husband. 
As Jung points out, 
 
Myths and legends embody themselves in the form of motifs and symbols, certain recurring 
patterns of collective human behaviour and certain archetypal human experiences. Myths 
express certain archetypal social relationships. These relationships could be of father and son, 
husband and wife, or of brothers. Secondly myths have the power to affect us even without our 
being aware of it (Mukherjee 57). 

 
 He highlights the deeply psychological problem of the women of Indian society. He 

raises a question on the chastity of women. He presented the chastity of women in the form 
of a myth to expel the socio-cultural evils.  It shows women are powerfully enslaved of man 
with many ages. In Valmiki’s Ramayana, Ahilya is a chaste and pure woman and wife of a 
sage Gautam. She maintains the high moral standards of an Indian wife. Indra falls on the 
beauty of Ahilya. He commits sin and makes a relationship with Ahilya as a husband.  Indra 
should be responsible for a deception on her husband Gautam. At last, Ahilya commits 
suicide to prove her chastity to sage Gautam. In another example, when Sita releases from 
Ravan Palace after a big combat between Ram and Ravan. Sita undergoes the fire to prove 
her chastity to Rama. Similarly in Nagamandala, Rani is a pure and innocent. Naga manages 
to copulate with Rani in the impersonation of her husband Appanna. There is a parallel 
representation of the myth between Ahilya and Rani. In this context, Ahilya, Sita and Rani 
all these three women are virtuous, chaste and faithful to her husband. So why does a 
society blemish every time on the character of women. He has a great quality to erode the 
personal life of woman.  A woman always comes in the trial of sin due to the scam of a man 
to prove her chastity.   
 

The blending of mythological and historical terms, come out to be technological with 
the device of face-shifting technique. The face-shifting technique is treated with the title of 
the play, Nagamandala which means that play with snake or nag. It is weaving from some 
threads like love, identity and sexuality with mythical folk culture in the form of modern 
technology. According to the Hindu mythology, the snake is the symbol for wish of fertility. 
Through the face-shifting technique the naga obtain the face of Appanna. Thus he makes a 
relationship with Rani. She grows happily and fully enjoys the passion of love in marital life. 
At last she gets a child. Appanna calls her as a “harlot”, a “slut” and a “whore”. Rani comes on 
the trial of the villagers and her husband. She performs the ordeal of holding the hot iron 
rod to prove her chaste and faithful to her husband. The naga spreads its hood on Rani’s 
head and swings it quietly and dangles like a wreath around her neck. The judicial 
committee of the village proclaim her to be a Goddess. By the face shifting, Naga proves 
himself to be a good and true companion of Rani. It shows the animal which triumphs over 
the best in man.  
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Girish Karnad shows high-quality mysticism soothes the reader of the play and seems 
to be also mocking the critics. He uses myth on the double standards of the society and 
marriage institution. He is successfully presented the subject of domestic slavery in a new 
manner in this modern age. He projects it as something not natural, but institutionalized, 
constructed, planted and legalized. Mostly women follow always the moral and social 
conduct but men are not. Our society always expects a woman to be faithful for her husband 
in any condition even a man behaves cruelly and unfaithful to his wife. A renowned 
sociologist, Allan G. Johnson, in his book Gender Knot: Unravelling Our Patriarchal Legacy 
expounds his views about patriarchal society in the following words:  
 
A society is patriarchal to the degree that it promotes male privilege by being male dominated, 
male identified, and male centred. It is also organized around an obsession with control and 
involves as one of its key aspects the oppression of women (N.pag.).  

 
The innocent and ignorant women who are subjected to the violence of their 

atrocious husbands are made to tolerate their husbands because they are scared of social 
disgrace.  Appanna’s behaviour shocks Rani and shatters all the dreams of a wonderful 
marriage life. She has no right to ask any questions to her husband. She lives like a puppet 
or faithful servant of her husband. Appanna expects her wife Rani do all the household work 
and prepare meals for him without asking any questions. He behaves ill-treatment and locks 
her in the house. Similarly in the play Kamala of Vijay Tendulkar shows the patriarchal 
arrangement of marriage. Yet the institution of patriarchal marriage has its deep root in the 
psyche of women like Rani, Sarita and Kamala who cannot bring themselves to protest. 
 

In a nut shell, I submit my findings that there is a high magical possibility of studying 
contemporary Indian English Literature with the help of ancient Sanskrit literature and 
traditional folktales. The uses of myth serve the literary gift to the new generation and 
regenerate the ideas of new vista. It is leading to discovery of new form and new style of 
Indian’s plays. Girish Karnad is skilfully weaving the psychological, social and cultural myth 
in discriminatingly and intelligently manner. 
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A Study of Wordsworth’s “Ode on Intimation of Immortality” in the 
Light of Śabdālaṁkāras (verbal figures) of AlaṁkāraSiddhānta 
Mukesh K Gupta 

 
 
Literature aims at giving rise to aesthetic experience or pleasure. For a common 

reader, pleasure lies in the process of working out of the meaning of the piece of literature or 
gettingthe general impression of the meaning of the text. But a trained reader pleasure lies 
in the process of working out of the meaning of the piece of literature. For which the reader 
is required to be equipped with   literary theories or tools to know the techniques used in 
narration.The problem of enjoying/appreciating an English text or a text written in a second 
language can be encountered by the Indian reader by using his own   rich tradition of 
Sanskrit poetics as the model of Indian criticism, which consists of the following Sanskrit 
Siddhāntas(theories):The Rasa Siddhāntas(theory of aesthetic pleasure) of Bharata, The 
AlaṁkāraSiddhānta(theory of figures ) of Bhāmaha, The RītiSiddhānta(theory of style) of 
Vāmana, The DhvaniSiddhānta(theory of suggestion)of Ānandvardhana, The Vakrokti 
Siddhānta(theory of obliquity) of Kuntaka and  AucityaSiddhānta(theory of propriety) of 
Ācārya  Kṣemendra. These Sanskrit siddhāntas are the result of tap or devotion of ancient 
Indian Ācāryas from Ācārya Bharat to Paṇḍitarāja Jagannātha and deal with each part of the 
literary text systematically.  They are not suited to Indian context only but are universally 
valid. Unhesitatingly, it can be said that these siddhāntas can profitably be applied to 
Western texts.  
 Keeping this perspective in mind, the aim of the present paper is a study of 
Wordsworth’s “Ode on Intimation of Immortality” in the light of Śabdālaṁkāras (verbal 
figures) of AlaṁkāraSiddhānta of Indian poetics with the purpose to make an Indian 
response to the poetry of Wordsworth and to prepare an applicational model of  
alaṁkārasiddhānta to the western poet.  
 

The ācāryas hold that a poet uses alaṁkāras with a view to increase the beauty, to 
enhance the qualities and to depict the nature of the subject, to heighten the feelings, to 
delineate the action, activities and circumstances, to expose the internal state and physical 
beauty, to exhibit the objective attractively and briefly, to depict the scene attractively, to 
characterize the spontaneous movements and to put thought in tune with feelings.  

 
The Indian ācāryas, unlike the western writers, have dealt with alaṁkāra to the 

extent that they have elevated this subject to the level of a full-fledged doctrine known as 
alaṁkāra siddhānta. Bharata has devoted one chapter XVII of the Nāṭya-śāstra to a 
discussion of the thirty-six characteristics of poetry, more precisely, dramatic poetry, the 
first of which is designated as “bhūṣaṇa” which means ornament and which is defined as 
adorning a composition with alaṁkāras (poetic figures). Ācārya Bhāmaha is the earliest 
exponent of alaṁkāra School, although he is not the originator as Ācārya Bharata has 
already talked of four alaṁkāras in his Nāṭya-śāstra. According to Bhāmaha, alaṁkāra is the 
most essential element of poetry and it consists in the striking manner of putting a striking 
idea in an equally striking words. To him  alaṁkāras (poetic figures) are as necessary factors 
in the creation of poetry’s beauty  as ornaments are contributory to the charm of the lovely 
face of a young damsel thus poetry should be possessed of some charm created by the 
figures of speech. The major portion of Bhāmaha’s Kāvyālaṁkāra (5c-6c AD) treatise 
includes thirty-nine alaṁkāras.38/47 I 20/35 ii 
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 The alaṁkāras(figures) have been described and analyzed minutely in the two 
thousand year old history of Indian poetics. From ācāryas Bharata onward the number of 
alaṁkāras (figures) has gone from four to one hundred twenty-five. It is remarkable to note 
that some of the alaṁkāras(figures) have been divided into hundreds of sub-kinds.The 
Indian aestheticians have classified alaṁkāras(figures) on the basis of śabdaparivṛtisaha and 
śabdaparivṛtyasaha. According to this classification, the alaṁkāras(figures) fall into three 
categories: śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figure)arthālaṁkāra(semantic figure) and ubhayālaṁkāra 
(hybrid figure).  
 

A poetic composition has two aspects (a) śabda (word), the external figure and (b) 
artha (meaning), the connotation of the word. Both the śabda and artha are employed in 
such a way to enhance the poetic charm of a poetic composition. Such kind of employment 
of śabda (word) and artha (meaning) is impregnated with śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures) and 
arthālaṁkāra(semantic figures). A śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figure) entirely depends on 
phoneme or sound or word for its existence, for it ceases to survive, as soon as a word is 
replaced by another. The śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures) consist of number of kinds and sub 
kinds, in accordance with the combinations of śabdas (sounds or words) i.e. chekānuprāsa, 
vṛtyānuprāsa, śrutynuprāsa, aṁtyānuprāsa, lātānuprāsa, yamaka(Chime or Rhyme), śleṣa 
(Paronomasia), vakrokti (Oblique Expression), vīpsāand punarūktīprakāśa.Indian aesthetics 
has a comprehensive account of figures based on words. The simple reason is that Indian 
aestheticians hold that there is no poetry without alaṁkāras.  

 
As far as Wordsworth is concerned, he holds that a poet should use the language of 

common people by restricting him to the appropriate use of figures. He seems to refer to the 
svabhāvika (natural use of language). It is important to use here that for Indian aestheticians 
even the svabhāvika(natural use of language) is also analaṁkāra. In this relation there is a 
palpable sense of conformity of śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures) in the selected ode of 
Wordsworth. There seems to be working of consonantal sounds in his poem. The repetition 
of similar and identical phonemes or sounds, the employment of one, two or more than two 
sounds, and the use of words, phrase, lines and stanzas in various combinations, at varying 
interval or without intervals in order to intensify emotions, meanings and situations are self-
evident in his ode.  

 
In poetry the repetition of phoneme or sounds has two effects- intellectual and 

musical. The repetition here is used for emphasis and more repetition is made to work up to 
an emotional climax. Another function is modulation which is improved by repetition. The 
poetry of Wordsworth is not an exception in this regard. Just a cursory look can gather a 
number of śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures) which provide a ground upon which his poetry 
flourishes. He achieves a lyrical form ‘more interwoven and complete’. A masterful use of 
śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures) in his selected ode is self-evident in displaying Wordsworth’s 
inclination to sound and music.  

 
In the poem under reviewed, Wordsworth, by the use of free and irregular repetition 

of similar or identical phonemes or sounds i.e. use of vṛtyānuprāsa alaṁkāra, gives texture 
and beauty to his metrical expression. By using various phonemes or sounds in various 
combinations, he lifts the burden of metrical freedom. Hence, his impassioned thinking 
sprinkled with shorter and blither measures, are received by the ear at first with joyful 
surprise and then with joyful expectancy.  
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The Immortality Ode is one of the most famous poems in English literature. In the 
whole series of Wordsworth’s poems it is the greatest and that to which all others lead up. 
Wordsworth reached one of the highest peaks of the English poetry of the romantic period 
with this ode. Indeed, it is the high water mark of poetry in the nineteenth century. Let us 
pick up few examples from the ode under review to exhibit the appropriate use of 
śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures). In the starting of the poem the expression “Now, while the 
birds thus sing a joyous song” and “Fresh Flowers; while the sun shines warm” have the 
repetition of /f/, a fricative, voiceless and labio-dental and /sh / sound a fricative, voiceless, 
palato-alveolar and /s/ sound. It is the season of spring, and all nature is gay. The poet sees 
manifestations of joy in birds and lambs, but he is visited by a sad thought. The poet realizes 
that his grief is out of key with the joyous scenes of a bright May morning when in 
thousands of valley far and near, the children are picking fresh flowers and the sun is also 
warm. Here the soft sounds /s/ and /sh/ are used by the poet as vehicle to delineate his 
romantic mood caused by the joyous scenes of a bright May morning. Again the expression 
“And even with something of a mother’s mind”has the repetition of bilabial, nasal and 
voiced sound i.e. /m/ sound, the purpose of the use of soft sound here is to put the thoughts 
in tune with feelings. Later the expression “Behold the child among his new-born bliss” has 
repetition of /b/ and /n/ sounds. Here the sound /b/ is bilabial, plosive and voiced sound 
and /n/ sound is nasal, alveolar and voiced sound in the expression in which Wordsworth 
asks to look at the child lying amid its new kind of happy play things. It is purposely at a 
lower pitch, and has soft sounds and a playful strain to underline the sober close of a 
splendid evening which gives at least as high a pleasure as the language. It is Wordsworth’s 
single but supreme triumph in the highest kind of lyrical architecture.  

 
Thou, whose exterior semblance doth belie 
Thy soul’s immensity; 
Thou best philosopher, who yet dost keep 
Thy heritage, thou eye among the blind, 
That, deaf and silent, read’st the eternal deep, 
Haunted for ever by the eternal mind-(Wordsworth) 

 
In the quoted lines has the same lyrical architecture impregnated with the repetition 

of /d/ sound i.e. plosive, alveolar and voiced sound. Here the poet uses vṛtyānuprāsa 
alaṁkārato delineate the character of the child who with its outward appearance presents 
the greatness of its soul. Wordsworth holds that child is the best philosopher whose soul 
still perceives glories of the heaven. He considers the child as the spiritual seer among the 
spiritually blind. It mutely and silently reads the nature’s eternity. Its mind is always ruled 
by eternal intelligence. It may be called a great prophet, a blessed seer. It is a creature over 
whom the light of its eternal abode (i.e. heaven) shines like the sun, and rules over it as a 
master rules over a slave. The influence of the heavenly glory cannot be ignored by it. Yet it 
is glorious by virtue of the divine freedom of its soul and the great height of its spiritual life. 
Here the skillful use of vṛtyānuprāsa i.e. the repetition of /d/ has musical and intellectual 
effect. 

 
Similarly, the expression “the years to bring the inevitable Yoke/ Thou blindly with 

thy blessedness at strife” contains the repetition of plosive sounds like /p/, /b/, /t/ and /d/ 
sounds which give a kind of explosion in terms of the change of the mood. The simple 
ordinary message is converted into metaphysical quest. The poet asks why, by imitating 
men, in earnest, the child wants to bring upon itself the unavoidable slavery of the years of 
manhood. He holds that while it imitates men, it is blindly in conflict with its own state of 
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great happiness. He adds that very soon its soul shall have upon it the weight of earthly 
cares and physical urges. And the weight is as oppressive as the chilling frost and almost as 
profound as life. When the poet asks these questions he seems to undergo a kind of quest 
which is delineated by the use of soft and harsh sounds. It gives pleasure to the reader and 
an added significance to the words as well. John Dryden’s words “good poets make their 
rhyme so properly a part of the verse, that it should never mislead the sense but itself be led 
and governed by it” are aptly applied to the poem of Wordsworth who makes his repetitions 
properly a part of his poems and does not mislead the meaning. 

 
Besides the repetition of similar or identical sounds in various combinations, 

Wordsworth also seems to be fond of using the repetitions of similar and identical 
phonemes or sounds in the end of the line. In the termology of Indian aesthetics, this 
repetition has been termed as aṁtyānuprāsaalaṁkāras. Let us discuss few examples of this 
alaṁkāras(figures) as in the lines “The Rainbow comes and goes/And lovely is the rose”, and 
“Thou little child, yet glorious in the might/of heaven-born freedom on thy being’s height”. 

 
The internal-rhyming words ‘goes.....rose’, ‘might…..height’, contribute to the general 

effect of the poem. These repetitions please us and confer a sort of significance on what is 
being said. There is interplay of past and present. It unfolds that as a child the poet saw all 
objects of nature clothed in heavenly splendor but now after having attained maturity, he 
finds that this splendor has been vanished for ever. He misses the glory and the dreamlike 
freshness which he saw in nature in his childhood days. The objects of nature- the rose, the 
rainbow, the moon and the stars-appear and pass away as before; the rainbow appears and 
gradually goes out of sight; the rose is also delightful; the moon, too, looks pretty but the 
heavenly splendor is absent therein. In order to highlight this interplay of visions, the poet 
has used internal rhymes.  

 
Kuntaka in his varṇa-vinyāsavakratā (phonetic obliquity) also holds that the 

repetition of two or more than two similar or identical sounds also contribute to the texture 
of the poem (Sharma, 14-43). This kind of repetition also finds due place in the poetry of 
Wordsworth. He employs two and more than two phonemes or sounds at varying intervals 
to contribute to a high poetic charm. These sounds or phonemes beautify the composition 
by employing variety of rhyme. The following examples are worth noting in this regard. The 
examples, “I hear, I hear with joy I hear!” (Wordsworth,) and “Then sing, ye Birds, sing, sing 
a joyous song!” are impregnated with emotional fabric. Here the poet uses 
Punarūktīprakāśaalaṁkāra by repeating the words ‘hear’ and ‘sing’ to delineate the 
heightened feelings. In the first expression the poet says it is the season of spring and all 
nature is gay and so sees manifestations of joy in birds and lambs, but immediately he is 
visited by a sad thought. He realizes that his grief is out of key with the joyous scenes of a 
bright May morning, and is impelled to rejoice with Nature’s dumb creatures and shepherd 
boy at play. He forces himself into a sympathetic gaiety. However, his mood of cheerfulness 
does not last long because a look at stray objects of nature reminds him that something has 
passed away from the face of the earth. In a tone of sadness he asks himself where the glory 
and the dream have gone. Here the emotional fabric is further strengthened by the 
repetition of words ‘hear’ and ‘sing’ which have the repetition of phoneme /h/, /r/, /s/ and 
/ng/ phonemes. All these soft sounds besides emotional effect also give emotional range.  

 
The poet, after gaining relief from the timely utterance, he is in harmony with 

Nature. The ecstatic tone of the expression is self-evident in exhibiting Wordsworth’s 
feelings of harmony. The halting repetition of words also expresses a kind of emotional 
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intensity in his poems. In the expression ‘I feel-I feel at all’ and ‘I hear, I hear with joy I 
hear!’, Wordsworth sees, hears, and feels- a kind of ‘joy’ which is necessary  for an artist who 
achieves the state of grace, after crossing the states of creation, preservation, transformation 
and diffusion.  Here the repetition of the word ‘feel’ which has affricate sound /f/ and labial 
sound /l/ is the use of Vīpsāalaṁkāra, the purpose of which is to delineate the heightened 
feelings. After gaining relief from the timely utterance, Wordsworth addresses the creatures 
as ‘blessed creatures’. He adds that he has heard the call they make to each other to be 
merry. He also notices the sky laughing with them in their season of great joy. His heart is 
also merry, his head is happy and he now feels all the fullness of their great happiness. He 
says: 

 
Thanks to the human heart by which we live 
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears, 
To me the meanest flower that blows can give 
Thoughts that do often lie deep for tears  
 

At the end of the poem Wordsworth has a greater sensitivity and responsiveness than 
ever before. He feels that the ‘philosophic mind’ has not decreased but, on the contrary, has 
increased the power to feel. The meanest flower is significant now not only because, like the 
small celandine, it speaks of age, suffering and death, but because to a man who is aware of 
man’s mortality. Now the world becomes significant and precious. The knowledge of man’s 
mortality- this must be carefully noted in a poem presumably about immortality- now 
replaces the ‘glory’ as the agency which makes things significant and precious. Here the poet 
uses again Vīpsāalaṁkārato delineate his gratitude towards the working of nature which has 
enabled him to see, feel and hear.  

 
This assessment shows that Wordsworth is fully aware of the importance of 

śabdālaṁkāras(verbal figures). He produces a striking effect in his poetry by the 
employment of chekānuprāsa, aṁtyānuprāsa, and vṛtyānuprāsaalaṁkāra. He arranges 
identical phonemes in various ways in his ode. He employs similar or identical phonemes in 
various charming combinations which produce musical effect and vibrate reader’s heart or 
sensitively. He arranges one, two and more than two similar or identical phonemes or 
consonants at varying intervals. Wordsworth often repeats them charmingly in the form of 
words, phrases or lines in his ode. This repetition also includes alliteration and novel 
phonemes or consonants. In their employment of consonants or phonemes, he does not 
violate the propriety; rather he uses them in consonance with feelings conveyed. There are 
some more varieties of this alaṁkāra- the use of chime and the arrangement of consonants 
or phonemes without interval and the stops combined with their homorganic nasals and 
double liquids- which are occasionally employed. The repetition of the charming 
arrangement of similar or identical phonemes or consonants has two functions, intellectual 
and musical in English poetry. Vīpsā is used for emphasis and emotional climax. In this 
device, the repetition of consonants or phonemes helps a great deal in supporting the 
meaning of expression but sometimes the onomatopoeic effect also gives great support to 
the sense. The repetition of plosive bilabial phonemes/p/ and /b/ give explosive sound and 
suggest quickness, movement, triviality, scorn; the repetition of nasal phonemes /m/ and 
/n/ provides various effects of soothing motion, music, occasionally sinister; lateral 
phoneme /l/ suggests liquids in motion, streams, water, rest, peace, luxury, voluptuousness; 
the repetition of plosive velar /k/ /g/ and the affricate palato-alveolar /t/ and /d/ suggest 
harshness  violence, cruelty, movement, discomfort, noise, conflict; the repetition of 
fricative palato- alveolar  / /and / / signifies soft, smooth and soothing effect; the repetition 
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of fricative alveolar /s/and /z/ appears in context of harshness; the fricative labio-dental 
/f//v/ and glide bilabial /w/ suggest wind, wings and any motion of a light and easy kind; the  
repetition of plosive alveolar /t//d/ are like /k/ /g/ but less emphatic and are much used in 
context where short actions are described, the glide post-alveolar /r/ is generally found in 
the context of movement and noise and the repetition of fricative dental /q//ð/ hard and 
soft tend to be quite and soothing. 
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Retelling the Ramayana and its impact on the readers 
K. Murali & R. Tirumala  
 
 
Introduction 
 
When Maharishi Narada preaches Sankshepa Ramayana to Maharishi Valmiki, it inspires 
Valmiki to write the Ramayana. Valmiki-Ramayana is known as Adi Kavya and Valmiki is 
known as Adi kavi. It means that there was no poet or no poetry before Valmiki and his 
Ramayana. It is written at the end of Treta Yuga, which means collection of three things in 
Sanskrit. The influence of the Valmiki-Ramayana on Indian-culture is so wide and deep that 
it has always been regarded as one of the pillars of Indian culture and tradition. It is also 
called Vedopabrahmanam as it tells how to live our life. It incorporates the universal theme 
of struggle between good and evil. It is divided into seven kandas (parts) Bala Kanda, 
Ayodya Kanda, Aranya Kanda, Kiskinda Kanda, Sundara Kanda, Yudda Kanda and Uttara 
Kanda. Bala Kanda explains the boyhood and adolescence of Rama. Ayodya Kanda explains 
the scenes that are set in the Dasharatha’s court including the exchanges between Kaikeyi 
and Dasharatha which leads to the exile of Rama. Aranya Kanda explains Rama’s life in the 
forest during fourteen years exile and abduction of Sita by Ravana. Kishkinda Kanda 
explains Rama’s residence with holy monkeys, slaying of Vali and quest for Sita. Sundara 
Kanda explains Hanuman’s Lanka’s burnt and the arrival of Rama in Lanka. Finally Yudda 
Kanda explains the defeat of Ravana, recovery of Sita, return to Ayodya and coronation of 
Rama. And Uttara Kanda explains Rama’s rule in Ayodya, banishment of Sita, birth of Kusa 
and Lava, and Rama and Sita’s disappearance.  
 
Avataras of Vishnu that were seen in the Treta Yuga are fifth, sixth and seventh incarnations 
as Vamana, Parashurama and Rama. Rama is the Seventh Avatara and in the Yuga, there he 
leads a life of a man. During the Yuga, the power of humans slightly diminishes. Kings and 
Brahmans need to fulfill their desires instead of using mere flat of will. People grow more 
materialistic and less inclined to spirituality. Vishnu is born in the Yuga as the Avatara of 
Rama. He is the protector of ‘Dharma’ and destructor of ‘Adharma’. Therefore, his Avatara 
incorporates all his activities in fullness that the common man does not lose faith in the 
ultimate victory of ‘Dharma’. Lord Rama is treated as ‘Maryada Purushottama’ which means 
that he takes every step to be righteous in his life; if it is giving up his kingdom to keep his 
father’s word and forsaking his wife, Sita. 
 
Scion of Ikshvaku is an interpretation of several Ramayana versions like Adyathmika 
Ramayana, Valmiki Ramayana, and Kamba Ramayana. Basically it is written in the form of 
novel using colloquial language. The colloquial language will be a respite to the readers who 
couldn’t follow the Ramayana from starting to ending. It is unlike the epic’s structure. 
Usually an epic poem is a ceremonial performance and is narrated in ceremonial style, 
which is distanced from ordinary speech where as a novel is narrated in simple language. It 
is distinguished from the long narratives in verse of Valmiki. Within its limits Scion of 
Ikshvaku is written in an interesting way with repartee conversations to create amusement 
and awareness of The Ramayana among the readers. Since it is written in the form of novel, 
Author Amish changed several situations and characters. The research paper analyzes what 
kind of effect it will be on the readers, if an epic is written in a novel form. As Scion of 
Ikshvaku is written based on the Ramayana, one can expect several changes in the novel. It 
also analyzes how the changes will impact on the readers. In fact there are a lot of changes 
have been made by the author.  
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Analysis of the Scion of Ishvaku 
 
Novel is the loosest form of the literary art, but it’s very freedom from all limitations allows 
it to give a fuller representation of real life and character than anything else can provide. 
Many hundreds of new novels appear every year, but their literary standard is not, as a rule, 
a high one, for, as W.H.Hudson remarks, “anyone can write a novel, who has pens, ink and 
paper at command, and a certain amount of leisure and patience.”  Novel need not be 
symmetrical in exposition, crisis, and denouement. It may begin with a crisis, and the rest of 
the book may be devoted to depicting how that crisis arose; on the other hand it may work 
patiently up to a climax in its very last pages. Using this advantage Scion of Ikshvaku begins 
the scene, abduction of Sita by Ravana which is actually in Aranya Kanda, the third part of 
the Ramayana then it goes to the scene, before the birth of Rama. The novel describes about 
birth of Rama in a different way which is not in any versions of the Ramayana. It says that 
Rama was born in inauspicious time, because of his birth Dasharatha was defeated by 
Ravana in a war. In fact Dasharatha makes “Ashwametha Yagna” with the help of 
Rishyasrunga for offspring and feels very happy with birth of four sons, Rama, Bharatha, 
Laxmana, and Shathrugna; especially he is very affectionate to Rama.  
 
Bharath’s love story is created by the author in the novel to amuse the readers. It says that 
Bharath loves a tribal girl, Radhika the daughter of chief Varun during his stint at Vashista’s 
gurukul.  During the conversation between Rama and Bharatha, it comes to know that she is 
Bharath’s fifth girl friend and Rama also encourages his love. This encourages the youth that 
it is nothing wrong in maintaining multiple loves. This would impact on the readers 
negatively, if they were not aware of the original version of the Ramayana. It is mentioned 
earlier that the Ramayana is treated as Vedam in India. Dasharatha and his sons’ character is 
a symbol of Indian culture.  The four sons abode to their father’s word and they used to be 
sacred while their training in warfare.  
 
Roshini is a fictional character in the novel which was depicted by the author bluntly. In the 
novel Roshini is the daughter of Manthara, a rich merchant (actually she was a maid to 
Kaikeyi in The Valmiki Ramayana). She is treated as a sister by the four brothers. At one 
situation she ties golden Rakhi to them. Unnecessarily the author created Roshini’s 
character in the novel 
 
There are many more scenes like Sita’s swayamvara, Ravana and Dasharath’s war, 
Manthara’s character which are depicted in fictional way. Definitely these would impact on 
the readers a lot. If the epics are retold in the form of novels, certain measures need to be 
taken to prevent confusion among the readers.   
 
The advantages and disadvantages of retelling the Ramayana in a novel form. 
 
Advantages: 

 
i. Usually epics are written in thousands of pages, hence it is advisable an epic novel to 

the readers who want to know the story in brief. 
ii. As the literature has been taken over by novels, much as the world dominated before, 

people love to read novels. 
iii. Language in the epics is poetical so people can’t discuss them in depth and feel 

unfamiliar. 
iv. The epic novel might increase the number of readers. 
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v. One of the functions of literature is to challenge the accepted values of a society, and 
the Ramayana challenges those values almost at every point. 

vi. The epics explore what it means to be a human being in the world.   
vii. It may motivate to read the original version to know the facts in the epic. 

 
Disadvantages: 

 
i. People assume that the fictional scenes are true and spread the same. 
ii. Since the epic novels reflect the present culture and ideology, readers mayn’t estimate 

culture and ideology of the age. 
iii. It may not be possible to some people to read a series of novels. 
iv. It may be treated as a just thriller novel but epics are read with veneration. 
v. Authors write the epical novels for commercial purpose than inspiring people. 
vi. The epic novels have no rigid frame work, and authors take full advantage of freedom. 
vii. Some fictional characters leave the readers dissatisfied. 

 
Conclusion 
 

The research paper studies the Valmiki Ramayana in brief and analyses the novel, 
Scion of Ikshvaku and how it affects the present society and culture. It also studies the epic 
novels’ impact on the readers and advantages and disadvantages of it.  
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Transcending Dalit Aesthetics in the Field of Contemporary Indian 
Literature 
Pradeep Bellubbi 
 
 
 As we learn, the life of mankind sprouted from the result of evolution and invention in 
the history of world, which inscribed to the various social settings with cultural and political 
project. The physical as well as intellectual social systems based on various idealistic devices, 
which are process of the production of meaning and ideas in a society. The ideology and 
identity of a set of people or a society is prompted its own aesthetics. The significance of 
aesthetics in social settings can have a multiplicity interpretation by the different ideology. 
So it is the fact that we are not able to steady meaning to the word Aesthetics (1). Man’s 
aesthetics awareness which he shares more or less with the other members of his species. 
From the practical to the aesthetics attitude there is a shift of emphasis from the use of 
things to how they look. 
 
 Indian uniqueness lies into its different social settings, languages, castes and sub-
castes. Every caste has its own culture, eating and living habits. And every culture has its 
own sensibility and the aesthetics. The fact is that India is blended mainly into dominant 
ideology and subaltern ideology; these different ideologies have privileged aesthetics 
alignments. Indian culture, Indian system served as the distinguished marker to the 
contemporary discourse in the global level, so far the issue of Dalit and their writing need to 
broadening its scope and nature of identity in order to decentralizing the reality. And Dalit 
writing has been taken identical standpoint in a new global literature. The picture of dalits 
before the formation of our constitution were crucial and neglected in several part of the 
country, they were all treated brutally and considered them as untouchables. They became 
witness to the unquestioning condition, totally it was inhuman but the picture has been 
started to change after the formation of constitution and with effort of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 
(2), the chairman of the Indian Constitutional Drafting Committee. They go beyond the 
limits of untouchability and to triumph over the restrictive aspects of Hindu ideology. It is 
the responsibility of the Dalit writers to deconstructing the existing perceptions and 
received notions concerning the nature of relations between Dalits and non-Dalits.  
 
 Hindu ideology and sensibility has bearing some resemblance to Apartheid (3) 
ideology. The Dalit aesthetics devices for the retainment of Indian literary history, it is 
virtually expressive category as ‘ideology’ to define evidently concepts like Dalit conscious, 
Dalitism, ambedkeriate and Dalit sensibility. Ideology is addressed into the very structure of 
culture and language with socio-cultural project. In this respect the Brahmanism is a set of 
dominant ideology, which is not corresponded to the Dalitism in Hindu context. Indian 
caste system and western race discrimination are resemblance in some extent but not 
completely analogous. In India Brahmanism provides a formulated interpretation of the 
myths of superior culture and that continues to play a constructive role in the minds of the 
Dalits. The orthodox had a passion for Brahmanical accuracy and they operated within a 
more self-opinionated framework of belief. 
 
 “Whatever touches the heart with the beauty of virtue and the blessedness of piety is 
the aesthetic of art.”_This statement is sounded revolutionary in the Subaltern (4) world, 
because aesthetic experience as opposed to aesthetic object. Bloom (5) defined- 
Pragmatically, aesthetic values can be recognized or experienced, but it cannot be conveyed 
to those who are incapable of grasping its sensations and perceptions. Pleasure is 
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continually disappointed, reduced, deflated in favour of strong, noble, values: Truth, death, 
progress and struggle. For example- Dalit tragic hero is both self-sacrificed and a sacrificial 
victim. Here pleasure is renamed as reverence and tragedy leads to an analogue of religious 
experience. Pleasures offered by culture, it exclusive with Realism.(6) To privilege realism 
risks obscuring other genres imposing arbitrary limits on the recognition of what art can do. 
So that realism not only copies reality but also interprets the world. In reality the social 
problems are marked by the idealization of Brahmanical courage and Dalit’s self-sacrifice. 
Brahmanism caught in the deadlock between individual and social morality, so that ideology 
allowing certain perceptions and rendering others implausible, which is quite apparent. 
 
 As we believed that literature is one of the great instruments to refinement, elevation 
and reflection of society. Literary creation is not simply an entertainment but a sacred art. 
The elements in literature are going to be change from one generation to another, 
frequently based on intellectual and social changes. In the classical Indian literature justified 
continues on religious grounds, this is what the aesthetics trend in the beginning. It mainly 
executes spiritual insight and beautiful expression. They comprehend their aesthetics 
impulses within the traditional Theo centric (7) framework of Hindu culture. In the twenty 
first century Indian literature remains the Unitarians (8) tended to rely on common sense 
where the traditional framework had a passion for intellectual rigorousness. The main 
impulse behind the Unitarian departure from the traditional, orthodoxy framework – the 
Transcending (9)  perspective that to operate a climate of opinion more favourable to the 
new aesthetics, this tended to differentiate less sharply between religious and temporal and 
to view the aesthetics as a means of ideology rather than as a threat to humanity. 
 
 Indian classical aesthetics was a standard romantic assumption, classical and 
Brahmanical assumption too. Elite writing misguided the aesthetics of art and failed to bring 
the reality exactly as it existed. According Brahmanical theology Dalits are religiously 
unconscious. Brahmanical literature was the failure to gain expected level of awareness, 
rather than a deep devotedness to the idea of the divine madness in itself. Literature could 
only worth, based on natural excellence rather than in terms of supernatural intervention. 
Dalit literature emerged as one of the more significant academic growth during twenty first 
century. It has nonetheless grown into competitively international discipline with serious 
intellectual presence, stretched beyond our Bharathakhanda. Power of perception in Dalit 
literature seemed progressively more wonderful, its production has been a lively one. 
Language is an Independent instrumental to their writings and their practical attention to 
craftsmanship. 
 
   Dalit aesthetics are rejected the traditional orthodoxy in all its incarnations of art and 
opted for the sublime to chose its most negative aspect of aesthetic ugliness and unpleasing. 
Brahmanical Super-Structuralism has made the untold havoc of indigenous culture more 
certain of that sad history of Dalit exploitation. Social discrimination of every kind is ugly 
and poisonous; it should be exposed and resisted. In society at large, rightwing extremists 
remain a menace, their views are repellent and their action are intolerable. The most serious 
threat to social life was aggressively and the most needed restraint is that how to control 
animosity. In this juncture, Dalit writers are trying to awakening the self-reliance with self-
confidence in Dalits through their writings. It should do better to find a framework for 
discussion that does not encourage them to invest it in one kind of writing at the expense of 
another. As we learn India, has a secular culture and it is the responsibility of each authors 
to reproduce Asceticism in parallel mode. Aesthetics are influence of socio – political and 
cultural activities, the total set up of the society of the time. Indian aesthetics are an 
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uncustomary type of adore and it an outcome of the Psycho-Physiologically balanced self-
reliance and self-realisation; which Indian sages- saints and scholars had attained through 
their age old experiments for thousands of years by the way of sensuous and super-sensuous 
perception. Maxim of Indian mythology and Esoteric contributed some basic principles to 
the development of Indian aesthetics. It appears a new system of philosophy in the 
intellectual field of India. But it is strange to that; there is no independent existence of the 
particular branch to this as we marked in the sphere of western philosophy. Some complain 
that there is not really an independent branch called aesthetics, in Indian philosophy. 
 
Notes: 
 
1. Aesthetics owes its name to Alexander Baumgarten who derived it from the Greek aisthanomai, which 

means perception by means of the senses. As the subject is now understood, it consists of two parts: the 
philosophy of art, and the philosophy of the aesthetic experience and character of objects or phenomena 
that are not art. Non-art items include both artefacts that possess aspects susceptible of aesthetic 
appreciation, and phenomena that lack any traces of human design in virtue of being products of nature, 
not humanity. For further information follow the link https://www.rep.routledge.com/articles/aesthetics. 

2. Dr B R Ambedkar, popularly known as Babasaheb Ambedkar, was one of the architects of the Indian 
Constitution. He was a well-known politician and an eminent jurist. Ambedkar's efforts to eradicate the 
social evils like untouchablity and caste restrictions were remarkable.  

3. The state of being apart. This word was developed after second world war by the Afrikaner-dominated 
National party and Broederbond organization. After the National party gained power in South Africa in 
1948, its all white government immediately began enforcing existing policies of racial segregation under a 
system of legislation that is called apartheid. Under apartheid Blacks would be forced to live in separate 
public facilities and contact between Black and White people would be limited. In 1994 marking the 
official and of the apartheid sysem.   

4. It means lower in rank or who is marginalized and oppressed by the dominant culture, such people 
considered as a group of Subaltern. This word originated from the Latin ‘subalternus’. The school of 
subaltern study began in the beginning of 1980.  

5. Harold Bloom who is an American literary critic, his best selling book ‘The western Canon’. He proposed 
the concept of canonical strangeness as bench mark of a literary works merit.  

6. The theory of fidelity in art and literature to real life and accurate representation without idealization.  
7.  It is a term which acknowledge God-Centered, having God as the central interest and ultimate concern. 
8. 

 
The term Unitarians applied to those who belong to a Unitarian Church. They believe in the moral 
authority but not necessarily the divine of Jesus. According Unitarians Jesus was a great man and a 
prophet of God, but not God hymns. 

9. 
 
Transcending means  to go beyond the ordinary limits or to be independent of the universe 
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Beyond Self behind the Bars: Mary Tyler's Autobiography My Years in an 
Indian Prison 
Satyanarayan Nemalipuri 
                                                              
 

Stone walls do not a prison make, nor iron bars a cage 
-Oscar Wilde 

 
The present paper  attempts to study the essential import of the Indian text to an 

understanding of the self and identity in the autobiography of Mary Tyler My Years in an 
Indian Prison (1978).The autobiography also highlights the lively human landscape she lived 
in, her experiences in prison, and displaces relaxed gentleness of Mary towards others in 
prison. The autobiography provides an interesting alternative to the dominant discourse of 
reform and new vision of India during the Emergency. An attempt is made to listen to the 
silences that are both intrinsic and extrinsic to the prison writing of woman. In the process, 
the paper seeks to understand the narrative strategies evolved by her including silence as a 
strategy to bypass certain covert patriarchal inventions.  

 
The autobiography recounts the life of the prisoners and experiences of the author in 

prison during the time. The text is originally written in English and also appears in Hindi as 
Bharatiya Jailon mein panch Saal rendered by Anand Swaroop Varma. The autobiography 
bears witness to the social, cultural, political and economic conditions of the contemporary 
society in India. The main purpose of writing an autobiography is to draw a faithful and 
firsthand interpretation of the writer.    

 
The firebrand British lady, Mary Tyler narrated her prison experiences in the form of 

a book titled My years in Indian prison, which captures the imagination of the readers with a 
personal and emotional touch. Her autobiography describes the physical and mental trauma 
she underwent in Indian jail during political emergency in India (1975-77).-Her 
autobiography describes her days in Indian prison, where she observed wide spread gender 
discrimination, corruption, poverty, violence and other social evils. Mary Tyler takes pains 
to narrate everyday incidents of the prison.  Her quest for justice and freedom plays an 
important role in her autobiography as it analyses multiple problems. The text demonstrates 
her attempts to integrate the different aspects of her personality and the prison experiences, 
which renders the book a highly distinctive quality as an artistic product. Mary’s insight into 
the vision of Indian society shows her unique power of observation which is more 
illuminating than any propaganda. The paper explores how the text forms a narrative 
recording the experience of the author and the significance and the purpose of the writing in 
prison. It also focuses on how the medium of writing helped her to fulfill the need for self 
expression as a human being and particularly as a woman. 

 
 The autobiography provides a very personal and humane account of wretched life 
inside the Indian jails. Mary visited India at the invitation of Amalendu Sen , her Indian 
fiancé whom she married him three months later and a month later both of them were 
arrested. Tyler was charged with being involved in the Naxalite movement or the Maoist 
armed movement that was broken out in many parts of India in the late 1960s. At the period 
of her visit to India, Calcutta was burning with great social unrest. During this social havoc 
the young people also spent in the city coming out from homes, comfort and education to 
share the hard life of the peasants, who were ready to sacrifice their lives in an urge to create 
a better India. The sense of oppression is felt throughout her work. When Indira Gandhi 
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declared the Emergency in 1975, a large number of people of India were deprived of their 
freedom and fundamental rights and were put in jails. The event remains a dark chapter in 
the history of the subcontinent. In fact, India is a country committed to secularism and 
democracy .But with these unfortunate events earlier promises was broken.  
 

The definition of autobiography given by Pascal Roy is more detailed. He says, It 
(autobiography) involves the reconstruction of the movement of a life, or a part of life, in the 
actual circumstances in which it was lived. Its centre of interest is the self, not the outside 
world, though the outside world must appear so that, in give and take with it, the 
personality finds its peculiar shape (Design and Truth in Autobiography 9) 
 
 The present paper also focuses on the trauma of a British woman who was humiliated 
and incarcerated in India due to autocracy. The conflict of values in the field of politics is 
reflected in her prison writing with the political Indian history as its background. She 
portrays the politicization of India during the Emergency and shows that the Non-violent 
revolution is the only solution to national problems. Thrust in her writing has been on the 
governance, reforms, resources efficiency and issues such as freedom, democracy and 
corruption .She finally points out that there is a need to know the history of political 
Emergency in India to look for a better solution for the sake of the next generation. One of 
the aims of writing the diary as Autobiography was to reveal to the readers, the injustice, 
oppression, helplessness and struggles of many of the disadvantaged people of India during 
that time. 
 
 The Autobiography is a detailed account of the five years of the prison life which 
Mary Tyler spent in prison encapsulating the torture, the corrupt system, and the bad code 
of behavior among inmates, the protest against brutality, the helplessness and what keeps 
the hope alive among prisoners. She was acquitted in all cases that the police charged her 
with. Varavara Rao remarked " Mary Tyler’s My Years in an Indian Prison was palpably 
realistic because she had lived in close contact with prisoners in a Bihar jail” (Captive 
Imagination 178). 
 
 The questions who are the people in jails? Are they dangerous criminals, a threat to 
society? Why should people worry about these people?  What are the conditions in jails? 
What is the effect of confinement on the human psyche, away from family, friends and 
relatives, persistently nagged by fears? Caught in their own complexes, with no one to 
console them, how does a prisoner live through his\her years in jail, are answered by the 
book My Years in Indian Prison.  
 
 Mary Tyler was brought to the prison cell in Hazaribagh Central Jail, Bihar, India in 
June 1970. The police interrogated her in derogatory words. They labeled her a Maoist, a 
dangerous communist revolutionary. They search her person, taking away her money, 
wristwatch, handkerchief and hairclips.  
 
The Autobiography opens with Mary being interrogated by the police. They shoot questions 
and false statements at her: 
 
“You are Chinese” 
“No, British” 
“I say you are Chinese. Where is your passport?” 
“In Calcutta.” 
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“You are lying. I have your passport. Do you want to see it? (My Years 15). 
 
 Mary Tyler says Man’s cruelty to man is unbelievable. She gives an account of her 
years in Hazaribagh jail which reflects largely the background and nature of her co-prisoners 
crimes and inhuman atmosphere in Indian jail. The police charged Mary Tyler along with 
fifty-one others including her husband, Amalendu Sen with insurgency. The suffocating and 
deplorable conditions of women in the prison are horrible. According to Tyler “There were 
never less than forty prisoners and when we finally left Jamshedpur two years later, there 
were forty four women and twelve children sharing the fifteen feet square cage”(My Years ) 
The daily interrogation took place at frequent intervals and the newspaper with headlines 
describing her as a “Guerilla girl” and accusing her "variously of having tried to blow up a 
uranium complex, engaging in a forest gun battle with police and bombing a police station." 
(My Years 32). It let Mary Tyler go into distress.  
 
 The treatment meted out to those arrested under the pretext of being naxalites, 
breaks even those standards set by jail authorities themselves. Lack of proper 
accommodation, bad food and an almost complete absence of medical facilities were the 
basic problems of the prisoners encounter. The food served to the prisoners was soggy rice 
mixed with stones and paddy husk, blackish green water consisting of a few lentils and five 
or six pieces of potatoes complete with speckled skin pieces and coated with a slimy sauce. 
The monsoon season worsened the situation of the prisoners who were packed in rooms 
with leaking roofs soaking themselves when it rained, during freezing temperatures. The 
prisoners covered themselves in dirty old blankets. Mary Tyler was stunned by the 
unresponsiveness of the jail staff that never ventured out in those downpours and took a 
note of their problems. 
 
 Mary Tyler also remarks about indifference of the Indian authorities who were 
disputing the validity of her marriage with Amalendu Sen and prevented her to meet her 
husband Amalendu. Mary Tyler has learned of many prisoners, several of whom had young 
children, too small at the time of arrest to separate from their mothers, but grow up in jail. 
Mary being an alien shares her experiences of joy and sorrow with them overcoming the 
barriers of language and is touched by the co-prisoners problems. She became closer to 
them and empathizes with their feelings. 
 
 The label affixed to the writer Mary Tyler as Gorilla Girl / Naxalite leader points out 
to the stark discrepancies in the police system of Hazaribagh Central jail. She observes the ill 
treatment of the prisoners in the hands of government authorities adds to the poor 
functioning of the democratic system in India. 
 
 The arrival of an exquisite lady, the secretary of coalmine, who was arrested in 
connection with the murder of a mine manager at the Kedla colliery, Hazaribagh captured 
the attention of Mary Tyler and other prisoners. The treatment of the jail authorities 
befitting her status as a “political prisoner” increased their curiosity. Expensive western 
foods, Indian delicacies, costly garments and countless pairs of sandals were provided to her. 
The political prisoner commanded several servants from among the female prisoners to 
work for her from dawn to dusk for no payment. The political prisoners were treated with 
indulgence and difference by the jail staff, who were uncomfortably aware that in the ebb 
and flow of the type of politics prevalent in India, those now in custody might one day be in 
power (My Years  48). 
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  In contrast, when Amalendu’s mother visited the jail she was allowed neither to see 
Mary nor to leave the clothing she had brought for Mary. Mary Tyler also focuses on the ill 
treatment of a particular class of co-prisoners who were termed untouchables by many 
orthodox Hindus. As a human being, by having the heart of good humanity, she degraded 
the stone walls of untouchability and accepting the food prepared by dalits. The degradable 
conditions of Harijans, who were called unclean or untouchable can be seen when others 
refused to touch them or eat the food they prepared. Mary enjoyed the cooking of one 
Harijan lady, Saibonissa. "I was moved by the generosity and open- heartedness of women 
who had little but so unhesitatingly shared whatever they possessed." (My Years  55).Mary 
Tyler states that the police, who failed to address the problems of prisoners and who failed 
to standby the oath taken by them at the time of assuming charge to serve the nation which 
are ignored because of greed or lust for power. The treatment of untouchables by the jail 
staff in prison shocks her. Mary. Gandhi said “Untouchability is crime, Harijans were called 
as people of God.” the words of such great leaders were completely ignored in a democratic 
and secular country like India. 
 
 Mary Tyler introduces a few of her jail inmates\Rohini\Kalpana\Sukri, Saibunissa 
with whom she shared her feelings of joy and sorrow. The male officers’ visit to the female 
ward without a word or sound of warning (ignoring the bell they are supported to ring to 
enter the female ward) surprised the female prisoners completely. The screams at the prison 
of suspected Naxalites shock even the neighborhood. "A reader wrote to one of the 
newspapers that he was unable to sleep at night because of the screams of people being 
tortured in the police station near his home" ( My Years 63). 
 
 The failure of police in identifying the Naxalites and treating everyone as Naxalites 
and killing them to show at what extent the law exceeded the norms. The denial of bail in a 
relatively minor case for a Harijan shows the corrupt the system of the government. Mary 
Tyler’s new companions at the new jail lived in a world of ghosts, witches, and evil spirits, 
kings, queens and superstitions. Most of them had never seen a newspaper but were eager to 
learn Mary Tyler by questioning her. Mary Tyler also presents the wide spread of 
superstitions that she observed among the female prisoners in the jail. Anyone who was 
repeatedly ill, was considered to be under the evil eye. Some put black marks on their 
children’s foreheads and tied charms around their waist to ward off evil spirit. 
 
 The prevalence of child marriages though banned by law and the alarming tales of 
girls who had runoff with men of their own choice, the punishment imposed on the girls 
were presented by Mary Tyler showing what status was given to women in Indian society. 
The husband was such  revered figure that most of the Indian women would not even utter 
their husband’s  name, It was regarded as a sin to have one’s  head uncovered in the 
presence of a male person, or to talk to one’s father –in-law or one’s husband’s elder brother. 
Mary Tyler narrates the stories of a few of her female companions who had been regularly 
beaten by their husbands’ for no proper cause. The vulnerable conditions of women 
presented by Mary Tyler depict the widespread inequality of women in all respects. Women, 
who is considered a backbone of any family is looked upon with disrespect by many people. 
They were tortured mentally and physically. Mary Tyler’s act of kindness in nursing a sick 
lady and restoring her to normal health shows her care and affection for fellow-prisoners. 
Mary Tyler though a foreigner adapts herself to Indian culture which is seen when she puts 
vermillion in her parting hair to resemble a married woman.  
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 Mary Tyler presents the vulnerable conditions at Chatra a sub jail, thirty meters from 
,Hazaribagh by stating that the prisoners there suffered from various diseases due to lack of 
medical facilities. Mary says that premature deaths were almost an everyday occurrence in 
such jails. The death of an eighteen month old boy who became a victim due to lack of 
medical facilities in Chatra jail left Mary and others prisoners  in a pool of grief. The practice 
of selling the prisoner’s clothing quota by the Assistant Jailer and the convicts in charge and 
entering the same in the books as issued to prisoners revealed the amount of corruption 
existed in Jail. Ujwal Kumar Singh commented on the condition of jails in his work “The 
story of Hazaribagh was not an exception. The condition of naxalite prisoners in West 
Bengal jails was no better” (Political Prisoners in India 232). 
 
 Justice delayed and denied to prisoners in Jail showed the lapses in the law and 
government.  Mary Tyler puts forth the Deputy High commission secretary’s proposal for 
her to agree for voluntary repatriation. Failing which she warned that she could be 
sentenced to twenty years imprisonment or sometimes death sentence. 
 
 Mary Tyler’s dairy reveals the attitude of particular class of people towards inter caste 
marriages. Mary was surprised to notice the power of caste system in a secular state of India. 
In jail she faces a Hindu woman who refuses to touch the food cooked by non-Hindu or 
Harijans and the taboos she adhered to. 
 

An example of how caste rigidity could serve the purposes of those elements in 
society who wanted for whatever reason, to hinder progress was given me by one of the 
wardresses, who said that in her village the Brahmans members of the “highest” Hindu caste 
had warned the people not send their children to the local school where some of the 
teachers were Christians and Harijans; contact with these people would make them “lose 
caste”(My Years 100). 
 The prevalence of caste system even in Indian prison reveals the deep rooted 
mentality of orthodox Indians. Even after independence the questions like “ kya jat hai?" are 
asked frequently presents the individuals bent of mind towards castes. As Indians 
discriminated the people by the feel of caste, religion in the same way, this kind of 
discrimination can be found by white people towards the lives of Blacks in the evil shadow 
of racial discrimination. Achebe once quotes famous Bantu proverb thus, "A human is 
human because of other humans.” People cannot trample upon the humanity of others 
without devaluing their own. The deplorable conditions of women prisoners and wardens 
who were sexually exploited were the problems that bothered Mary Tyler. She protests for 
the fellow prisoners for justice bears fruit at times. 
 
            The widespread and rampant incidents of corruption in Jail administration have a 
place in Mary’s diary. Mary observes that not all the violations are penalized and it was the 
poor and quite often the innocent who are victimized.  
 
 Mary’s love for India can be evidently drawn from her dairy where she gives a helping 
hand to protest against injustice to the co-prisoners while in jail. The rich and the poor, the 
high and the low caste discrimination among the people especially the rulers in a 
democratic country like India disturbed Mary Tyler. 
 
 These words show Mary’s concern for her fellow prisoners. Hindus considering 
childbirth as dirty business fit to be handled by women of the chamars, one of the Harijan 
castes upsets her deeply. The lack of medical facilities and female doctors to attend to 
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women during childbirth and leaving the mother child to their fate presses the need for the 
change in the attitude of men towards women and society together.  
 

The ailment of the prisoners suffered in the jail from poor sanitary conditions 
included illness, symptoms of sick liver and kidney, body pains, anemia, intestinal parasites, 
boils, sores, and many other symptoms of malnutrition or vitamin deficiency are intolerable.  
Mary Tyler’s interaction with her co-prisoners Dulali and Kumari brings into light once 
again the prevalence of caste system and gender discrimination purified in India. 
 
 Dulali, a Harijan woman was considered as an untouchable. Mark Tyler shares that 
the wardens and a few others find Harijans food too dirty to eat, but they were quite happy 
to accept the bribes .The family background of another Hindu Peasant, Kormi disturbed 
Mary Tyler. 
 
She came back feeling hurt because the duty warden had said, what, do you mean to tell me 
that Tyler eats food touched by a lavatory cleaner? It was a pity he had gone away, otherwise 
I would have told him straight away what I thought of his comment: like the rest of the staff, 
though he might find Harijans food too dirty to eat , he was quite happy to accept the bribes 
they gave him (My Years 152). 
 
 Mary Tyler was very disturbed by such unjust incidents. The Holi celebrations were a 
memorable experience marked as a new stage in relationship among the women prisoners 
and it turns into a unique experience in Mary Tyler’s life.   
 
 The atmosphere of harmony, the mingling of so many different types and castes, the 
overcoming of so many inhibitions and prejudice, was something unique in Mary Tyler’s Jail 
experience (173). 
 
 The news about the death of Mary Tyler’s mother left Mary in a pool of tears. Her 
mother’s words to stay optimistic smothered her mind throughout her stays in the Indian 
jail. Mary’s friendship with a tribal girl Leoni from whom Mary comes to know how the 
women prisoners lived a miserable life where sexual harassment was inevitable part of the 
oppression these women encounter.  
 
 Mary Tyler was curious when she came to know that the Soviet Union, a country 
which was supposedly concerned with the well-being of the world’s oppressed people 
declared its all-out support for the action of the India government. Ms Gandhi’s Emergency 
led to the fixation of her trial dates several weeks before 4th July 1975. Mary’s lawyer 
whispered that all the cases against her were to be withdrawn. It was decided by the 
prosecution to withdraw the case on the ground of “inexpediency”. 
 
 Mary did not even notice the peculiar wording drafted by lawyer sent specially from 
Delhi for the occasion until the High commission secretary present at the hearing pointed it 
out to Mary Tyler. The wording was hastily amended. Mary realized that she was to be 
acquitted on ‘grounds of expediency’, because her further detention would be prejudicial to 
the good relations between two commonwealth countries, India and Britain. The judge 
remarked that these grounds were very weak, however he had heard nothing in the evidence 
so far adduced to make him object to the petition. 
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 At last her trial began and the judge acquitted her on the grounds of ‘in expediency’.  
Her happiness was diminished by the news she received that her mother died a month ago.  
Still her sadness increased when she thought that her co-defendants were still in jails 
suffering for no fault of them and who knows how long without any Trial bearing with the 
horrid condition of the jail, corrupt behavior of the jail staff. 
 
 Mary’s remark expresses her deep concern for her fellow prisoners. The police officer 
presented Mary with a deportation order instructing her to leave the country (India) within 
seven days. The order was dated 17th June and signed by the Joint secretary to the 
government of India. The British Council officer visited Mary and booked a plane ticket to 
England the next day.  Mary could not sleep and was constantly remembering her inmates 
and her diaries that she had written in jail.  Mary longed to see Amalendu and his family but 
in vain. Mary’s journey from the jail to railway station saying goodbye to all her inmates in 
Jail left many in tears. 
 
 The beautiful countryside of Bengal, Banyan trees, bamboo thicket mud houses en 
route to railway station made her feel how much she loved India. Reflecting on the warm 
VIP welcome at the airport, long journey by plane, interview by a journalist and the thought 
about Amalendu, she reached Britain. Mary was given a warm welcome in her native land. 
Mary Tyler’s showed much concern for Amalendu, Kalpana, Bina and thousand of alleged 
Naxalites who are still in Jail without exception and in conditions very worse. As 
C.L.L.Jayaprada stated her comment on prison life “Thus jail become a mirror to reflect the 
captivity and slavery of the people in the world outside” (Prison Writing in India 98). 
 
 According to Mary, India can be considered to be a truly independent India, a better 
India only when equal status is given to women with men and women are respected in the 
society and not considered to be rich men’s plaything. Apart from inequalities of gender, 
those of castes and classes also exist in India. Corruption and favoritism also work on the 
systems of governance and justice. Mary remarked that unless the burning problems are 
addressed India’s agony will continue. 
 
 India had got independence 60 years ago. But nothing had changed for its poor. 
While her focus is on the judicial system, it fails to give speedy justice to under trails and the 
administration, which is full of bottlenecks. She also describes, graphically the 
discrimination women prisoners undergo due to class, caste and gender. Though the book is 
a powerful depiction of Mary Taylor’s long struggle with the judicial system to have a fair 
trial and get released also portrays powerfully her positive spirit and courage. 
 
 As critics have noted later, her look is a source of inspiration for many young people 
who dream of bringing change in social and political conditions in India. Here is an 
uncommon of honesty, quiet suffering, heroism and sacrifice. 
As an autobiography is the life story of its author, it becomes subjective in nature. But it is 
not a simple, straightforward story of the experiences of the writer; rather it is self scrutiny 
and self analysis. It is a combination of both writer and protagonist's views. As a protagonist 
he expresses his own feelings and thoughts whereas as a writer he reminds detached from 
the life of the protagonist. Thus autobiography becomes a very skillful combination of 
subjectivity and objectivity.    
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING  
 
Dialogue Journaling with Malaysian English Teachers  
Jimalee Sowell 
 
Introduction:  
 
What are dialogue journals?  
 

Dialogue journals are journals that involve an exchange between participants, usually 
teacher and student, who communicate in writing. The student writes an entry, and the 
teacher responds to it. The focus is on the conversation is between the teacher and the 
student, not on accuracy of any sort (Jones, 1996; Peyton, 2000). Although dialogue journal 
exchanges are typically between teacher and student, they can also be student to student or 
between student and other members of the community (Peyton, 2000; Mansor et. al, 2011). 
Dialogue journals can be written in diary from, in the form of a letter to the teacher, or as a 
platform for response to in-class or out-of-class readings, discussions, and so on. Journal 
entries can be written in class or for homework or both. Journals can be kept in various 
formats, such as via a blog or email exchanges, but the notebook method is the most 
common (Holmes & Moulton, 1997). Dialogue journals might have a particular focus, such 
as a reflection on the current topic of study, or they can be completely open to any topic the 
student chooses to write about (Peyton, 2000; Larsen-Freeman and Anderson, 2011).The 
purpose of dialogue journals is to build student-teacher rapport and to improve students’ 
literacy skills in a manner that is non-threatening.  
 
Why this particular study? 
 

Most literature on dialogue journals explains what they are, how they can be used, 
and the benefits of dialogue journals. Research studies of dialogue journals have primarily 
focused on whether the use of dialogue journals can have an impact on language acquisition. 
(See, for example, Kreeft, 1984; Peyton, 1986; Peyton, 1990; Peyton, 2000). Studies of 
dialogue journals involving teachers have typically focused on the use of dialogue journals as 
a reflective tool for teaching practice. (See, for example, Barkhuizen, G. P., 1995; Lee, I., 
2004; Lee, 2007; and Garmon, M. A., 2001). This study, however, focused on using dialogue 
journals with practicing teachers so they could experience dialogue journals as students as a 
way to introduce dialogue journals as a potential teaching tool.  
 
Features of Dialogue Journals 
 
Student-centered, interactive, and done regularly 
 

Dialogue journals place students at the center of the learning process by allowing 
them the chance to express themselves openly about topics of interest at their current level 
of language proficiency (Peyton, 1990; Jones, 1996). Additionally, relevant topics and themes 
for class study and discussions can emerge from dialogue journals (Isserlis, 1996; McGrail, 
1996).Most journal writing is of a personal nature, but dialogue journals offer two-way 
communication between teacher and student, or student and student, or student and other 
interlocutor (Holmes and Moulton, 1997; Denne-Bolton, 2013; Jones, 1996). In dialogue 
journals, the teacher is an equal participant in a conversation rather than an evaluator 
(Peyton, 2000; Peyton, 1996).  
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Dialogue journal entries should be written regularly (Jones, 1996). Students model some of 
their own language use in their dialogue journals after the models of language written by 
their instructor (or other dialogue journal partner), so if dialogue journals are not written 
regularly, students may not be exposed to a beneficial amount of input.  
 
Not directly corrected  
 

When responding, the teacher should respond to the message in the journal, but in 
no way make an evaluation of the student’s writing, either in response to the content of the 
writing or language skills (Holmes and Moulton, 1997; Peyton, 2000). However, correct 
language is modeled through teacher responses that provide correct forms and structures 
(Denne-Bolton, 2013). “The acquisition of forms and syntax of written language–fluency—is 
controlled by learners who, consciously or unconsciously, gradually pattern their writing 
just as they do their speaking, after the teacher’s model and learn to communicate the way 
the teacher does” (Holmes and Moulton, 1997, 620). Of course, this kind of correction is 
subtle, and students may not always be able to recognize or apply it to their writing. In some 
cases, it could be to the students’ benefit for the teacher to inform students that correct 
forms will be given in teacher responses in order to create the awareness of subtle correction 
that some students need (Peyton, 2000). 
 
Not evaluated  
 

Much of student writing is corrected and evaluated, and while error correction and 
evaluation are often viewed as a necessary element of any writing course, it is good for 
students to have the opportunity to do some writing that is not corrected or evaluated 
(Anderson, 2005). When students can write without the pressure of getting a score or being 
corrected, they have the opportunity to write in a manner that is less anxiety-prone and to 
experience writing as a form of self-expression and exploration. “When a student writes in a 
journal, he or she knows that the teacher will read what is written with, perhaps, a different 
eye from the normal evaluative one. A different kind of conversation therefore takes place” 
(Harmer, 2004, 127). If some sort of class credit must be allotted for dialogue journals, they 
can be graded as pass/fail with a pass for completing a minimum number of entries and a 
minimum number of words, sentences or pages (dependent on the students’ level).  
 
Kept private  
 

What is written in a dialogue journal should be kept private between teacher and 
student unless the student has given express permission for their writing to be shared with 
others (Jones, 1996; Isserlis, 1996; Peyton, 1996). 
 
Benefits of Dialogue Journals 

 
Of great significance is the fact that dialogue journals can extend the time between 

teacher and student. In the classroom, teachers can only give a certain amount of attention 
to each student, but dialogue journals offer a way to extend that time and provide 
individualized instruction which can offer numerous benefits for both teacher and student 
(Peyton, 2000; Denne-Bolton, 2013). 
Build student-teacher rapport 
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One of the major benefits resulting from the extended time between teacher and 
student is a development of the student-teacher relationship. Dialogue journals offer 
teachers and students the opportunity to learn more about each other, which typically 
fosters mutual understanding (Jones, 1996; Peyton, 2000).  
 
A different channel for communication  
 

As Peyton and Reed say, dialogue journals provide “an entirely new channel for 
communication” (Peyton and Reed, 1990). Students often communicate in writing that 
which they would not communicate in speaking. Dialogue journals can give students a voice 
for stories and difficulties, such as the death of a loved one, growing up in poverty, raising a 
family on one’s own. Writing down these stories can sometimes help students gain some 
relief, and can also help the teacher understand the students and their behavior and 
motivations more intimately. Teachers can learn about problems students are having—
academically or otherwise. Sometimes students have problems that they are afraid to speak 
out about but are willing to write about (Peyton, 2000; Denne-Bolton, 2013). For example, 
one of my colleagues who used dialogue journals with her students spoke of a student who 
expressed problems of potential abuse in her homestay. The teacher then made sure the 
student was placed in a safe living situation. 
 
Motivational  
 

Because of the individual nature of dialogue journals and the freedom to write about 
any topic without the fear of judgment of errors or evaluation, dialogue journals can be 
highly motivational (Jones, 1996, Holmes and Moulton, 1997; Peyton, 2000). In fact, students 
who write dialogue journals have reported that they feel more motivated to write in a 
dialogue journal than to do other kinds of writing (Holmes and Moulton, 1997). One day, 
with the subjects in this study, because of an expected visitor to our class, our normal study 
schedule had to be altered, and we did not write in our journals as we usually did in the 
morning. In the afternoon, a student politely reminded me that we had skipped the dialogue 
journal writing. “Did you forget about our journals?” she asked and added, “This is the first 
time I’ve ever had a pen pal.” Another student also asked if we were going to write in our 
journals that day. She said, “I don’t know why, but I always look forward to reading what you 
wrote in my journal.” At some point in the course, there was a question over whether I 
would be able to stay until the end. A reason one student gave to convince me to stay was 
that a replacement teacher would not do dialogue journals with them. No student in this 
course had ever told me that I had forgotten to teach them grammar or that I had forgotten 
to teach them how to write informal and formal emails—a task they would have to do for 
the APTIS exam, which they would have to take following the end of the course. These 
students were clearly motivated by the communication that was taking place in their 
dialogue journals. In fact, dialogue journals seemed to be one of the more successful 
undertakings in this course.  
 
Increases fluency  
 

Students are able to develop fluency in writing through dialogue journals because the 
emphasis is on writing for communication without having to worry about correct form or 
structure(Holmes and Moulton, 1997; Vanette and Jurich, 1990; Denne-Bolton, 2013).  
Improves writing skills  
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The focus of dialogue journal writing is on content and meaningful communication 
rather than form. Even though the teacher’s response might be beyond learners’ current 
level of proficiency, they will be motivated to read and respond to the teacher’s responses 
because they are reading and writing about topics of personal interest. Additionally, many 
teachers who make use of dialogue journal writing in their classes have found that over time 
students’ writing improves in terms of both fluency and accuracy (Peyton, 2000; Peyton, 
1990; Jones, 1996; Isserlis, 1996).Peyton’s research of a sixth grade student’s dialogue journal 
writing showed evidence of improvement in such writing skills as elaboration, writing with 
an audience in mind, and introducing new topics to a reader (Peyton, 1990).  
 
Improves language skills  
 

Through dialogue journal writing, students improve in structure and form (Jones, 
1996). This improvement is often very much based on what they learn from the models 
provided by their dialogue journal partner (Holmes and Moulton, 1997). Peyton’s study of 
acquisition of grammatical morphology showed very clearly how students writing dialogue 
journals improved in specific grammatical features such as plurals and irregular past over 
time (Peyton, 1990).  
 
Provides students with feedback  
 

Dialogue journals provide students with feedback on their ideas and questions 
(Garmon, 2001), which could be related to classroom issues or otherwise. This sort of 
feedback can be beneficial both academically and as a means of building student-teacher 
rapport.  
 
An opportunity to write without anxiety and build confidence  
 

Dialogue journals give students an opportunity to write without anxiety. Writing is a 
skill that many, including both first- and second-language learners, find difficult to master, 
and writing often provokes a great deal of anxiety and stress, especially writing for 
evaluation. English language learners need opportunities to write without the fear of 
correction or judgement in order to develop fluency (Denne-Bolton, 2013). Through dialogue 
journals, students can feel more comfortable about writing (Holmes and Moulton, 1997; 
Isserlis, 1996). When students begin to feel comfortable writing and expressing their ideas in 
writing, they can develop confidence in both their writing and language abilities.  
 
Potential Problems and Solutions Of Dialogue Journals 
 
Concern about lack of correction 
 

Some students might be concerned that the errors are not corrected in their journals, 
especially students from educational backgrounds focused on writing for the purpose of 
producing flawless text. If concern over lack of correction arises, the instructor can point out 
that they model correct language in their responses and that they will receive correction on 
other assignments. The instructor should also make students aware of the benefit of doing 
some writing that isn’t corrected, that not all writing demands a concept of perfection but 
still retains its value—in this case, the purpose of dialogue journal writing is about 
meaningful communication rather than producing polished pieces of writing (Peyton, 2000).  
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Writing that is too personal  
 

When starting a dialogue journal writing project, teachers should make students 
aware that they should not reveal anything that they are not comfortable having the teacher 
read (or other students in the case that students will be responding to each other). While 
students tend to have a set barometer for topics that are acceptable, some students might 
not have instinctive ideas about appropriate boundaries. When journal content is 
inappropriate, it is the teacher’s responsibility to set boundaries either in a journal response 
or in person (Peyton, 1996; Peyton, 2000).  
 
The Study 
 
Participants  
 

Forty-five in-service primary and secondary Malaysian teachers participated in the 
study. All participants teach English, but some teach other subjects as well. Participants 
were part of a 40-week government-sponsored, compulsory teacher-training course called 
PRO-ELT aimed at improving English language skills and teaching practices in Malaysia.  
 
The Method  
 

The purpose of this study was to find out if the participants found dialogue journals a 
useful learning tool for themselves as students, whether they felt that dialogue journals had 
any kinds of drawbacks, and if they would consider using dialogue journals in their own 
classrooms. For eight weeks of a 40-week teacher-training course, participants wrote in 
journals and the facilitator (author of this paper) responded to their entries. Teachers 
experienced dialogue journal writing as a student would. Before beginning dialogue journal 
writing, participants were told that they were free to write about any topic of their choice 
and that whatever they wrote in their journals would be confidential between facilitator and 
course participants. Participants were also given a list of topics they could choose from in 
the event that they could not come up with any journal writing ideas on their own, 
especially intended for the beginning stages of the journal-writing project. Following the 
eight-week period of journal writing, teachers/students were asked to write about their 
experience of dialogue journal writing with the following prompt: In the space below, please 
describe your experiences of dialogue journal writing. In addition to being asked to write 
freely about their dialogue journal experience, participants were asked to complete a survey. 
The open-ended question was given first so that participants would not be influenced by the 
language or ideas in the survey. Participants were told that taking part in the study was 
voluntary and that refusal to participate would in no way affect their relationship with their 
facilitator nor performance in the course.  
 
Qualitative Research Findings 
 

When asked to write freely about the experiences of dialogue journals, all remarks 
were positive in nature. However, one participant did express some anxiety over the lack of 
correction. The common themes that emerged were as follows: confidence, improvement of 
writing skills, improvement of language skills, appreciation of feedback for journal entries, 
freedom of expression, motivation, and mention of the desire to use dialogue journals as a 
teaching tool. Some participants’ writing focused on only one theme, such as freedom of 
expression; while others revealed two themes or more. In some cases, themes emerged in a 
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cut-and-dry fashion, but often themes were intertwined—for instance, a participant 
expressed a feeling of motivation in dialogue journal writing because they were able to 
openly express themselves, another expressed a feeling of confidence related to the freedom 
of expression, and another expressed motivation because of the interactive nature of 
dialogue journals. In the case where a response was intertwined, it was placed in the 
category to which it seemed most akin or when equally a part of two categories, placed in 
the two. 
 

Category  Number %  

Development of confidence in writing  5 11 

Improvement of writing skills  11 24 

Improvement of language skills 8 17 

Appreciation of facilitator’s  responses  (enjoyment of the 
exchange of having a writing partner) 

17                      38 

Freedom of expression (often relates to the open, non-
restrictive nature of dialogue journal writing) 

29 64 

Motivation (to write) 7 16 

Good for own classes 6 13 

 
 
Some of the comments for each theme are as follows: 
 
Development of confidence in writing  
 

1. I like it very much and it helps me to tell and write confidently.  
2. I feel more confidence to write.  
3. I have gained my confident level.  
4. Before I started, I felt anxious about my written entries as I was too afraid to be 

judged. Eventually, this activity boost up my confidence level in writing task, as I can 
write freely without care as I know my teacher will read it anyway.  

5. Dialogue journal writing has improved me a lot in writings. I feel more confidence to 
writing.  

 
Improvement of writing skills 
 

1. …the facilitator guided me a lot in correcting my sentence structure. 
2. Dialogue journal writing improved my writing and make me love writing.  
3. It [journal writing] teaches me how to write meaningful sentences and good 

sentences.  
4. Give me a chance to improve myself in writing.  
5. It is a good form of writing exercise. [….] I can also improve my writing skills.  
 

Improvement of language skills  
 

1. Learning more especially use of language.  
2. …it helps me to improve my grammar.  
3. …it helped me to be aware of my grammar even though my moderator didn’t 

correct/assess my writing.  
4. Besides, it can also improve my speaking skills in English.  
5. Improve my vocabulary and grammar. 
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Appreciation of facilitator’s responses for journal entries  
 

1. It is good that somebody can respond on what I write.  
2. …I have a friend who can reply to my story.  
3. … I also like when the facilitator gave comments on things that I wrote.  
4. I am so excited to write as I knew that my lovely teacher, Miss Jim, will write 

something after she had read my writing. That feeling will make my day.   
5. The way my teacher responded to my entries really spice up my day as I know 

someone knew what I want and what was in my mind.  
 
Freedom of expression  
 

1. I could share my point, my experiences, and anything.  
2. It is not easy for a person to express themselves openly, but through the journal 

writing, I believe I have expressed myself.  
3. Dialogue journal writing is an interesting activity for me as I am not restricted to any 

format or language usage. I am encouraged to express what I want to tell the other 
without consider any grammar mistake.   

4. It seems one of the ways to express myself and activities that I like to do. I can write 
without thinking of correct grammar or what.  

5. …I can write freely and unlimited during writing dialogue journal.  
 
Motivation  
 

1. I found that doing this activity will give me more motivation in writing. I can write 
about anything to express about my feelings towards the things happen to me 
without worrying about the mistakes of writing perfectly.  

2. Sincerely, this is my first time do English writings continuously and it makes me fall 
in love with writing. Because Jimalee corrected my writings in indirect way. It makes 
me pleasant to write more. Dialogue journal writing has changed my personal 
perceptions towards laziness in writing English language.  

3. It is very interesting, fun, and will motivate me to write because I can write anything I 
like.  

4. I can write freely whatever I wanted, without thinking any corrections or spelling. Its 
give me a lot of motivation.  

5. Dialogue journal writing is one of the activities I found is very interesting, fun, and 
will motivate me to write because I can write anything I like.  
 

Good for own classes  
 

1. I hope it will be included in the school syllabus. At least the pupils got to express 
their thoughts freely without being condoned by school rules, grammar rules, and all 
sorts of rules.  

2. I think it is an effective method for my students to practice writing because there is 
no certain title for it.  

3. Now I learnt from this and I will practice this to my kids.  
4. I’ll try this journal writing to my own students. Hope they’ll enjoy it.  
5. I feel that if such activity is to be carried out in the Malaysian ESC primary school. It 

will also give benefit to the young learners in term of enhancing their writing skills.  
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6. I feel that if an activity [dialogue journal writing] is to be carried out during my own 
lesson, it will give benefit to my pupils, too.  
 

From this, we can surmise that what participants in this study seemed to appreciate most 
about dialogue journals was the freedom of expression it offered them and the opportunity 
to receive responses to their writing from their facilitator. Following that, a number of 
participants felt that dialogue journals helped them to improve language and writing skills. 
Significant but lesser mentioned themes involved motivation, confidence, and a mention of 
the desire to make use of dialogue journals as a teaching strategy. Although we can see that 
for this particular group of participants, dialogue journals seem to be working most 
predominately in the affective realm, a belief in the improvement of skills (writing and 
language) is also significant.  
 
Quantitative Research Findings: Survey And Results 
 
Overall experience of writing a dialogue journal 
 
1. Overall, how was your experience of writing a dialogue journal? (Check one answer.) 

 

Response Number Percentage 

positive 40 89 

negative 0 0  

neutral 5 11 

 
Benefits of dialogue journals for students  
 

2. Listed below are some of the benefits of dialogue journals for student writers. Put a 
check next to all of the ones that you experienced while writing dialogue journal 
entries in your PRO-ELT course. (Check all that apply.)  

 

Reason No. % 

I felt that I developed a closer relationship with my facilitator.  41 / 45 91 

Writing in the dialogue journal was an opportunity for me to freely 
express myself.  

44 / 45  98 

I felt that I could better understand some of my problems (related to 
studies and otherwise).  

27 / 45 60 

I felt that my writing improved.  30 / 45 67 

I felt that I could get some feedback on my ideas or questions.  38 / 45 84 

I felt that my English language skills improved.  31 / 45 69 

 
 
Dialogue journals as a teaching tool  
 
3. Would you use dialogue journals with your students? (Check one answer.)  
 

Response Number Percentage 

yes 41 91 

no 4 9 
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3. A. If you answered no to the question above, please give the reason(s) you would not do 
dialogue journals with your students:  

 
Reasons listed: 

a. It is not suited in Malaysian context, culture, and education system, which is more 
exam-oriented.  

b. The language proficiency is not enough to write and express themself[sic] (year 1 – 4). 
c. I am teaching Year 3 pupils and they are in weak class. Some of them cannot write 

especially in English.  
d. Because my students feel awkward and not confident to write dialogue journal. They 

are too young (7 years and 8 years). Family background (not use English at home).  
 
Motivation to write  
 
4.  Did you find dialogue journals more motivating than other kinds of writing you might do as part 
of a course (such as writing APTIS emails, writing an essay, writing a research paper, etc.)? (Check 
one answer.) 

  
 

 
4. A. If you answered yes to the question above, check the reasons below. (Check all that apply.) 

 

Reason  Number  % 

Dialogue journals are uncorrected.  18 / 45 40 

I could write about anything I wanted.  43 / 45 96 

Dialogue journals are more like a conversation than a formal piece 
of writing.  

38 / 45 84 

When I wrote in my dialogue journal, I did not feel the pressure of 
having to write perfectly.  

42 / 45 93 

 
Drawbacks of dialogue journals  
 
5. Did you feel that there were any drawbacks to dialogue journals? (Check one answer.)  
 

Response Number Percentage 

yes 6 13 

no 39 87 

 
If you answered yes to question six, please explain here:  
 
Drawbacks as expressed by participants: 

a. There are no corrections for the mistakes. 
b. Pupils did not know their mistakes in their writing.  
c. Probably yes. Students might think that you are the secretkeeper. So they students 

might have feelings for you because they think you are the one understand them best.  
d. Pupils will not realize the mistakes they made.  
e. Uncorrected dialogue journal for me is not a good idea. It’s good to have a free flow of 

idea and expression—other person is needed to identify our mistakes.  

Response Number Percentage  

yes 45 100 

no 0 0 
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f. It might be a problem for me to relate it to my work because it is not done during the 
classroom activity.  

 
Discussion 
 

 The great majority of participants, 89 percent, found dialogue journals to be a positive 
experience. A small number, 11 percent, felt neutral about dialogue journals, but no one 
in this study had negative feelings about dialogue journals.  
 

 The most recognized benefits were that dialogue journals served as an outlet for self-
expression, 98 percent; dialogue journals were a tool for building student-teacher 
relationships, 91 percent; and dialogue journals were a way for participants to get some 
feedback on their ideas and questions, 84 percent. Following that,many participants felt 
that their English language skills improved, 69 percent, that their ideas about the PRO-
ELT course changed, 67 percent, and that their writing skills improved, 67 percent. The 
listed benefit with the fewest votes, 60 percent, was a feeling of being able to better 
understand problems through dialogue journals.  

 

 The vast majority, 91 percent, said they would use dialogue journals with their students.  
 

 All participants, 100 percent, said they felt more motivated to write in their journals 
than to do other kinds of writing. The most popular reason for feeling more motivated 
to write in a dialogue journal than engage in other kinds of writing was the freedom to 
write about any topic, indicated by 98 percent. Following closely behind that, 96 
percent felt motivated because they did not feel the pressure to write perfectly. Eighty-
four percent were motivated by the conversational nature of dialogue journals. Only 40 
percent indicated feeling motivated because of a lack of correction.  

 
The majority, 87 percent, felt there were no drawbacks to using dialogue journals.  

 
Overall, we can see that dialogue journals were a positive experience for the majority 

of participants in this study. However, there is a definite ripple of anxiety regarding the 
uncorrected nature of dialogue journals. In general, participants show that benefits of 
dialogue journals are working more on an affective level than language or writing 
improvement. Perhaps, for some participants, there is a link between lack of correction and 
participants’ perceptions regarding language and writing improvement.  
 
Caveat 
 
Not a replacement for other instruction 
 

While dialogue journals are a great teaching tool in the ESL/EFL classroom (whether 
a composition course or otherwise), they are not meant to be used at the only teaching tool, 
nor are they meant to be a substitute for instruction. They should be included as part of the 
course, but not used as a course in of itself. Students still need to learn about the writing 
progress and how to write according to the goals of their writing program or particular 
course (Peyton, 1996).  
 
Conclusion 
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From this study with Malaysian teachers and previous research, we can see that the 
use of dialogue journals is an overwhelmingly positive experience for learners and an 
effective teaching and learning tool. Because of the many benefits of dialogue journals 
coupled with very little risk of neutral or even negative reception of dialogue journals, my 
recommendation is that EFL/ESL instructors make use of dialogue journals in their classes. 
Dialogue journals can be used with students of all ages and proficiency levels, take little 
class time, and can easily be incorporated into any ESL/EFL syllabus or curriculum.  
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Task-Based Approach to Teaching English Speaking Skills at the Tertiary 
Level: A Study 
S. Belgiliya Lincy 
 
Introduction 
 

English language has been recognised and used as the ‘language of living and 
learning’ in many countries including India. David Crystal in his book English as a Global 
Language points out that “A language achieves a genuinely global status when it develops a 
special role that is recognised in every country” (2). Crystal’s statement, when analysed in 
the Indian context, asserts that the English language has achieved the status of a priority 
foreign language in India. Therefore acquiring the essential skills in English Language has 
become critical in determining the prospects of employability among students at the tertiary 
level.   

 
“Speaking is the skill by which learners are most frequently judged and is the vehicle 

par excellence of social solidarity, social ranking, professional advancement, and business” 
(Bygate, vii). The forces of Globalisation and revolution in Information Technology have 
brought about a great demand for good communication skills in English as a necessary 
academic orientation. English speaking skills that cover specified areas are now recognised 
as core life skills. These key skills of communication are an expected outcome of tertiary 
education along with the subject knowledge. 

 
In Task Based Language Teaching, teaching happens in two stages: a pre-task and a 

task. The ‘pre-task’ is teacher-driven and is essentially a whole-class activity. It is to orient 
the learners to undertake the task that followed, by giving examples and motiving them. 
They learn to carry out various kinds of skilled performance through between training and 
practice in the total skill, sometimes called ‘whole-task practice’.   

 
Tasks can be distinguished into two types. ‘Unfocused Tasks’ are intended to elicit 

general samples of language; that is, they are not designed with a specific linguistic feature 
in mind. ‘Focused Tasks’ are designed to elicit use of a specific linguistic feature (typically a 
grammatical structure or sentence pattern)  

 
A ‘task’ has to be attempted by each learner on his/her own. Based on what he/she 

has learnt at the pre-task stage, the learner has to complete the task. The measure of success 
is a serious attempt on his/her part (through a deployment of his/her limited resources and 
problemsolving skills) to complete the task. What is significant about this approach is the 
fresh nature of each task as this becomes an incentive to the learner’s efforts for meaning-
making and selflearning 

 
Significance of the Study  
 

Teaching speaking skills at the tertiary level is quite arduous, and its success depends 
on various factors like classroom, teacher, student, teaching methods, evaluation modes, 
and feedback criteria. A discussion with the teaching faculty handling Spoken English as 
NME ascertained the obstacles and difficulties in the teaching process.   
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Statement of the Problem  
 

Spoken English classes were used as an opportunity for the students to practise 
speaking skills. But what seems to be required is a ‘structural learning experience’ through 
‘tasks’ to improve their English speaking skills. It is from the lacunae that seem to exist in 
the teaching methodology adopted in the NME Spoken English classrooms by the respective 
faculty that the scope of this research emerged.   
 
Objective of the Study  
 

The main objective of the study is to find whether Task-Based Approach is effective 
in developing the speaking skills of the college students who have taken Spoken English as 
Non-Major Elective at undergraduate level. The study also focuses on the difficulties faced 
by the teachers in implementing the activities and the obstacles faced by the students in 
participating in the activities inside the classroom.   

 
Location of the Study  
 

The location of the study is Chevalier T. Thomas Elizabeth College for Women 
situated in Chennai, Tamilnadu, India.   

 
Samples of the Study  
 

The undergraduate students who have taken Spoken English as Non-Major Elective 
are the samples of the study. The samples belonged to various departments like B.Sc. 
(Maths), B.Sc. (Physics), B.Sc. (Computer Science), BCA, B.Com (General), B.Com 
(Corporate Secretaryship), B.Com (A&F), and BBA.    

 
Methodology  
 

The researcher has used Task-Based Approach in designing the activities to develop 
the speaking skills of the college students who have taken Spoken English as Non-Major 
Elective at undergraduate level.  

 
Reasons for Selecting The Method  
 

The researcher has chosen the Task-Based Approach to develop the speaking skills of 
the students because ‘tasks’ minimise teacher-talk and provide opportunities for the 
students to talk inside the classroom.    

 
Tools Used in the Present Study  
 

 Spoken English Modules- The researcher has designed 10 modules with various tasks 
using Task-Based Approach to be used in the Non-Major Elective Spoken English 
classroom: 
 
 Asking for / Giving Directions 
 Asking for / Giving Information 
 Asking for / Giving Suggestions and Advice 
 Compare and Contrast 
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 Cause and Effect 
 Evaluating Options 
 Telephonic Conversations 
 Vowels and Consonants 
 Strong and Weak Forms 
 Common Errors in English 

 
These modules are based on the following principles and practices: 
 

 Communication through interaction in the target language 
 Introduction of authentic texts into the learning situation 
 Opportunities for the learners to focus not only on language but also on the learning 

process  
 Enhancement of learner’s personal experience as contributing elements to classroom 

learning  
 Linking of classroom language learning with language use outside the classroom. 

(Nunan,1) 
 

 The teachers have used these modules in the classroom to develop the speaking skills of 
the students who have taken Spoken English as Non-Major Elective at undergraduate 
level.   

 Test for the Students- Pre-test and Post-test are conducted to evaluate the speaking skills 
of the students at entry and exit levels.   

 Questionnaire for the Students- Feedback questionnaire is given to the students to 
understand their views about the tasks used in developing their speaking skills. 

 Questionnaire for the Teachers- Feedback questionnaire is given to the teachers to 
understand their views about the tasks used in developing the speaking skills of the 
students. They are asked to write Teacher Reflection to find the difficulties faced by 
them while using the modules inside the classroom.   

 
Steps Involved in the Method  
 

The samples are asked to fill in the student data sheet to collect background 
information. The students are asked to attend pre-test to evaluate their speaking skills at 
entry level. 10 modules with different tasks are used in the classroom to develop the 
speaking skills of the students. Post-test is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of Task-
Based Approach in teaching Spoken English at undergraduate level. 
 
Major findings: 
 
(a) Table Showing the Pre-test and Post-test Average % of the Students: 

 

  
B.Sc. 
(Maths) 

B.Sc. 
(Physics) 

B.Sc. 
(Cmp.Sci.) 

BCA 
B.Com 
(Gen.) 

B.Com 
(CS) 

B.Com 
(A&F) 

BBA 

Pre-test 
Average % 72 60 56 48 48 56 60 40 

Post-test 
Average % 80 72 76 60 60 72 76 68 

 
 
(b) Graph Showing the Pre-test and Post-test Average % of the Students: 
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Task Based Learning has both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are 

numerous. First of all, it is suitable for all ages and backgrounds, especially young learners. 
They have learnt their L1 in a contextualised setting. (i.e.) They have learnt grammar and 
structure inductively. Their focus is on meaning, not form. Their language skills are being 
developed, and appropriate ‘tasks’ designed for their level will improve their language skills. 
(Bourke, 2006)  

 
Some other advantages are that it can be used to teach content as well as language. It 

can be combined with traditional teaching methods. It can provide motivation as ‘tasks’ are 
relevant and immediate. It can be a useful method for students who don’t do well in 
traditional classroom or where teachers have little autonomy over their lesson planning. 
(Krahnke, 1987) 

 
One major disadvantage of Task Based Learning is that it requires a high level of 

creativity and initiative on the part of the teacher. At tertiary level, there is a bigger 
challenge since comprehensible target language input is limited. However, the use of 
authentic materials and contact with expert teachers can help.  

 
Other disadvantages are that the teachers and students may prefer traditional types 

of teaching. This method relies heavily on student motivation and commitment. Students, 
who are used to a teacher-centred classroom with little interaction on their part, might feel 
uncomfortable and even be unwilling to complete the tasks. Another difficulty is that 
teachers will probably find evaluating students’ performance in Task Based Learning 
challenging unless a specific rubric for assessment is created. (Krahnke, 1987) 

 
Some students tend to use their mother tongue while talking in English. Students 

often learn each other’s mistakes. Repeated use of shared errors engenders fossilisation. 
Teacher has less scope for correcting errors as it may hamper student’s motivation to talk in 
the second language. Some students even dislike being corrected by their classmates. One or 
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two over-enthusiastic students talk often, dominating the other students in the classroom. 
(Tickoo, 414) 

 
Task Based Learning modules prepared by the researcher were used in the Non-

Major Elective (NME) Spoken English classes for a period of two months. Teachers used the 
modules to make the students speak in English. Students got opportunities to talk before 
the class which never happens in lecture-based classrooms. Pre-tests and Post-tests were 
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the Task Based Learning in teaching speaking 
skills at tertiary level.  

 
The difference in pre-test and post-test average% shows that there is significant 

increase in the scores of the students. It implies that the students have developed their 
speaking skills by using the Task Based Learning modules in the classroom. Most of the 
teachers have found the Task Based Learning modules interactive and useful. Most of the 
students have enjoyed participating in the tasks, thereby developing their speaking skills 
during the Non-Major Elective (NME) Spoken English classes. 

 
Recommendations 
 

 When the students perform, the teacher can monitor their strengths and weaknesses.  

 If the students find themselves unable to perform the ‘task’, the teacher can offer advice 
or provide necessary language items to complete the ‘task’ with ease.   

 The teacher may need to discourage learners from resorting to their mother tongue in 
moments of difficulty.  

 The teacher must subordinate his/her teaching behaviour to the learning needs of 
his/her students; sometimes even to the extent of withdrawing completely from a ‘task’ 
once it is in progress.  

 The teacher has to step out of his/her didactic role in order to be a ‘human among 
humans’. (Littlewood, 94)  
 

Scope for Further Research 
 

 Difficulties in designing TBL modules can be analysed in detail. 

 Teachers and students’ attitudes towards TBL method and modules can be studied 
carefully. 

 The difficulties faced by the teachers in using the TBL materials in the mixed-ability 
classroom can be studied. 

 The problems encountered by the students while using the TBL modules in developing 
their speaking skills can be evaluated. 

 The effectiveness of TBL modules in improving the listening and writing skills of the 
students can be analysed.  

 The influence of Task-Based Learning modules on visual, auditory, and kinesthetic 
learners can be studied. 

 The effect of TBL modules on differently abled students can be analysed in detail. 
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